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Foreuord

One characteristic of modern war and the study of war in
general is the use o quantitative tools-variously known as
operatio:is analysis, operations research, or systems analysis-to
measure weapons, tactics, and strategies, as well as to evaluate
actual or hypothetical battles. Introduced in World War 11, these
techniques have come to be associated with the military, even as
they have improvc i arj, spread into nonmilitary fields. Despite
such growth and widespread acceptance, operations analysis (to
pick a single term) remains an imperfect representation of
reality.

In this "operations analysis history," a combination of tradi-
tional history and analysis employing quantitative techniques,
author Brian McCue explores the uses and limits of operations
analysis. He takes as his text the 1942-44 campaign against Ger-
man U-Boats in the North Atlanfic, completing the analysis the
pioneering WWII researchers ncver had a chance to finish. In
the process, he validates the usefulness of their techniques even
as he clarifies and identifies the limits of their analysis. In a key
finding, he stresses the overwhelming importance of selecting
appropriate measures of effectiveness when attempting to quan-
tify military operations. Beyond its obviou appeal to the mili-
tary operations research community, McCue's essay generates
broad principles-supported by both empirical evidence and
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analytical modeling-of interest to national security strategists
and policymakers. For example, his critical analysis of the
troubles with the "top-down approach" used by current defense
analysts has great currency for modern policymakers. McCue's
conclusions might reasonably be extended to the measurement
of other military endeavors, such as bomber operations or anti-
missile defense systems.

This study is not for the casual reader looking for another
account of the well-documented, even romanticized, battles of
the North Atlantic. Its unique approach, bridging the gap
between historical and scientific representations of reality, chal-
lenges the reader intellectually. But this study offers, in return,
crisp, accessible prose and many fresh insights into the fascinat-
ing attempts of modern man to evaluate quantitatively that
human enterprise most resistant of all to measurement-
xva rfa re.

1. A. BALD'INN
Vice Admiral, US Navv
President, National Defense

University
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1

Overview

The late war, imore than any other, involved the interplay of
new technical neasures and opposing countermteasures. For
example, the German U-boats had to revise their tactics and
equipment when we began to use radar on our anti-submiarine
aircraft; and we, in turn, had to modify our tactics and radar
equipment to counter their changes. In the see-saw of techniqucs
the side which countered quickly, before the opponent had time
to perfect the new tactics and weapons, had a decided advan-
tage. Operations research, bringing scientists in to analyze
the technical import of the fluctuations between measure and
counternieasure, made it possible to speed uIp our reaction rate
in several critical cases.

-Admiral E.J. King, 1945'

In the Second World War, German U-boats (Unterseeboote)
operated against Allied shipping, principally convoys in the
North Atlantic, in an effort to reduce shipments of basic neces-
sities aad war materiel to Great Britain. The U-boats jeopardized
Great Britain's war effort so much that Winston Churchill later
wrote, "The only thing that ever really frightened me during the
war was the U-boat peril." 2

The Allied response to the U-boats benefited greatly from the
introduction of operations research, defined by its early practi-
tioners as "a scientific method of providing executive depart-
ments with a quantitative basis for decisions regarding the
operations under their control." -" Although the last U-boats have



LI-Boafs in the Bay of Biscay

long since surrendered, the mathematical methods used against
them in the Second World War deserve further attention for three
reasons.

First, the war ended before operations researchers could com-
plete a full analysis of the campaign in the North Atlantic. They
addressed the salient elements-the effectiveness of searches from
aircraft and surface ships, the methods of attacking from these
platforms once a U-boat was found, the disposition of escorts
around a convoy, and so on-and formulated what today we
would call a "macro-model" of U-boat circulation in the North
Atlantic. But operations researchers at the time never united these
analyses into a single, comprehensive study from which they or
historians could draw new conclusions about the war.

Second, the wartime successes of operations research led to the
postwar use of similarly structured quantitative inquiries, variously
described as operations research, systems analysis, or operations anal-
ysis. IA sizable industry now performs such work for defense con-
tractors, the Department of Defense, and other parts of the Federal
Government. This industry can trace much of its acceptance and
popularity to the success of operations research in analyzing anti-
submarine warfare. Present-day heirs of the wartime operations
researchers would benefit from a detailed look at their legacy; the
successful application of operations research in the past is not just
a selling point for today's research, it is a source of many pro-
cedural implications for today's researcher.

Third, the measure-countermeasure see-saw of which Admiral
King, commander of the U.S. effort against the U-boats, wrote was
not the last of its kind. Antisubmarine warfare exists to this day; in
fact, the nuclear-armed ballistic missiles on some submarines
enable them to pose a peril far beyond that Churchill saw in the
U-boats. Other modem examples, many involving either strategic
nuclear weapons, electronic warfare, or both, contain two
elements--a heavy emphasis on technology and the decisiveness
of any technological advantage-that so richly rewarded systematic
study of the war against the U-boat. Today's policymakers can
therefore learn much from generalizations drawn from a complete
study of the U-boat war, including how operations research during
the war differs from that practiced today.

This work aims to show that one can quantify and analyze
the campaign against the U-boats not merely by applying the
window dressing of "index numbers" and "coefficients based on

2



Overview

sound military judgment" to a preconceived set of impressionis-
tic notions, or by the mechanistic application of curve-fitting
techniques, but through mathematical reasoning systematically
applied to knowable physical quantities. This technique appears
in the realm of strategic nuclear exchange analysis, but without
verification-fortunately-from any actual strategic nuclear
exchanges. In the present study the close fit between computed
results and wartime outcomes shows the bounds of the former's
accuracy.

Today's version of military operations research has little in
common with the wartime version on whose success it trades.
Part of the difference, of course, stems from the distinction
between wartime and peacetime conditions and decision-making
requirements. However, a clear bifurcation of intellectual con-
tent has also occurred. Whereas the work appearing in today's
operations research journals shows the benefits of four decades
of mathematical progress, it often takes the form of solutions
looking for problems," and many studies done for the military
are less sophisticated mathematically. Even more disturbing, the
wartime success in choosing measures of effectiveness is rarely
duplicated today.

Much modern analysis aims to determine the "system
requirements" for new or proposed weapon systems and to find
ways to meet those requirements that cannot be defeated by
enemy countermeasures. In this book I will show that, in the
U-boat war, the introduction and assimilation of new hardware
proceeded so slowly that an inherently defeatable device could
have a useful career while the other side spent time realizing
that the device had been deployed, arguing about what it was,
and introducing a counterdevice. Moreover, I will argue that the
"top-down" approach to weapon design, in which the design is
derived from the requirements, is fundamentally inappropriate
in cases involving possible enemy countermeasures.

In part because of increased U.S. academic attention to
Soviet military thought,, the once-fuzzy distinctions among such
concepts as tactics, doctrine, strategy, and grand strategy have
been revisited in hope of making them more clear-cut. 7 The Bay
of Biscay operations, and in fact the whole praxis of Admiral of
Submarines Karl D~nitz, show that the modern hierarchical
arrangement of military concepts may make for good scholasti-
cism, but it does little to explain the process of prosecuting a

3
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modern war unless appropriate measures of effectiveness are
applied to each level of the hierarchy.

I will also confirm the finding of wartime operations
researchers that new tactics or operational policies can have as
much impact as new equipment, and often more immediately.
Though this finding exists in the literature, if not articulated pre-
cisely as above, only the seasonal adjustment I will introduce
here prevents a skeptic from arguing that the seeming success of
countermeasures really stemmed from the fact that the British
introduced their innovations in the springtime, as the period of
daylight lengthened, while the German countermeasures intro-
duced some months later received an apparent boost in effec-
tiveness from the shortening of the day.

I will also quantify other traditional notions, such as the
cyclical nature of innovation, the efficacy of wolfpack tactics, and
the necessity of providing adequate logistical support even for
technologically dominant weapon systems such as the U-boat:
the mundane considerations of repair and refueling had far more
effect on the U-boats' success than did the more exciting techni-
cal developments of electronic countermeasures. I will quantify
some new findings, such as the relation between the value to the
British of offensive search in the Bay of Biscay and the value of
decryption-based disruption of at-sea U-boat refuelings. The
very quantification of these findings will highlight the impor-
tance of choosing appropriate measures of effectiveness.

The Bay of Biscay: The U-Boats' Gateway to the North Atlantic

U-boats most imperiled North Atlantic shipping in 1942
and 1943. The Battle of the Atlantic entered a new phase
December 9, 1941, with Hitler's notification to U-boat Command
that all restrictions on operations against U.S. shipping or in
U.S. waters were lifted. (This notification came two days after
Pearl Harbor and two days before the German declaration of war
on the United States.") U-boat operations declined greatly in late
1943, and in April 1944 Admiral King issued a report downgrad-
ing the U-boat "from a menace to a problem." 9

The German U-boats operated from ports in occupied
France, crossing the Bay of Biscay to gain access to the North
Atlantic. (See figure 1.) Independent shipping could be found
anywhere except in the Bay itself; convoys were best hunted in
the mid-Atlantic. There, beyond the convenient reach of aircraft

4
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U-Boats in the Bazy of Biscay

(and totally beyond their reach until the latter part of 1943),
U-boat wolfpacks-directed from ashore by Dnitz-could seek
out and attack convoys.

The U-boats' close communication with their commander
was to be their undoing. As disclosed in the 1970's, the Enigma
encryption device used to encipher almost all German radio
transmissions during the war was compromised; British and
American intelligence services could decipher many of these
messages quickly and accurately. An upgrade of the Enigma
machine made U-boat signals secure for most of 1942, but for
most of 1943 the U-boat messages could be read in England as
well as in Germany. (The exceptions in 1943 were three brief
periods in the summer, each lasting less than a month.)

Unrefueled, U-boats could remain at sea for more than a
month; at-sea refueling from a specially designed tanker sub-
marine could add another month to the cruise. This added time
at sea contributed disproportionately to mission effectiveness
because it was spent in or near the operational area. Refueling at
sea eliminated the need to spend 20 or more days on the trip to
port and back. In D6nitz's words, the extended time at sea
"advanced our Biscay bases anything from 1,000 to 2,000 miles
farther westwards." ')

The passage through the Bay could cost a U-boat more than
time and fuel. From 1941 to 1944, Allied aircraft searched the Bay
of Biscay for German submarines in transit between their ports
in occupied France and their patrol areas in the North Atlantic.
Only in the Bay of Biscay, in the area near Trinidad, in the
Straits of Gibraltar, and near the Allied convoys themselves
could Allied aircraft find submarines often enough to make
search efforts worthwhile. (See figure 2.) Though the U-boat
density could hardly be called profuse-early in the war an air-
crew could complete an entire tour of duty without ever sighting
a U-boat, much less sinking one"-the "offensive" campaign in
the Bay proved fruitful enough to warrant the continued diver-
sion of aircraft and crews from the "defensive" task of protecting
convoys.

Repairs at the U-boat bases in occupied France consistently
took longer than D6nitz would have liked. A shortage of trained
men, as well as occasional Allied bombing, lengthened the turn-
around time at these French ports. When the ports were aban-
doned in August 1944, a few U-boats had to be destroyed to

6
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U-Boats in the Bay of Biscay

prevent their capture by Allied forces retaking France, despite
furious efforts to rig all the boats with snorkels and get them
under way. 12

As Admiral King stated, the technology the two sides used
in the U-boat campaign changed constantly throughout the war.
Though this book will address the whole Atlantic campaign, the
studv of this technological tug-of-war will focus on offensive
search in the Bay from January 1942 to January 1944, in order to
examine the measure-countermeasure battle while holding as
many variables constant as possible. At the start of this period
the Allies began flying patrols around the clock-instead of just
in daylight-setting the scene for an electronic confrontation of
radars and radar countermeasures that effectively ended at the
beginning of 1944, when the German introduction of the snorkel
permitted U-boats to transit the Bay without surfacing to
recharge their batteries.

Two principal forms of measure and countermeasure inter-
played. On the hardware side, the British introduced a series of
airborne radars (with the ASV (anti-surface vessel) Mark 11 and
the ASV Mark III coming into use in the period considered here)
with which to detect U-boats at night or through clouds. The
Germans countered with a series of search receivers, notably the
Metox and the Naxos, designed to detect British radars. Balloon-
borne decoys proved ineffective and the Germans quickly aban-
doned them. On the operational side, the Germans adopted a
wide variety of policies for transit of the Bay, r.:nging from
lessening detectability by surfacing only at night to lessening
vulnerability by remaining submerged at night and racing in
packs across the Bay in broad daylight, the better to engage air-
craft with FLAK (FLug Abwehr Kannonen) guns. British opera-
tions evolved as well, principally in lessening the incident radar
energy needed to detect and approach submarines.

Approach

Quantitative examination requires measures of
effectiveness-yardsticks with which to quantify success. Early
operations researchers worked on the Bay of Biscay offensive
and later used it as a textbook case in the creation of measures of
effectiveness.1 3 This book uses their measures as well as certain
new ones. These measures reside in models: mathematical rep-
resentations of reality. By using historical data in the models, we

8



can measure the effectiveness of the two sides' operations in the
Bay and perform various analyses of both the Bay operations
and the U-boat campaign as a whole. The map of models and
analyses sets forth the design of this study. (See figure 3.) The
figure is to be read from left to right: the historical data in the left
portion of the figure provide inputs to the models, which in turn
permit the analyses. (Note that wartime analyses and models
appear in white, while models and analyses created in this work
are shaded, and that all data are necessarily of wartime vintage.)

After a qualitative summary of the course of Bay operations
during 1942 and 1943, this study will use-as did wartime opera-
tions researchers-records of patrol flying hours, U-boat sight-
ings, and U-boats present in the Bay to form the operational sweep
rate,* a measure of the Bay searchers' effectiveness. (See the
upper region of figure 3.) Monthly readings of this rate provide
time-series data we will use in several ways. The wartime ver-
sion necessarily used intelligence estimates of the density of
U-boats in the Bay; after reproducing that version we will repeat
the process with authoritative U-boat data gleaned from Admiral
Donitz's War Diart, producing a somewhat different track record
for the Bay searchers.

Wartime analysts gained considerable insight from the oper-
ational sweep rate time series without further mathematical ado,
relating increases in search effectiveness to the introduction of
new British equipment and declines in effectiveness to the intro-
duction of new German equipment or tactics. Although wartime
analysts recognized the possible presence of seasonal effects,
they performed no seasonal adjustment. We will seasonally
adjust the data in two different ways (one based on Fourier anal-
ysis and the other on linear regression), showing that the war-
time researchers' conclusions were not artifacts of the
confounding factor of seasonal change.

Working with the seasonally adjusted series, we will find its
autocorrelatiopi, a measure of the degree to which the level of

*This term will be defined at some length later: it expresses the effectiveness of tile

searchers in terms of the number of square miles' worth of submarines the\' were find-
ing. This concept proved very powerful and pervades the entire early literature of opera-

tions research, not only in obvious application to explicit search problems but in
imaginative applications to such diverse problems as bombardment and decryption.
Extensions of it are made, such as dividing the operational sweep rate of a platform b\" its
speed, so as to obtain its operational sweep with.
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performance in any given month coincides with the occurrence
of the same level of performance in following months. Stemming
from the autocorrelation analysis-and really making it
worthwhile-is the analysis of how, on average, the operational
sweep rate changed after an innovation. Though the rate does
not in itself show any particularly strong pattern over the years
1942-43, it does show a distinct pattern of response to two "forc-
ing functions": German and British innovations. Taking one
forcing function at a time, we can distill from the sweep-rate
data the response of the sweep rate to a single German or British
innovation.

The investigation, described so far resemble those of stock
market "technical analysts" who study the patterns of pice
movements without considering the underlying characteristics of
the stock-issuing companies. Such analysis can be useful, but it
can go only so far. To understand how the different measures
and countermeasures affected the sweep rate, we need a mathe-
matical model of Bak, search operations. To provide understand-
ing, a mocdel must be more than a least-squares fit of some
arbitrary equation to the data. Such a "model" is a casting, not a
sculpture: its mechanistic resemblance to the original enlightens
neither the creator nor the beholder. Sculptor-like, we shall build
up a model of Bay search through studv of its anatomy, with our
result not only identifiable as a likeness of the original but-
through its very rough-hewnness-providing insight into the
way the underlying skeleton of measures and countermeasures
determines the visible outline, the measure of effectiveness.

We will begin (at the lower left of the Models and Analyses
Map, figure 3) with some facts about radar and vision and the
"inverse cube law": a simple model, created by wartime opera-
tions researchers, of visual and radar detection. This model
provides an estimate of the probability that a submarine will be
sighted by a passing airplane as a function of the distance of
closest approach. Refinement of the model accounts for the
probability that a lookout on the submarine, or the operator of a
radar warning receiver, will sight the airplane before the air-
plane sights the submarine.

Airplanes could search, and U-boats could recharge their bat-
teries, bv day or by night. If the Germans restricted their surfac-
ing to the safer nighttime hours, the British could restrict their
search to the same period, opening up the possibility of totally
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safe daytime surfacing. We will reconstruct the analysis by
which the British balanced their search effort, and the Germans
their Surfacing, between day and night. This balance changed
over the Course of each veai as the amount of daylight varied.

Knowing the division of searching and surfacing between
day and night, we need to know the absolute amounts of each
for each of the 25 months ander consideration. The amount of
flying and the density of submarines are matters of record.
However, we need a way to relate the total time a submarine
spent in the Bay to the time it spent on the surface. Fortunately,
this relationship-an inverse relitionship because of the slow
speed of submerged U-boats--appears in one of the postwar
Allied sources and allows determination of the number of
surfaced-U-boat-hours per month, given the total U-boat-days
per month in the Bay and the total number of U-boats making
passage. Tlie resulting calculated degrees of submergence gain
validity in that they show greatly increased submergence after
Donitz's issuance of his "maximum submergence" orders.

So far our approach has not addressed the operation of many
aircrait in concert; we must capture mathematically the efficiency
with which the Bay search operations were coordinated. Unlike
the ranges of radar or visual detection, the speeds of aircraft and
submarines, the length of the daylight portion of the day, or the
optimum mix of daytime and nighttime operations, the degree
to which search aircraft efficiently coordinated their efforts can
be )udged only by their results.

Although effectiveness has no upper bound, efficiency does:
perfection. Therefore, we use equipment parameters and per-
formance models to make two a priori estimates of the efficiency
of coordination among aircraft engaged in Bay search opera-
tions. Each treats the result of air operations as the sowing of
"lethal area' onto the Bay-although aircraft searched for
U-boats by the square mile and then attacked them individually,
we will summarize the process as one of exterminating sub-
marines by the square mile. The first estimate will reflect the
assumption 'Mat the aircraft coordinated their activities with per-
fect efficiency, never searching a portion of the Bay more likely
to be sub-free than any other. The second estimate will follow
the practice of wartime operations researchers, who usually
made the pessimistic assumption that the search effort would be
totally uncoordinated. The precise characterization of such a

12
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completely noncoordinated "random search"* as a Poisson dis-
tribution** of lethal area over the Bay will have a surprising
application later on in the study. Historical values for the proba-
bility of kill given sighting-which rose markedly over the
course of the war-enter into the calculation of lethal area.

Such a complete account of Bay search measures, counter-
measures, and measures of effectiveness invites consideration of
larger issues of effectiveness. Despite the emphasis on search
operations, in which sightings are the goal, lethality and the
probability of kill given sighting also figure in the analysis.
These considerations will help answer questions such as, "For
how manv U-boat sinkings was the tardy introduction of the
Naxos receiver responsible?" by exercising the sweep-rate model
with and without more timely introduction of the Naxos radar
receiver in 1943.

Then another question arises: "How many Allied merchant
vessels did tardy introduction of the Naxos receiver save?" To
answer that we need to model the whole U-boat war in the
North Atlantic. Our "U-boat circulation model," based on a sys-
tem of ordinary differential equations developed by wartime
operations researchers, will model U-boat operations as a flow of
U-boats among several states, such as "at sea," "awaiting
repair," and "sunk." Each month some proportion of boats in
each state moves to other states, (Were the proportions constant
over time, the model would be a Markov chain.) The U-boat cir-
culation model occupies the center right portion of the Models
and Analyses Map; notice that its Bay sweep rate input can be
provided either by the historical sweep-rate data on the upper
left or by the output of the Bay sweep-rate model on the lower
left. In either case, the model relies cn the data and analyses in
the left center portion of the figure.

Wartime operations researchers developed a simple U-boat
circulation model, highlighting the repair step of U-boat circula-
tion in order to understand the tradeoff between using aircraft
for antisubmarine patrol and using them for bombing repair
facilities. We will use their U-boat repair submodel, whose

*As opposed tt a perversely coordinated "bad search," which would deliberatelk
concentrate on areas known to be sub-free.

**A recipe's worth ot chocolate chips are Poisson-distributed in the resulting batch
of cookies.
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formal resemblance to the "law of random search" furnishes some
insight into the nature of the repair process. By focusing on that
process, wartime researchers lumped U-boat construction and
sinkings into a single constant, the change in U-boat strength per
month. However, because we seek to understand the effect of Bay
operations upon the whole U-boat campaign, and in particular
upon the number of merchant vessels sunk, we must treat these
elements of the process separately.

Sinkings of U-boats on the high seas resulted almost entirely
from encounters with Allied ships and aircraft escorting convoys of
merchant ships. Considerable analysis of such encounters was
done during the war, providing almost ready-made models of the
U-boat search for convoys and for the expected sinkings (U-boat
and merchantman) that resulted. These analyses also provide esti-
mates of the convoy densities and levels of German benefit from
decrypting of Allied radio messages over the period of interest.

A tanker U-boat could refuel other U-boats at sea, giving about
10 boats an extra month's endurance each. The wartime operations
researchers knew the average duration of a U-boat cruise but they
did not include the tankers as a determinant of U-boat endurance
at sea. Because we now know the schedule of at-sea refuelings, we
can include it in our model, along with historical values for the
number of new U-boats introduced per month. Note that the usual
cost of adding explanatory variables-the concomitant addition of
degrees of freedom in the model--does not occur here because
these explanatory variables do not carry with them undetermined
coefficients to be "fit" by such a method as least-squares: a newly
built boat sailing from Germany results in exactly one new boat
entering the North Atlantic; operating a U-boat tanker results, on
average, in 10 boats staying there.

Indeed, we use multiple regression only to estimate the
number of independent (that is, nonconvoyed) merchant vessels
sunk as a function of U-boats at sea and of months since the
entry of the United States into the war.* Strictly speaking, a

*Single-variable linear regressions, moving averages, and the like will be used to
smooth such series as the U-boat/merchant vessel exchange rate and the probability of
kill given that a sighting has taken place. These instances do not detract from the point at
hand, which is that regression results aren't compelling models. Precisely because we do
not undertake to model tactical prosecution of sightings (of either U-boats or convoys),
we use linearized or smoothed historical values.
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U-boat circulation model would not need to address the sinking
of independent merchant vessels because such vessels could not
fight back and thus did not affect U-boat circulation.* However,
we want to measure the effectiveness of Bay search in terms of
the total number of merchant sinkings prevented, so we need to
model the sinking of independent merchant shipping. The
regression analysis, with a satisfactorily high R2, provides a
function with which to do so, but despite the definition of R2 as
"percentage of variance explained," the coefficients determined
by the regression explain nothing and do not even have identi-
fiable physical interpretations, thus standing in contrast to the
speeds, sighting distances, probabilities, and other parameters
used elsewhere in the analysis.

Once complete, the U-boat circulation model enables assess-
ment of the effectiveness of different Bay measures and counter-
measures, using merchant ships saved (or sunk) as a measure of
effectiveness. We can use either the historical values of opera-
tional sweep rate in the Bay or those values derived from the
sweep rate model. Using the latter, we can address various
"What if ...?" questions regarding search operations in the Bay
of Biscay and the U-boat war in the North Atlantic, such as
"What if there had been no air patrol in the Bay of Biscay at all?"

Results

The DOnitz data portray the search effort as less productive
of sightings than the wartime researchers had thought. In 1943
especially, researchers were unaware that the U-boats had
begun to spend less time on the surface while making Bay pas-
sage; submerged boats traveled more slowly than surfaced ones,
so the analysts were simultaneously undercounting boats in the
Bay and overestimating the number on the surface at any given
time. Two discrepancies appear between the performance
according to the Donitz data and according to Allied wartime
intelligence. The D6nitz data show phenomenal success in Janu-
ary 1942 and appear to show that nighttime radar search of the
Bay (which required the use of a special searchlight, developed
contrary to orders, to make the final approach to the target)

*In principle they could draw out more U-boats, but in fact D6nitz kept as man.'
U-boats at sea as possible, except perhaps for a brief period in 1943.
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in fact began a month before its official June 1942 start. The suc-
cess of January 1942 does not appear in the Allied version
because Allied U-boat density figures, arrived at separately from
sightings, portray U-boats as especially plentiful that month
when in fact they were not. January 1942 was a good month for
decryption of the German Enigma cipher; one may hypothesize
that unwitting searchers received orders to search in areas par-
ticularly likely to contain U-boats, and that the operations
researchers received inflated figures for overall U-boat density in
the Bay so that they would not realize, or reveal in their results,
that a unique source of U-boat position intelligence existed!

The Fourier analysis shows-as expected-a strong seasonal
component and, as hoped, that the fluctuations remaining after
seasonal variation has been removed correspond to the introduc-
tion of new equipment by the two sides. In fact, two nonseason-
al components appear, which we may tentatively identify as a
"British cycle" and a "German cycle."

The autocorrelation analysis shows that blocks of five con-
secutive months are marginally correlated; beyond a five-month
span the correlation breaks down completely, presumably
because of the large chance that one side or the other would
have introduced a device or countermeasure during that time.
The autocorrelation analysis also enables us to find the average
response of the sweep rate to the introduction of an innovation
by one side or the other. Interestingly, the responses-though
immediate-include a backlash to the disadvantage of the inno-
vating side, starting about six or eight weeks after the innova-
tion. The sweep rate then displays damped oscillation over
many months, showing that neither side could gain the upper
hand permanently.

The "random search" estimate coincides closely with the
operational sweep rate (square miles' worth of submarines
sighted) as computed from the War Diary data, except that the
estimate does not reproduce the great Enigma success of January
1942 (nor should it, as Enigma does not figure in the model at
all), and it does show the huge surge in sweep success associ-
ated with night radar search as occurring in June 1942 instead of
May. In these two respects the sweep-rate model's values for the
operational sweep rate more closely resemble the wartime
researchers' values than the War Diary-derived values.
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From the "What if ..." analyses emerges a detailed under-
standing of the relationships inherent in the U-boat campaign.
As Dbnit7 realized even before the war began, 14 the U-boats,
despite their submersibility, moved and fought best on the sur-
face and submerged only when threatened: they could be
thought of as submersible torpedo boats. Bay search turns out to
have been effective largely because it encouraged U-boats to
make lengthy submerged passages, cutting into the time they
could spend at sea sinking merchant vessels. To extend that
time, the Germans started a program of at-sea refueling using
tanker submarines; this program had the important side effect of
deferring maintenance, alleviating a severe backlog that clogged
the occupied French ports from which U-boats operated. The
Allies, in an unusually overt use of information gained from
decrypting German radio traffic, sank these tankers. Thus,
tanker U-boats can be shown to be the most effective aid to Bay
transit, and Enigma decryptions can be shown to be the most
potent tool of Bay search.

The German maintenance backlog of U-boats in France grew
throughout the war. Had the Germans increased their mainte-
nance capability, they would have sunk many more merchant
ships than they did. As it was, if a boat returned to France, it
incurred a measurable and increasing risk of spending the rest of
the war waiting for repairs and never putting to sea again. Boats
staying at sea through at-sea replenishment could avoid the
round-trip passage through the Bay, with its attendant risk and
opportunity cost in time not spent searching for convoys. A sub-
tle benefit of the U-boat tankers was their ability to postpone the
entry of boats into the repair quagmire.

The Limits of Quantitative Analysis

Many balk at the use of quantitative methods in the study of
military matters, holding that judgment and experience-
perhaps their own-have far more to offer than any calculation
possibly could. Judgment and experience are valuable guides in
any human endeavor. However, war-and especially the kind of
search operation investigated here-entails a great deal of uncer-
tainty. Those who deal with uncertainty in war by playing
hunches seem likely to share the fate of those who use that
approach in poker or backgammon. In fact, the wartime opera-
tions researchers pioneered the use of quantitative methods in
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military matters, and their success convinced many uniformed
skeptics that in fact "the long-haired boys can help."

Two common objections to quantitative analysis of national
security matters boil down to claims that such analysis takes an
oversimplified view of the participants. The first is the assump-
tion that some group can be considered a "unitary actor." This
book contains many references to "the Germans" as if they con-
stituted a monolithic unitary actor. Political scientists and econo-
mists have found that a putative unitary actor (such as "the
household") often turns out to be a barrel of monkeys best
understood individually. 5 In the context of U-boats, however,
"the Germans" really means Grand Admiral Karl D6nitz. The
next lower authority was the individual skipper, whose daily
and sometimes hourly reporting requirements and new orders
left little doubt as to who truly directed his submarine.16 Donitz
thus makes a tempting target for "What-if" questions (tradi-
tionally ruled out by historians because they proceed from a
"counterfactual," i.e., false, premise): we need posit only coun-
terfactual behavior for a single individual. The Allied flying
effort was far less unified, but a quantitative analysis can take
that into account, as outlined above, through the concept of
"random search."

The second alleged oversimplification is the treatment of the
participants as "rational actors" bent on reciprocal trustration,
when in fact they suffer from the human shortcomings of inde-
cisiveness and fallibility and pursue only tangentially conflicting
objectives. 17 Whereas those who identify actors as nonunitary
advise breaking them down into true units, those who decry the
assumption of rationality do not offer a particular assumption of
irrationality with which to replace it. In the case at hand,
however, we may cite historical evidence as to D6nitz's calculat-
ing rationality and we will devote considerable mathematical
effort to dealing with human fallibility in the crews of aircraft
and submarines. Crucially, Donitz and the Allies operated
according to the same objective function: merchant vessel sink-
ings. As Donitz's War Diary states:

The enemy powers' shipping is one large whole. It is therefore
immaterial where a ship is sunk.... Tonnage must be taken
where it can be destroyed most reasonably as far as making full
use of the boats is concerned.' 8
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American analysts agreed:

To the extent that ... the enemy [is] prevented or hindered
from transporting necessary cargoes, the submarine offensive
makes a major contribution to the progress of the war. In the
submarine's antishipping offensive three things must be
accomplished: achieving contacts on ships, approach to within
torpedo range, and final attack. (...) The primary aim of ASW
[anti-submarine warfare] is to reduce the effectiveness with
which the submarines carry out these steps, and the success of
an antisubmarine effort is to be assessed in these terms. Anti-
submarine warfare is not an end in itself, but merely a means
of ensuring that the ability to use the ocean is maintained at
the best level possible. 9

Even given a valid premise of rational and determined adver-
saries seeking diametrically opposed goals, any quantitative
analysis-including that presented here-inevitably contains
many approximations, simplifying assumptions, shortcuts, and
discrepancies between calculated and observed quantities. One
who had low esteem for quantitative analysis of military affairs
could accept the present work as correctly done but cite these as
signs of the limitations of a quantitative approach. Yet other
approaches, such as the traditional historian's narrative account
and lessons learned, also begin and end with something less
than the whole truth. The difference between the traditional
approach and a quantitative one is that in the former most
departures from the ideal can be discerned only by considering
external evidence; a quantitative approach-if applicable at all-
can sound the depth of its own shortcomings.

A Note on Sources

Three American sources deserve special mention not only for
their outstanding quality but because they have provided many
of the building blocks used in assembling the present work. All
are immediate postwar compilations of wartime Operations
Evaluation Group studies, and will amply repay any amount of
study.

Operations Evaluation Report (OER) number 51, Anti-
submarine Warfare in World War Ii by Charles M. Sternhell and
Alan M. Thorndike, presents a narrative history of the war
against the U-boats, as well as the analytical methods early oper-
ations researchers used to improve the Allies' antisubmarine
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effectiveness. Chapters 13 and 14, "Offensive Search" and
"Employment of Search Radar in Relation to Enemy Counter-
measures," provide technical and operational data and an intro-
duction to the operational sweep rate.

OER number 52, Methods of Operations Research by Philip M.
Morse and George E. Kimball, uses offensive search of the Bay
of Biscay as measured by operational sweep rate as an example
of a successful choice of a measure of effectiveness. Morse and
Kimball also present the simple U-boat circulation model created
during the war. Though simpler than the one used here, their
model and discussion provide some useful data and flag U-boat
circulation as a topic for investigation.

OER number 56, Search and Screening by Bernard Osgood
Koopman, is the most strongly mathematical of the three books.
Deservedly brought back into print in 1980 by Pergamon Press,
it contains the rigorous mathematical underpinnings of the work
in the other two books. This study's calculation of sweep rates of
detectors in the presence of counterdetectors draws several con-
cepts and one characteristically elegant solution from Koopman.

These American sources are complemented by C.H. Wad-
dington's O.R. in World War 2, written immediately after the war
from the author's personal experience in the British antisub-
marine operations research effort, but not cleared for publication
until 1973. From the other side, Grand Admiral Karl Donitz's
War Diary (also known as the "BdU Log," reflecting Donitz's
title, Befehlshaber der Unterseeboote) provides a day-by-day record
o U-boat locations as well as a wealth of commentary and sev-
eral complete reports included for the record.
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2Q ualitative Synopsis of
Action in the Bay

From the moment that it had started in May 1940, the advance
of the German Army in the campaign against France had been
watched with close attention by U-boat Command. If the army
succeeded in defeating France we should be given the advantage
of having bases on the Channel and Biscay coasts for our naval
operations against Britain. This would indeed be a sudden real-
ization of our hopes for an improvement in our strategically
unfavorable geographic position vis-A-vis Britain; it would
mean that we should now have an exit from our "backyard" in
the south-eastern corner of the North Sea and would be on the
very shores of the Atlantic, the ocean in which the war at sea
against Britain must be finally decided. The danger that enemy
measures on a grand scale might prevent the U-boats from put-
ting to sea would no longer exist, for such measures, if possible
at all, could only be carried out in the shallow waters of the
North Sea. Moreover, with bases on the Atlantic the distance
which the U-boats would have to cover in order to reach the
main British trade routes would be materially shortened, and
even the small 250 ton Type II boats would then be able to oper-
ate in the Atlantic. In addition new repair yards would become
available to us, the dockyards at home would be relieved of the
burden of overhauling existing boats and they could concentrate
on the building of new vessels. All in all, possession of the
Biscay coast was of the greatest possible significance in the
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U-boat campaign. Once we had that coast, there was only one
task on which the German Navy had to concentrate its efforts,
the task of taking, as swiftly as it could and by everyi means it
possessed, the greatest and most comprehensive advantage of
this outstanding improvement in our strategic position at sea.

-Grand Admiral Karl Dbnitz, 195820

Starting in September 1941, British aircraft patrolled the Bay
of Biscay, searching for U-boats in transit to and from their ports
in occupied France. 21 The effort was termed "offensive" search
as opposed to the "defensive" search for U-boats in the immedi-
ate vicinity of convoys. The idea was to create a so-called
"unclimbable fence," 22 a patrolled region so wide that a U-boat
could not complete the transit underwater: when the boat rose

to the surface to run on diesel-rather than electric-power and
recharge its batteries, it would be vulnerable to attack from the
air. (The German Navy had yet to adopt the snorkel, invented
before the war in Holland.) By December the U-boat force had
learned to surface only at night, and British forces had countered
with the introduction of a radar, the Anti-Surface Vessel (ASV)
Mark I.

The Leigh Light Enables Nighttime Radar Search for U-Boats

With the equipment available at the beginning of the Second
World War-or even at the end-an aircraft could not home in
on a surfaced submarine by radar alone. 23 Not only did the sub-
marine cease to stand out from the sea surface as the aircraft
came overhead, but the airplane's radar could not switch from
its role as a transmitter to its role as a receiver quickly enough to
catch the echo from a submarine nearer than about a mile. Thus
the bombardier needed a second sighting device for the final
approach in nighttime bombing runs against surfaced
submarines.

Squadron Leader Humphrey Leigh heard of this problem in
the autumn of 1940 and, operating outside official channels,
developed a large carbon-arc searchlight for installation on Well-
ington bombers on submarine patrols. The scientific establish-
ment was content with its system based on flares and a smaller
light. Leigh's commanding officer, however, allowed him to
develop a prototype of his light. Although it proved successful
in trials against a British submarine, the military establishment
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faulted it in favor of their system, based on a third, even larger,
light. But this light, unlike Leigh's, was aimed by moving the
whole airplane. It also tended to dazzle its user because of its
great power and its location in the very nose of the airplane;
Price points out that the Leigh Light, mounted on the belly of
the plane, prevented dazzle (as do low-mounted fog lights on a
truck), because the pilot looked over the beam, not through it.
After two months, Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Joubert admitted
that his opposition to the Leigh Light had been a mistake and
reversed it: in August 1941 Leigh received authorization to turn
his prototype into a producible weapon. 24

Records show that Leigh Light-equipped Wellington
bombers first flew night patrols in the Bay of Biscay in June
1942.25 These Wellingtons carried the ASV Mark II radar, a set
capable of detecting submarines at ranges of up to 10 miles,
much farther than the Mark I. Like the Mark I, it sent and
received electromagnetic waves about a meter in length.

Ground Rules of the Electronic Contest

What one receiver can detect, another can. Radar works by
bouncing radio waves off the target and detecting the returning
echo. A radar warning receiver-carried by the target-can
detect a radar signal as it bounces, providing warning of radar
surveillance. Motorists' "fuzz busters," used to detect police
radar speed traps, are radar warning receivers.*

The problems facing the designer of a search receiver relate
to those facing the designer of the receiver part of the radar itself
in interesting ways. Fundamentally, each strives to extract the
radar signal from the background "neise": signals of other radio
and communications gear, the inadvertent electromagnetic radi-
ation of electrical equipment such as motors, and naturally
occurring electromagnetic waves. The radar designer has the
advantage of knowing exactly what signal to seek: it will be the
echo of the one sent out earlier. Hence he can tune his receiver
to the precise frequency of the expected signal, tuning out great
amounts of noise. He can also be sure the echo will come from
the direction in which the radar's dish points: the directionality

*Radar warning receivers were called "search receivers" by the wartime operations
researchers, a usage adopted for the balance of this study.
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of the dish assures reception of the entire signal and only a frac-
tion of the noise.* The designer of the search receiver, on the
other hand, cannot rely on exact knowledge of the radar fre-
quency, or of the direction from which the radar signal will
arrive. However, he enjoys an advantage over the designer of
the radar itself in that the radar energy striking the target far
exceeds the energy finding its way back to the aircraft's radar.
The signal must make a round trip to get back to the radar, and
it spreads out on each leg of the trip. The spreading on each leg
weakens the signal in proportion to the square of the distance
traveled. Hence the search receiver need only detect signals
whose intensity obeys an inverse-square law of attenuation with
range, whereas the radar itself must detect echoes that have
diminished according to the fourth power of the range. These
factors usually balance out somewhat in favor of the designer of
the warning receiver.** However, some means of separating sig-

nal from noise must still be used. The Germans had two
methods at their disposal: the heterodyne circuit, which prefer-
entially amplifies signal over noise but emits radio waves of its
own, and the use of some kind of directional antenna. Each of
these approaches has its drawbacks but each, as we shall see,
was used.

In U-boat hunting, however, an operational consideration-
for both antagonists-tended to compensate for the inherent
physical advantages of the search receiver. This consideration
was the tradeoff between false alarms and misses.

Almost any detection device, be it an ASV radar, a radar
warning receiver, or a household smoke alarm, converts a meas-
urement into a binary (yes-no) decision. Some detectors, such as
smoke alarms, accomplish this conversion on their own,
whereas others, such as radiation film badges, merely act as
transducers, converting whatever they detect into a form a
human operator can perceive. In the former case, the device is
set so that a measurement beyond some threshold value will
trigger the alarm. In the latter, the operator chooses his or her
own threshold.

*This is the effect one gets by cupping a hand to an ear. The statement disregards
antenna sidelobes.

**Hence some states have resorted to declaring "fuzz busters" illegal, applying a
legal remedy in the absence of any technical one.
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Whether the threshold is built in at the factory or chosen by
the operator, the level at which it is set embodies a choice
between missing some detections and getting some false alarms.
A detector with a lower threshold will misc "ew detections and
will give many false alarms; a detector with a higher threshold
will give few false alarms but will also miss more genuine detec-
tions. No change of the threshold setting can simultaneously
lessen both the false-alarm rate and the miss rate. The relative
costs of the two types of error determine the correct setting,
which is the one that minimizes, over the long run, the total cost
inflicted by both types of error. Using the example of a house-
hold smoke detector, a missed fire would be a disaster while a
false alarm is only annoying, so the householder accepts a
threshold at which he or she will hardly ever miss a fire but will
hear occasional false alarms.

In the case of an Allied aircraft using radar to detect a sur-
faced U-boat, which in turn is using a search receiver to detect
the aircraft radar, the two operators face different relative costs
of detections and false alarms. The radar operator can ask his
pilot to investigate a possible sighting with little fear of adverse
reaction if no submarine is found-the airplane has to fly patrol
all night in any case.* The search-receiver operator, on the other
hand, will think twice before advising his skipper to stop
recharging batteries and crash-dive the boat: the risk of attack
from the air must be balanced against the necessity to recharge
batteries and the need to complete the transit quickly.

Metox, an Expedient Countermeasure

The Germans, having removed a Mark II set from a bomber
that crashed in Tunisia in the spring of 1942,26 deduced the exist-
ence of British meter-wave radar almost as soon as the British
used it against them in an antisubmarine mode. 27 The Germans
quickly adapted and deployed an existing French receiver,
dubbed Metox after one of the firms that produced it, to detect
the British radars. A submarine equipped with Metox could

*Because of the low cost to the aircraft of prosecuting ralse alarms, one would not
expect decoy targets resembling submarines to degrade the search performance of the
aircraft to any significant degree. Indeed, the Germans used such decoYs but with little
success.
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detect a Mark II radar much farther away than the radar could
detect the submarine. However, the heterodyne-based Metox
had the then-overlooked flaw of emitting strong radio waves
itself, in principle permitting passive detection far beyond radar
detection range. 28 Metox receivers went into use in September
1942,29 and though some boats still did not have Metox by the
end of the year, transit in groups including boats that did have
Metox allowed all to benefit from the invention.

The Germans, including Hitler himself, were wildly enthusi-
astic about the Metox receiver's effectiveness. 3

11 Outside the Bay
of Biscay, however, this receiver did little good, leading Allied
operations researchers to attribute-at least in hindsight-
decreased Allied search efficiency in the Bay to some other fac-
tor.31 Although wartime operations researchers thought that sea-
sonal and psychological factors could be at work, no attempt to
adjust patrol data seasonally appears in the literature.* The par-
ticular psychological effect considered was overreaction to the
Leigh Light: the submarines began the dangerous practice of
surfacing in the daytime, until confidence in Metox-though
largely misplaced-caused a return to the safer practice of sur-
facing only at "-ight.

A New Airborne Radar Is Deployed

The Mark II's decreasing usefulness and other considerations
impelled the British to develop a radar that would operate on a
new, shorter, wavelength.3 2 The resulting S-band Mark III radar
had a wavelength ot about 10 centimeters and first went into use
in the Bay of Biscay in early 1943, not quite three years after the
invention of the enabling technology, the strapped magnetron. 33

The Metox receiver could not detect the Mark III at all because
the 10-centimeter wavelength placed it outside the spectrum to
which the Metox listened. Radar search in the Bay proved
increasingly successful through midyear. 34

The Luftwaffe recovered a Mark III radar from a crashed air-
plane, albeit one not used for antisubmarine patrol, almost as
soon as the radar was introduced. 35 Despite having the ASV
Mark III, called the "Rotterdam Gerit" by the Luftwaffe after the
place of its discovery, and despite the clearly increased success

'Such an adjustment will be made later in this study.
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of Allied patrol aviation, six months elapsed before the Germans
connected the captured centimeter-band radar with their rising
submarine losses.

Two diametrically opposed nonelectronic countermeasures
helped protect the U-boats during this period. In April 1943
D6nitz mandated the seemingly paradoxical policy of surfaced
transit of the Bay by day and nighttime submergence.36 This
policy amounted to a concession that detection by patrol aircraft
would be automatic, day or night. By day, however, the U-boats
could in turn use their FLAK antiaircraft guns to fight back. This
idea-about which Donitz felt so enthusiastic that he issued a
radio message ordering its adoption by boats already at sea-did
not work because the FLAK guns were not effective enough
against the heavy patrol aircraft. In June D6nitz added a
refinement: the submarines started making the transit in groups
of three to five, relying on the fact that patrol aircraft carried
only enough ordnance to destroy a single U-boat. Again, D6nitz
radioed the new policy to his U-boats for immediate
implementation.

37

The British vitiated the group-transit tactic by flying aircraft
in loose formation, so that any one plane coming across a group
of submarines could summon the others. 38 Because the pack
method provided insufficient safety for transiting submarines,
D6nitz soon ordered a policy of maximum submergence at the
expense of greatly increased transit time. D6nitz had tried max-
imum submergence with night surfacing for a while in 1942 and
rejected it; the 1943 policy incorporated the new concepts of
pack operation and surfacing by day. The new policy worked
very well, but D6nitz decided to configure some U-boats specifi-
cally as FLAK boats: they would do nothing but parade about
the Bay in the hope of attracting patrol aircraft, which they could
then shoot down. Results with the first such boat were disap-
pointing and Donitz eventually abandoned the idea.

The U-boat force also tried Aphrodite, a radar decoy consist-
ing of a balloon and strips of foil. This countermeasure did not
work well, probably because the aircraft paid no great penalty
for investigating a false sighting.

In another effort to enhance counterdetection of aircraft by
submarines, the Hohentwiel aircraft-warning radar entered serv-
ice in the second half ot 1943.1" The ASV Mark III outranged the
Hohentwiel, and in any case the U-boat commanders hesitated
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to use it for fear that Allied planes could detect its emanations.
Although most airplanes could not, the few "ferret" planes dedi-
cated to the detection of U-boat radars found that use of the
Hohentwiel was rare.

Naxos-U Throws the Germans Off

The Naxos-U device, introduced in May 1943, could, in prin-
ciple, receive the 10-centimeter wavelength of the Mark III
radar.4' In practice, however, the device was so insensitive and
awkward to use that it could not detect the signals of the ASV
Mark III radar at all, which deceived the Germans into believing
that no such radar was in use.

During this period the Germans entertained several incorrect
explanations of the mounting danger to their submarines, which
was in fact due to the Mark III radar. 41 They added a new fourth
wheel to the U-boat version of the Enigma machine to enhance
the security of U-boat communications. They wrongly suspected
the British of using an infrared submarine-detection device.
When the British learned of this suspicion they planted false
confirmations of it to heighten the confusion. Paints intended to
reduce the infrared signature of the submarines actually increased
their radar signature, 42 and finally the Germans blamed emis-
sions of the Metox receiver itself for the ease with which the Brit-
ish could find U-boats. Not only did experiments reveal that a
Metox could be detected at a range of 30 miles, but a British pris-
oner daringly "revealed" that Allied aircraft homed in on the
Metox sets from fabulously long ranges. 43 In early August
D6nitz radioed all U-boats to stop using their Metox sets. -4

The "Wanz" (short for Wellenanzeiger) receiver, also called
"Hagenuk" after its manufacturer, appeared at this time but saw
little use because the U-boat skippers feared even its greatly
reduced level of emissions. In any case, the spectrum of signals
it could receive did not include wavelengths as short as 10 cen-
timeters. The Borkum receiver followed. It did not use the of-
fending heterodyne method of signal enhancement and
therefore did not radiate at all, but it too failed to cover the 10-
centimeter wavelength.

An Improved Naxos Finally Detects the Mark III

In November 1943 a Wellington crashed in France with a
Leigh Light, a depth charge, and a Mark III radar on board,
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finally clinching the Germans' September realization that the
"Rotterdam Gerat" was in use as an antisubmarine search radar.
Even without this knowledge, the Germans had improved the
Naxos, making it marginally effective against the Mark III radar
by October 1943. In early January 1944, the Germans fitted out a
U-boat with a variety of electronic and infrared equipment in a
systematic attempt to deduce what detection methods the Allies
were using. The boat was sunk by British surface vessels in Feb-
ruary, with Dr. Karl Greven-a German radar scientist and
U-boat officer-taken prisoner.* Truly effective S-band German
search receivers would not appear until April 1944.45

Allied aircrews had started to take tactical precautions
against a possible S-band search receiver long before the deploy-
ment of either the ineffective Naxos-U or the improved Naxos.
Sternhell and Thorndike list four such precautions: 6

1) Maintaining a normal radar scan, as opposed to holding
the radar on the target during the approach, to foster the
impression aboard the U-boat that a radar-equipped air-
craft, though present, had not detected the boat.

2) Using an electronic add-on device (such as "Vixen") to
turn down the radar's power during the approach to
keep it below the threshold considered significant by the
search-receiver operator.

3) Intentionally aiming the radar beam slightly away from
the target during the approach, again to avoid strong
illumination of the target.

4) "Turning the spinner [radar dish] aft ... and approach-
ing by dead reckoning."

Sternhell and Thorndike characterize the last precaution as
"not very promising" because of the difficulty of making an
unaided approach. They may have misunderstood the purpose
of turning the spinner aft instead of shutting it off: many radars
project some energy out a "back lobe" opposite to the main
beam, and the aft-pointed radar would thus function as a
forward-pointed radar of very low power. This speculation is

*Both Morse & Kimball (p. 96) and Sternhell & Thorndike (p. 157) say that other experi-
mental submarines had short careers. Knowing of the Allied success in breaking Enigma,
one cannot help but wonder if signals intelligence led to the brevity of these career" or to
any unusual efforts to take prisoners from Dr. Greven's U-boat.
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suggested by the second and third precautions and deemed
likely by a former wartime radar scientist. 47

The Race to X-Band and the Beginning of Stealth

When a bomber carrying an X-band radar, which operated
on even shorter wavelengths (3 centimeters) than did the Mark
I1, crashed in Berlin in January 1944, the Germans immediately
started work on a search receiver-to be called Tunis-designed
against it, sure that sooner or later the radar would be used for
antisubmarine work. To achieve adequate separation of signal
from noise and yet avoid the emanation-producing heterodyne
circuit, the designers of the Tunis search receiver used a direc-
tional antenna. Of course, the antenna had to be able to rotate
because an airplane could approach from any direction. Allied
aircrews knew that the Tunis swept a full 360 degrees about
twice per minute, and countered by activating their radars only
intermittently. 4

The snorkel allowed the submarine to take in air while at
periscope depth, permitting it to run on diesel power with only
the head of the snorkel exposed. Snorkels first appeared on
operational German submarines in early 1 9 4 4 .4" A snorkel's max-
imum radar-detection range was about a third the range of a
submarine, and thus close to the clutter-limited minimum range
of a radar against any target at sea. In addition, antireflective
snorkel coatings developed by the Germans further reduced the
radar-detection range. 51 The Bachem net, a less successful device
intended to reduce the detectability of surfaced submarines,
underwent experimental use at about this time. The net con-
sisted of a network of wires held one-quarter of a radar wave-
length away from the U-boat hull, so that outgoing reflections
from the hull and the shell of wires would cancel each other out
through destructive interference.5 Tables 1 and 2 summarize the
types of radars and search receivers used in the Bay of Biscay
and the chronology of their use.

Broad-Based German Solutions to the Bay of Biscay Problem

Tanker submarines,* originally invented for use in such dis-
tant waters as the South Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, began to

.U-boat types XIV and X B.
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Table 1.-Summary Table of Radars and Search Receivers52

Nominal Range vs. U-Boat
Band* (cm) Radar (miles) Receiver

L (150) ASV Mk I 4
L (150) ASV Mk II 10 Metox
S (10) ASV Mk III "H 2S" 15 or less Naxos
X (3) ASV Mk X "H 2X" 32 Tunis

Table 2.-Summary of Events in Radar War

February 1942 German "Enigma" Cipher Upgraded
June Night L-Band Radar Flying Authorized
July First Maximum Submergence Order
July Metox GSR Deployment Begins
December Metox Fully Deployed

February 1943 S-Band Radar Deployment Begins
April S-Band Deployment Complete
April U-Boats Fight Back with FLAK
May Naxos-U GSR Tried Unsuccessfully
July U-Boats Maximize Submergence Again
August Wanz and Borkum GSRs Ineffective
September S-Band Threat Recognized
October Effective Naxos GSR Deployed
December Allies Learn of Naxos

January 1944 Work on Tunis X-Band GSR Begins
February Snorkel Deployed

resupply submarines engaged in North Atlantic anticonvoy
operations in the second half of 1942. 53 At-sea replenishment of
German submarines effectively amounted to a countermeasure
to the Biscay offensive because each refueling eliminated the
need for two trips through the Bay.

Overall, one could see any step taken to improve U-boat
effectiveness as a countermeasure against any antisubmarine
measure then in effect. In particular, three major nonelectronic

*The letters used to denote portions of the spectrum are those used during the

war, not those in use today.
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hardware improvements-the Walter closed-cycle propulsion
system, the snorkel, and the Zaunkonig (or "GNAT"-German
Naval Acoustic [homing] Torpedo) qualify as countermeasures
to the Bay of Biscay offensive on empirical grounds.

Only the periodic need to use diesel power to recharge the
batteries for underwater propulsion obliged U-boats to surface
while in the Bay. Trying to alter the rules of the game, the Ger-
mans ordered 180 sea-going, Walter closed-cycle U-boats in June
1943.- Earlier work and a small prototype had validated
Helmuth Walter's idea of using hydrogen peroxide instead of
atmospheric air as a source of oxygen. His prototype submarine
could run indefinitely on diesel oil underwater, but the attempt
to scale up to the sea-going version proved premature. In the
meantime, the Germans worked on the snorkel, which would
allow underwater operation on diesel limited only by the need to
remain at periscope depth.

In an even more basic countermeasure Donitz cut back on
U-boat operations altogether in August 1943, recalling some
boats that had just set out delaying the departure of others, and
requiring those that did travel through the Bay to do so in Span-
ish territorial waters, surfacing only at night. This period of
retrenchment ended a month later when improved FLAK guns,
the Wanz ("Hagenuk") search receiver, and an acoustic homing
torpedo were ready. 55

Tanker Submarines and the Role of Enigma

As became well known in the 1970's, the Allied side bene-
fited greatly from decryption of German radio messages
enciphered on the military version of the Enigma multiwheel
cipher machine. Although U-boat densities justified only "defen-
sive" search in the vicinities of convoys and "offensive" search
in the Bay of Biscay, the use of Enigma information erabled
another type of antisubmarine operation: the interruption of at-
sea resupply. Such resupply took place on the high seas, where
the vastness of the open ocean and the comparative rarity of the
event would make detection by air patrol extremely unlikely.
Therefore, exploitation of any Enigma-based knowledge of at-sea
refueling plans might have served as the textbook example of an
operation forbidden on the grounds that it could reveal the
Enigma source to the Germans.1
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However, in June 1943 the USS Bogue used Enigma and other
information to sink a tanker U-boat just before a mid-ocean ren-
dezvous. The German reaction to the ensuing calamity-
revealed by further Enigma decryptions-raised Allied estimates
of the efficacy of such attacks so much that Enigma information
was used freely by the Americans in an outright offensive
against the refueling locations.5 7 Although this offensive sank
several submarines, tanker and otherwise, sources differ as to
the utility of the Enigma information employed.58 Indeed, the
official British history of the operational use of intelligence in the
Second World War cites the Enigma contribution as hard to
assess and of mainly indirect value.59 According to this inter-
pretation, decryption took so long that a broken message could
not be used to vector an aircraft to a U-boat, but the copious
amounts of stale information enabled analysts to understand
U-boat habits better and thus direct aircraft with greater skill.

Arguing by analogy to the German use of decryption against
Allied convoys, one could estimate that Enigma information,
when available, doubled the sweep rate of Allied aircraft in the
Bay by halving the area they were obliged to search. This esti-
mate reflects that of the Operations Evaluation Group in their
calculation of German benefit derived from decryption of Allied
messages compromising the location of convoys,' as well as
Donitz's own impressionistic assessment that decryption results
were worth an additional 50 U-boats (that is, a doubling of
strength) to him. 61
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The mere formulation of this "density" theory in precise terms
had practical consequences. It showed that the fundamental
measure of effective flying is the "miles flown in the operational
area," and not, for instance, the hours flown. This point was
not always clearly realized, and even at quite a late stage in the
war, O.R.S. [the Operational Research Section] sometimes had
to criticize arguments which tried to specify desired perform-
ances in terms of flying hours, for instance in the drafting of
operational requirements for new types of aircraft. Officers who
had been tempted into speaking of hours flown, and were then
called to order, sometimes tried to justify themselves by the
argument that, since the U-boats were assumed to surface at
random, they were just as likely to appear at any point of the
ocean surface; and that therefore one could theoretically hunt
them just as well by waiting over one spot in a Blimp as by fly-
ing round; so it was, they argued, the hours and not the dis-
tance which is important. This would, of course, be true enough
if all one were interested in were to see a U-boat break surface; it
is not true if one wants to catch them during the period in
which they remain on the surface.

-C.H. Waddington, 194662

To assess the effectiveness of the measures and counter-
measures in the Bay of Biscay we need numerical as well as
qualitative data.
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Basic Bay Data

To treat the problem quantitatively, we need to know the
success of the Allied effort, measured in number of sightings;
the amount of the effort, measured in number of hours spent on
station by patrol aircraft; and the ease of the task, measured in
the average number of U-boats present.

Normalizing Competing Factors to Measure Search Effectiveness

The table (table 3) and graph (figure 4) of flying hours,
U-boats in the Bay, and U-boat sightings show the results, but

Table 3.-Data for the Bay of Biscay Offensive63

Flying U-Boat Average U-Boats
Sightings Hours Transits Present Sunk

(Allied, Donitz) (Allied, Donitz)

Jan 1942 5 350 na 50 9 3.94 0
Feb 3 500 na 51 5.5 4.50 0
Mar 4 400 na 56 6.5 4.65 0
Apr 10 800 na 55 7 5.13 0
May 16 1000 na 49 6.5 4.61 0
Jun 26 2600 50 63 3 5.23 0
Jul 20 3750 65 47 4 4.03 2
Aug 37 3200 80 65 5.5 5.35 0
Sep 39 4100 90 70 6 5.80 1
Oct 18 4100 95 87 7 9.39 1
Nov 19 4600 140 92 9 8.87 0
Dec 14 3400 130 108 8 9.06 0
Jan 1943 10 3130 105 87 7 6.77 0
Feb 32 4400 100 96 6 10.04 1
Mar 42 4600 135 119 8 11.45 1
Apr 52 4200 115 117 7 10.33 1
May 98 5350 120 112 8 11.35 7
Jun 60 5900 57 72 4 7.30 4
Jul 81 8700 78 77 5 10.29 13
Aug 7 7000 na 43 1.5 5.52 5
Sep 21 8000 na 62 3.5 9.10 2
Oct 12 6000 na 75 4 10.33 0
Nov 7 7000 na 44 2.5 8.30 2
Dec 15 6000 na 56 3.5 8.93 1
Jan 1944 22 5000 na 97 4 11.32 3

Notes:
na = not available.
May 1943 sinkings include one Italian submarine.
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Figure 4
Basic Bay Data

From Morse and Kimball
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not the quality, of the offensive search. The number of U-boats
sighted, "bottom line" though it may be, reflects exogenous sea-
sonal factors and the abundance of aircraft and submarines as
well as the effectiveness of the former in detecting the latter. For
example, in July 1942 20 U-boats were sighted-more than in
any previous month of the campaign except for June-but this
encouraging fact resulted more from great effort, the large num-
ber of U-boats in transit, and the good summer weather than
from any great improvement in search performance.

Wartime operations researchers recognized the need to sepa-
rate the quality of search effort from the quantity and results.
Accordingly, they devised the "operational sweep rate" to
adjust raw numbers of sightings to compensate for changes in
search effort and abundance of targets. The "operational sweep
rate" is not "operational" in the military sense of the word, but
in the scientific snse: defined in terms of performable acts and
measurable quantities.

In the present instance, the operational sweep rate is the
number of U-boats sighted divided by the effort, measured in
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flying hours, and the density of U-boats, measured in boats per

square mile. Note that to calculate the operational sweep rate

requires an a priori estimate of the number of targets in the
region. In the Bay of Biscay offensive, interception (even without

decryption) of U-boat radio traffic could provide such an esti-
mate. After the war, captured German documents provided defi-

nitive information about the movements of U-boats throughout
the war. Table 3 shows the wartime Allied estimates (which
were remarkably accurate, on the whole) and the more definitive
numbers gleaned from D6nitz's War Diary after the war.

The operational sweep rate is so called because it measures

submarine sightings in square miles per hour

submarines sighted square miles

(submarines/square mile) • flying hours hour

and thus has the same units as any other sweep rate. The inter-
pretation of this mathematical fact is that one might as well think

of the search effort as perfectly examining that many square miles
of ocean every hour, instead of (as is actually the case) imperfectly
examining more square miles. Knowing that the Bay comprised
130,000 square miles of searchable area, we may compute for each
month the operational sweep rate of the offensive forces in the Bay
of Biscay campaign. (See figure 5.) Since it is the only sweep rate of
interest to us, we will often refer to the operational sweep rate sim-
ply as "the sweep rate."

The operational sweep rate derived from Allied data differs
from that derived from the more authoritative D6nitz data pri-
marily in that the former shows huge spikes in January and May of
1942 and portrays a lower search effectiveness during most of the
time radar was in use. Reviewing the data, we can see that while
the Allied side had a roughly accurate estimate of the number of

U-boat transits in most months, they underestimated the average
density of boats in the Bay by overestimating the speed with which
boats crossed the Bay.

Sternhell and Thomdike's data, 64 shown in table 3, include the
number of transits for each month from June 1942 through July
1943; comparison with figure 4 (Morse and Kimball's graph 6 ),
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which includes the average number of submarines present in the
Bay for each month, leads to the conclusion that the submarines
took a little more than 40 hours to cross the Bay. According to
Sternhell and Thorndike, a 42-hour passage entailed 21 hours on
the surface. But Sternhell and Thorndike also present a detailed
calculation based on 13 surfaced hours per transit, which they indi-
cate elsewhere corresponds to a 125-hour passage. These points
of confusion, as well as the fact that the Allied data represent intel-
ligence estimates and the German data represent straight rec-
ordkeeping, suggest that we should use the German figures.

Turning to the early 1942 spike, Sternhell and Thorndike, writ-
ing before knowledge of Enigma decryption became public, men-
tion that radio direction-finding improved the antisubmarine
sweep rate of surface ships by a factor of three or four. 67 A similar
advantage conferred by decryption may explain the extraordinarily

Figure 5
Bay of Biscay Operational Sweep Rate
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high sweep rate of January 1942, when Allied aircraft did as well
without radar and the Leigh Light as they ever did with them, and
did about three times better than they were to do the next month
with the same equipment. January was the only month in 1942 in
which the British could decipher U-boat Enigma messages consist-
ently; addition of a fourth wheel to the Enigma machine in Febru-
ary rendered decryption impossible for the rest of the year. I
would offer that, to keep the operations researchers from realizing
that some source of information such as Enigma decryption must
exist, the Allied figures were "cooked," overstating the abundance
of U-boats in the Bay that month to make the number sighted by
ostensibly undirected search less surprising. In a parallel incident,
American operations researchers received true statistics from the
hunt for U-boats off the East Coast of the United States and cor-
rectly deduced that the ostensible means of knowing where to
look-radio direction-finding-was a cover for some much more
powerful method. 6

1

By the last quarter of 1943, the British could, with little or no
delay, decipher both the U-boat version of Enigma and the Home
Waters version, used by U-boats in the Bay of Biscay. 70 Exploita-
tion of such information undoubtedly contributed to the gr wing
effectiveness of antisubmarine patrol aircraft in the closing months
of 1943.

Successful exploitation of decryption could cause the sweep
rate to transcend the limits of equipment performance, but it can-
not explain 1943's consistent high rate based on Allied data com-
pared with that based on DOnitz's data. (Nor can deliberate Allied
fudging of wartime data to conceal Enigma decryption, because
this time the discrepancy is in the wrong direction.)

Seasonal Adjustment by Fourier Analysis and Regression

The graphs of the operational sweep rate in figure 5 show
peaks in the summers of the two years. Morse and Kimball do not
mention any possible impact of the seasons on search effective-
ness, yet seasonal change in the amount of daylight would cer-
tainly be expected to affect visual sighting of submarines. Sternhell
and Thorndike, in their analysis of the Bay operations, repeatedly
cite seasonal change as a possible explanatory variable,7" but do
not attempt to quantify or compensate for the effects of seasonal
variation. Both pairs of authors concentrate on the effects of
changes in equipment and tactics.
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Of course, the effects of changes in equipment and tactics are
the subject of this book as well, but we ought first to see if any
effects remain after correction for seasonal change.

Fourier analysis---also called "spectral analysis" because of its
prism-like separation by frequency-provides one way to correct
for seasonal change. Commonly used in signal processing, such
analysis capitalizes on the remarkable fact that any continuous
function has a unique decomposition into sinusoidal waves. In
other words, Fourier analysis sorts out a complicated waveform
into a (possibly infinite) set of simple sinusoidal waves that-
together with a constant equal to the mean observation-add up to
the original curve. The decomposition's uniqueness is important
because it precludes the possibility that some other set of sinusoidal
waves adds up to the same function.

Often, as in the case at hand, the data provided are not a con-
tinuous curve but merely a set of evenly spaced points. In such
cases, Fourier analysis provides an average value and a unique
finite set of sinusoidal waves whose sum passes through all the
given points and whose shortest period is twice the spacing of the
points.

Twenty-four observations (thc algorithm requires an even
number-we discard January 1942 because of its extraordinary
Enigma success) therefore uniquely determine 12 sinusoidal waves
and a mean. We can view the result in two ways: a time-domain
graph (figure 6) showing the original signal and its component
waves, and a frequency-domain graph (figure 7) showing the
amplitudes of the different waves. In the latter, the waves are
numbered according to how many cycles they complete in two
years. In the former, the mean and the four longest cycles appear.

Fourier analysis of the sweep rate, ccnsidered as a waveform,
reveals a strong 12-month "hum." As one would expect, this cycle
peaks midyear, albeit in May rather than June-perhaps because
some annual effect other than daylight, such as weather, exerts
influence upon the sweep rate. Extracting this annual cycle as one
might filter an offending tone out of an audio sig ,dl, we obtain a
graph of the seasonally adjusted sweep rate. kSee figure 8.)
Introduction of new equipment by the Allies and Germans
accounts for peaks and troughs, respectively, as it should. Unfor-
tunately, this method discards all annual periodicities, not just
those caused by the seasons, so we may also be discarding some of
the effects we are trying to observe if they just happen to fall into a
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summer-centered annual cycle. In fact, introduction of British
equipment tended to occur in the spring and German counter-
measures tended to appear in the fall, so we are almost certainly
underestimating their effectiveness if we discard the whole annual
swing of search effectiveness.

Adding another assumption allows use of a more familiar sta-
tistical method, linear regression. The needed assumption is that
seasonal dependence stems from the annual fluctuation in the
daylight. Linear regression using the sinusoidally varying daylight
as an independent variable will again result in a sinusoidal curve of
"explained" search rate, which can be subtracted from the original
to yield a residual, seasonally adjusted search rate. This approach
results in the following equation for the search rate:

search rate = 16 • hours of daylight - 42.

Figure 6
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Figure 7
Spectral Analysis of Bay Sweep Rate
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The residuals-the observed sweep rates minus those returned
by the bilinear regression-make a seasonally adjusted rate that
corresponds closely to that found using the Fourier analysis
method. (See figures 8 and 9.) Unlike Fourier analysis, however, a
linear regression's goodness of fit can be assessed quantitatively:
the idea that different rates apply by day and by night accounts for
14 percent of the variance in sweep rate. This low value suggests
that something other than daylight hours determines sweep rate.
An even more compelling objection to the regression fit is that we
can assign no meaningful interpretation to the negative constant
term. Forcing it to be zero on the grounds that a negative sweep
rate is nonsense only worsens the fit.

Seasonal Effects Do Not Fully Explain Fluctuations

The fluctuations remaining after seasonal adjustment show that
some effect other than the variation in the length of day is at work.
Bad weather comcs to the Bay at the same time as short days, but
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Figure 8
Seasonally Adjusted Bay Sweep Rate
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it reduces visibility less than one might expect: median visibility in
the Bay peaks in June at 18 nautical miles and reaches a minimum
of 10 nautical miles in the winter. An observer, as we will see later,
is extremely unlikely to sight a submarine at a range of 10 or 18
miles in any case. Another telling statistic is the number of days
per month with visibility less than five miles. One can expect such
conditions about 15 percent of the time except in late summer and
early fall, when visibility, as measured in this sense, improves. 72

Even with all the "12-month hum" removed, considerable vari-
ation remains. Significantly, the fluctuations coincide with the
combatants' attempts to influence the operational sweep rate in
one direction or the other: the graph of seasonally adjusted opera-
tional sweep rate generally shows improvement upon the intro-
duction of new British equipment and decline after the
introduction of new German countermeasures. This graph proves
that changes in equipment and tactics, and not merely the passage
of the seasons, affected the operational sweep rate of Allied patrol
aircraft.
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Byproducts of Spectral Analysis

Human affairs often appear to display periodicity, sometimes
attributed to the oscillation of a system controlled by feedback;
thus we have the notion of a "business cycle," a "decision-making
cycle," or, as in the present case, an "RDT&E [research, develop-
ment, test, and evaluation] cycle." 73 Frequent references in the lit-
erature74 to the "orientation-observation-decision-action cycle" and
the desirability of "getting inside the adversary's decision loop"
suggest acceptance of the notion that such cycles exist in military
tactics. Others have discerned far longer cycles in history, includ-
ing one of particular interest here, a 500-year cycle in the balance
between European maritime traders and the raiders who would
prey upon them. 75 Let us take for granted this received view that
there exist cycles and try to find them in the present case. We may
attempt to discover British and German periodicities in the

Figure 9
Second Approach to Seasonal Adjustment
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introduction of measures and countermeasures by attaching either
side's milestones to the waves found in the spectral analysis. We
would expect British innovations to appear when the British cycle,
if any, b,-ttoms out: i.e., when search effectiveness is at its lowest
and about to rise. Conversely, a German cycle would show the
German milestones clustered in areas where British search effec-
tiveness is at its highest and about to decline.

Applying the British and German milestones to the various
waves found by spectral analysis creates the best fits with the 8-
and 4-month cycles (that is, those that repeat three and four times
in the 2 years) respectively. (See figures 10 and 11.) As the bar
graph of amplitudes shows, these are not the strongest compo-
nents of the sweep rate "waveform," but the milestones relate to
them roughly as described above. The deployment of Metox is an
exception in the German cycle, but the reader will recall that the
Metox receiver was an expedient countermeasure, pressing a pre-
existing French receiver into use against the L-band ASV Mark II

Figure 10
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Figure 11
British-Looking Cycle
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almost as soon as nighttime use of that radar began: RDT&E had
already happened under French auspices.

The British cycle, as elicited from the data by this method, has
greater amplitude and shorter period than the German cycle, sug-
gesting superior speed and efficacy of innovation. These findings
certainly seem reasonable in light of the conflict's final outcome.
The evidence for the cycles' existence, though tenuous (so tenuous

that no further mention of them will be made here), constitutes a
stronger affirmation of their existence than is presented in typical
explications of the received view.

Autocorrelation Analysis

Autocorrelation analysis, a statistical approach closely related
to spectral analysis, measures the statistical correlation of elements

of a time series with their predecessors.76 The analysis results in a
series of correlation coefficients, the first being the correlation of all
elements with their immediate successors, the second being the
correlation of all elements with their successors' successors, and so
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on. After seasonal adjustment, we may apply autocorrelation to
investigate the average length of what the combatants might have
considered "winning streaks."

The analysis produces a bar graph of correlation coefficients: in
the present case the ith coefficient shows the correlation of sea-
sonally adjusted sweep rates i months apart. (See figure 12.) The
first four bars are positive and fairly large, whereas the next eight
are small or even negative, seemingly indicating that-from the
standpoint of a participant--one may plan four months ahead on
the basis of current seasonally adjusted experience, but that there-
after prediction is impossible.

As with all statistical estimates, however, one must consider
the results of the autocorrelation analysis in light of the fact that
even a totally random series of numbers could, through chance
alone, display some pattern: measures of statistical significance weed
out patterns so weak as to resemble those arising from happen-
stance. In autocorrelation, apparent correlations of widely spaced

Figure 12
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terms must be considered in light of the already-determined cor-
relations at lesser spacings. For example, if successive terms
strongly correlate, some level of correlation of alternate terms is
inevitable; any seeming correlation of alternate terms is significant
only if it exceeds that level.

In the case of the seasonally adjusted operational sweep rates,
the correlations at lags of 1, 2, 3, and 4 months just barely fail to
meet the usual test of significance, and the succeeding terms fail
the test by wide margins. In short, all the terms, according to this
test, might as well be zero. It is worth noting, however, that some
contention surrounds the criteria for significance in such tests. 77

Given the narrow margin by which the first four months were
rejected, we may conclude-albeit with diminished confidence-
that innovations, of either equipment or tactics, tended to occur
every five months or so, radically altering the contest.

The Response of the Sweep Rate to Innovation

Turning back to the original data, one can see a distinct pattern
of high effectiveness when new Allied equipment appeared, fol-
lowed by a period of lower effectiveness. Sweep rate leapt to a rec-
ord level at the start of night L-band flying, and plummeted the
next month when the first few Metox units entered service. Sweep
rate rose dramatically when the S-band ASV Mark III first came
into use, then dropped and rose slowly to the level at which
D6nitz became alarmed and introduced a variety of behavioral
changes--as well as the ineffecuve Wanz and Borkum receivers--
whereupon sweep rate dropped to an all-time low, then rose
steadily without the introduction of new British equipment.

In general, then, the dynamics of the Bay search process
include negative feedback: any change triggers a backlash. Simple
analogies would be the rebound of an automobile suspension back
to-and perhaps past-its original position after the car hits a
bump, or the vibration of a plucked violin string. A more compli-

cated analogy would be the "price corrections" seen in com-
modities markets. In each of these cases, a restoring force (the car's
springs) acts to counter any perturbation, and damping (the car's
shock absorbers) slows the system's response to any force. When
perturbed, the system responds to the restoring force and-unless
the damping is very strong--overshoots its original position some-
what. After an overshoot, the system oscillates back and forth in
ever-smaller swings, settling down asymptotically. The
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asymptotically reached final position need not be the original one:
for example, the car may have bounced in response to a heavy
load dropped into the trunk, or the price of the commodity may
have gyrated in response to a shortage.

In the Bay search operations, the introduction of new equip-
ment clearly displaces the operational sweep rate to a new value.
Once displaced, the sweep rate tends to move back towards its
original position. Such motion could result from the introduction
of a countermeasure by the other side,* or from a variety of human
factors: a reactive change of tactics by the other side; overconfi-
dence in the new equipment, once its efficacy has been estab-
lished; or the Hawthorne effect, under which workers initially
respond favorably to any change in the work environment,
whether it is an improvement or not. Then the novelty of the
change wears off; the fact that D6nitz had to issue a second
maximum-submergence edict even though he had never rescinded
the first shows that tactics could simply wear off over time, as com-
manders stopped adhering to doctrine.

This study does not aim to distinguish among these human
factors, but only to show the existence and character of the oscilla-
tions. Physical oscillators can be characterized in terms of their
response to shock-instantaneous displacement and immediate
release. For example, a mechanic can assess the "ride" of a car-its
response to bumps in the road-by applying a single downward
push to the fender: the car's response to this shock indicates how
well it will filter vibrations imparted by the road. Similarly, a musi-
cian can assess the acoustics of a concert hall by listening to the
echo of a single handclap. Indeed, the response of such a system
to any "forcing function" can be typified by its response to a
shock-its "impulse response."

We have no trouble determining the forcing function-
innovation-in Bay operations. (See figure 13.) Except for the
Enigma innovations in 1943 (when German radio traffic became
unreadable, but for less than a full month), each innovation
receives an arbitrary value of unity: an innovation is an innovation.
Those implemented in a single month, such as maximum sub-
mergence, receive a value of unity in that month. Those that took

*But NOT the introduction of a second innovation by the side that introduced the first.

The whole point of the present analysis is that it extracts from the data the net effect of a
single innovation, separate from the effects of later innovations by the same side.
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Figure 13
Innovations in Bay Search
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some months to implement, such as the installation of the ASV
Mark II, are prorated: the 3-month onset of the Mark II is counted
as a third of an innovation in each of the months. The Wanz and
Borkum receivers, doomed to failure because they listened on the
wrong wavelengths, do not appear. The large May 1942 increase in
the sweep rate derived from the D6nitz data (figure 5) justifies
crediting the ASV Mark II L-band radar with introduction in that
month rather than the next one. (As the reader will recall, the
nighttime use of this radar was made possible by the Leigh Light,
an expedient measure developed in the field in violation of orders.
Such measures might well see use before their ostensible introduc-
tion. Indeed, one authoritative source cites Leigh Light flying as
beginning in May. 78)

We may consider the operational sweep raLe to be a system
perturbed by either of two forcing functions, British innovation
(the ASV Mark II and ASV Mark III radars) or German innovation
(the Metox and Naxos receivers as well as the periods of Enigma
unreadability and of maximum submergence). Using Fourier
methods to relate the seasonally adjusted operational sweep rate to
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IMPULSE RESPONSE ANALYSIS
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these forcing functions produces the sweep rate's impulse
response: its reaction to a single innovation. The graphs of sweep-
rate response to innovation (see figures 14 and 15) show several
things: correct initial movement followed by oscillation, British pre-
dominance, and a stronger response to a change of tactics than to a
change of equipment.
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See also Chatfield, The Analysis of Time Series.

Computed Responses Look Plausible

Upon their introduction (that is, during month 0 as shown on
figures 14 and 15), the various measures and countermeasures
work as intended: new radars raise the sweep rate, German coun-
termeasures lower it. This observation provides "face validity" to
this method of discerning responses to innovation.
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Figure 14
Response to British Innovations
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The responses cross the abcissa-indicating negation-
somewhere between one and two months afer their introduction.
They then behave like damped oscillators, zig-zagging toward zero
change in a series of narrowing swings: a restoring force acts on
sweep rates, even apart from seasonal effects.

For example, after the low point following full introduction of
Metox, the seasonally adjusted sweep rate (see figure 9) begins to
creep up even before the point at which S-band deployment
begins. After the low point created by the various reactions to the
S-band ASV III, Allied effectiveness again increased steadily, long
before the introduction of the X-band radar. The damping of the
seasonally adjusted sweep rate's impulse response to both British
and German innovations shows this point mathematically.

Some arms-race theorists might think the sweep rate's oscilla-
tions confirm a theory that the other side will soon vitiate any
improvement, or even that the parties to an arms race are really
racing with themselves, not each other. 79 I do not subscribe to this
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moral at all! The graph of the seasonally adjusted rates shows that
the sweep rate almost always exceeded the 125-square mile/hour
rate that prevailed before the introduction of night flying with
radar. Also-as we shall see later-sweep rate measures only the
effectiveness of the airplanes in finding submarines; the period of
retrenchment in 1943 cost D6nitz many U-boat at-sea days and
undoubtedly saved some merchant ships.

Responses Favor the British

Both response curves favor the positive side of the swing-the
r,gion that favors the British. The sweep rate's impulse responses
to the two sides' innovations appear to show that the British inno-
vated better as well as faster: the responses are predominantly
positive, indicating an increased sweep width.

One may well ask, then, how it is that the seasonally adjusted
sweep rate shows an overall trend downward when the British

Figure 15
Response to German Innovations
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innovations worked better than the German ones. The answer lies
in the maximum-submergence tactic, an effective German counter-
measure that was introduced twice during the period under study.

Maximum Submergence Most Effective German Innovation

The impulse response to the maximum-submergence counter-
measure, computed separately, displays much less vitiation than
the response to German innovations overall. (See figure 16.) Early
operations researchers emphasized that their role was not to spec-
ify the creation of new gadgets but to research ways of exploiting
equipment to the utmost.8 0 The long-lasting benefits of maximum
submergence confirm the view that one need not improve equip-
ment to improve results.

How Much Was Enough?

To further the ultimate end of saving merchant shipping, the
Allies had not merely to sight submarines in the Bay, but to sink
them. Selecting, from a boat-by-boat tabulation of the fates of Ger-
man submarines,8' those sunk by aircraft in the Bay of Biscay, we
may form the rightmost column of the table of basic Bay data (table
3).* The efficacy of the flying effort with respect to kills can then be
adjusted for the amount of flying effort and of target density as
before, resulting in a kill sweep rate entirely analogous to the opera-
tional sweep rate but hinging upon the number of submarines
sunk, not the number sighted. Again, this measure of effectiveness
is expressed in square miles per hour, and may be interpreted as
the number of square miles' worth of the submarine-infested Bay
that an aircraft could exterminate in an hour:

submarines sunk square miles

(submarines/square mile) • flying hours hour

Wartime operations researchers compiled such a statistic.

*This effort reveals a few submarines sunk by mines in the Bax. Minetieldinduced
channelization ma' have reduced the area in which ;ubmarinvs Id sately operate, It
patrol aircraft capitalized on this effect, the later sweep rates prt ited b. MorIC and
Kimball are in error.
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Figure 16

Response to Max Submergence
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Alternatively, one could leave the sweep-rate definition as it is and
form a second statistic, the probability of kill given sighting. (See
figure 17.) This probability-of-kill-given-sighting, or P(KIS),
statistic-smoothed by a five-month moving average-will be use-
ful later because it separates the changing lethality of the weapons
and tactics used against the submarines, once sighted, trom the
effectiveness of the search for them.

Wartime operations researchers convincingly attributed the
increasing lethality of the attacks to changes in the attacks them-
selves, riot to the sightings leading up to them. 2 These changes
included decreasing the depth to which the depth charges (DCs)
sank before exploding, improving the explosives in the charges,
abandoning the practice of aiming ahead of the submarine, and
increasing the spacing between the charges. Thus it is not surpris-
ing that the probability of kill given sighting and the operational
sweep-rate display little correlation; even less correlation if one
compares the seasonally adjusted versions of each measure
obtained by the Fourier method. We will implicitly rely on this fact
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Figure 17
Probability of Kill Given Sighting
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later, when we ask "What if ... ?" questions: we will use historical
values for probability of kill given sighting with alternative sweep-
rate values stemming from hypothetical considerations such as
"What if the Germans adopted minimum submergence tactics in
order to cross the Bay faster?"

Bay Search Efforts Proved Worthwhile

Unlike strategic bombing of Germany, 83 air patrol of the Bay of
Biscay showed a clear "profit." An hour of flight in Bay patrol
operations consumed, including maintenance, about 33 man-
hours. 84 A total of 104,080 flight hours in 1942 and 1943 thus con-
sumed about 3,400,000 man-hours of effort, not counting airplane
construction time-an element justifiably left out on the grounds
that few airplanes crashed during search operations. Bay patrol
sank 44 U-boats, so about 78,000 man-hours were needed to sink a
U-boat. Construction of a U-boat, on the other hand, required
between 250,000 and 800,000 man-hours (depending on the type of
U-boat8 5), so Allied time spent on Bay patrol clearly paid off.
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Figure 18 shows submarines sunk per man-hour on a monthly
basis for the period of concern, retaining the electronic-warfare
milestones for reference. On the scale of this graph, the fraction of
a U-boat built per man-hour is not visible: the months in which the
Bay patrol sank any U-boats at all result in a man-hour balance
sheet strongly in favor of the British.

But balance-sheet profit was not going to win the war for the
Allies. The purpose of offensive search in the Bay was to save mer-
chant shipping. The same bombers and aircrews could accomplish
the same mission through defensive patrol-air escort of
convoys-or, less directly, by bombing U-boat bases. Alternatively,
the bombers could go even farther into Europe and bomb the
U-boat-building shipyards or other strategic targets. The British
recognized these choices at the time, not only as a question of air-
plane use, 86 but also as a factor in deciding which units should get
the S-band radars first. Some made the argument that submarine

Figure 18
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patrol, offensive or otherwise, was more important than strategic
bombing, and also less likely to compromise the S-band radar.8 7

This argument failed, leading almost immediately to the Luft-
waffe's discovery of the "Rotterdam Gerat" as described earlier.

To decide such issues, we (or the wartime allocators of flying
effort) need to relate flying hours to U-boats destroyed. Seasonal
adjustment is inappropriate in addressing the opportunity cost of
searching the Bay; the seasonal changes in search effectiveness
need to be left intact.

Morse and Kimball present the following logic in comparing
the relative effectiveness of air attacks on U-boat pens, defensive
air patrol around convoys, and offensive use of air assets in the
Bay of Biscay,"" all measured by the decline in the number of mer-
chant ships sunk. The period of study is the second half of 1942,
when offensive flying in the Bay had become effective because of
radar and the Leigh Light. Examination of convoy losses suggests
that 100 air sorties--about 1,000 hours-flown in defense of threat-
ened convoys saved about 30 merchant ships. Ignorance of which
convoys were in fact threatened diluted the rewards of flying effort
by a factor of 10, so that in nonselective escort of convoys three
ships were saved per 1,000 hours of flying. Based on photo recon-
naissance after air raids, Morse and Kimball estimate that the 1,100
sorties flown against U-boat bases cost the Germans about 15
submarine-months-at-sea in delays, without sinking any sub-
marines at all. Because a submarine sank about eight-tenths of a
ship per month on patrol, the bombing saved 12 ships-not even
as many as uninformed escort of convoys would have saved.
Turning to the Bay operations, a U-boat could expect an opera-
tnal life of 10 months at sea, so a sunken U-boat was worth eight
merchant ships. A hundred sorties would, on average, sink half a
U-boat, saving four ships: a better application of flying effort than
anything but focused defense of threatened convoys. Morse and
Kimball go on to cite the delaying effect of air patrol on submarines
in transit, worth about another merchant ship per 100 sorties.

Sternhell and Thorndike 89 cite 1.6 merchant ships sunk per
U-boat month at sea in the same period, exactly double the figure
given by Morse and Kimball. Morse and Kimball may have mis-
takenly used a figure for submarine "productivity" per month, not
per month at sea-the U-boats spent about half their time at sea.*

*Postwar data, as we shall see later, indicate a figure close to one ship per month of at-
sea U-boat time.
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The sources are in approximate agreement as to the life expectancy
of a U-boat: Morse and Kimball say 10 months, Sternhell and
Thorndike say 11, and both appear to refer to actual time spent at
sea.9 Using Sternhell and Thorndike's numbers in Morse and
Kimball's calculation would leave the effectiveness of convoy pro-
tection the same, but would double the result of attacks on U-boat
repair areas to 24 merchant ships saved per 1,100 sorties, and
would double the result of Bay patrol to 10 merchant ships saved
per 100 sorties. The broad conclusions remain unchanged: Bay
patrol is the second most effective mission for these aircraft,
inferior only to protecting convoys known to be threatened by
U-boats. (See table 4.)

Table 4.-Relative Effectiveness of Alternative Aircraft Missions

Mission Ships Save100 Sorties
-M&K S &T

Escort of Threatened Convoys 30
Offensive Search in Bay of Biscay 5 10
Nonselective Convoy Escort 3
Bombing of Biscay Ports 1 2

Neither Morse and Kimball nor Sternhell and Thorndike con-
sider aircraft attrition. Surely the bombing of ports entailed greater
attrition than the other missions, making it even less desirable than
the above comparisons indicate.

Effectiveness of Search Radars Outside the Bay
The use of search radars and search receivers was not limited

to the Bay of Biscay; land-based aircraft escorting convoys or com-
ing to their rescue used radar, and surfaced U-boats at sea accord-
ingly used theiar detectors. The operational sweep rate
measure of search-radar effectiveness does ot apply in this case,
as the region searched is not well defined. A fairly direct measure
of effectiveness is the exchange rate: U-boats sunk by convoy
escorts per convoyed merchant vessel sunk. This quantity can be
calculated from postwar records and is presented graphically in fig-
ure 19. Loss data for months with fewer than four sinkings of con-
voyed merchant vessels were not available.

This measure of effectiveness includes sinkings by escort ves-
sels as well as by aircraft: the two kinds of platform worked
together, and to evaluate the aircraft radar's effectiveness purely
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on the basis of sinkings by aircraft would constitute an over-
simplification. The data91 show a steady trend from a value of
about 0.2 in January 1942 to about 0.8 in January 1944. Inter-
estingly, the two high outliers, in July 1942 and May 1943, occur in
months immediately following the deployment of new radars in
the Bay of Biscay. We may surmise that new radars entered con-
voy escort service in these months, after the more needy Bay
patrol aircraft had been equipped.

Figure 19
U-Boat/Merchant Exchange Rate
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The fact that ... these expressions can be evaluated in closed
form is a circumstance so remarkable as to cause one to suspect
divine interference. The inverse cube law is therefore possibly
holy, and in any case deserves consideration through being a
compromise between the random and exhaustive assumptions,
even in circumstances where the precise assumptions lying
behind it are not directly verifiable.

-Alan R. Washburn, 198192

So far we have quantified the interplay among the various
tactics and pieces of equipment used by the two sides in the Bay,
based only on results. The discussion has included a good deal
of after-the-fact reasoning and little connection between cause
and effect. It is a bookkeeper's analysis, not an economist's,
comparing various static conditions rather than providing a
dynamic model in which policy variables can be adjusted and
the results observed. Further insight may come from modeling
the engagement-working from ideas about the equipment to
calculation of "predicted" sweep rates rather than working in
the opposite direction, as we have up to now.

Such modeling will require some mathematical tools and
submodels. In particular, we need to develop a way to handle
the problem of assessing the chance that a searcher will detect a
target before the target detects the searcher, given only the most
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rudimentary knowledge of the operational characteristics of the
equipment used by the two sides. Operational sweep rate will
again serve as a starting point.

In reflecting upon the opposing processes of detection and
counterdetection, we quickly :ind that our sweep-rate concep-
tion of search does not quite capture the action we seek to
model. The operational sweep rate worked well as a normaliza-
tion of sightings according to flying effort, area searched, and
submarines present. Now we want to work in the opposite
direction, modeling the capabilities of pieces of equipment and
then modeling their simultaneous action, so that we may
ultimately ask the "what-if" questions generally barred from
purely historical analysis.

Operational Sweep Width

As pointed out earlier, an airplane's operational sweep rate
may be divided by its speed to get an operational sweep width.
The notion of operational sweep width is not only formally cor-
rect (because square miles per hour divided by miles per hour
equals miles) but also coherent: because the operational sweep
rate is the rate at which ocean area would be examined by a per-
fect search aircraft as productive as an actual one, the opera-
tional sweep width is the width of the swath the perfect searcher
would examine, given that it flies as fast as the actual aircraft.

An equivalent formulation defines the sweep width as the
width of a swath such that the actual search overlooks as many
targets (as always, we assume that these are randomly dis-
tributed) inside the swath as it sights beyond the swath. Because
the swath extends to both sides of the airFlane, one may equiv-
alently say that sweep width is double the median lateral range
to detected targets: the number of overlooked targets passing
within half the sweep width of the airplane equals the number
of detected targets lying beyond half the sweep width. In the
parlance of atomic physics, the sweep width is "the capture
cross-section of the airplane for U-boats."

Sweep Widths of Allied Detection Equipment

We now turn to the difficult task of finding a priori opera-
tional sweep widths for the equipment used in the Bay of Biscay.
Most available accounts are of test-range performance, not oper-
ational use, and such test results are notoriously optimistic. In
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addition, visual ranges depended on weather conditions, and the
range of any piece of equipment-including the human eye-
depended strongly upon the altitude of the airplane from which it
was used.

As mentioned earlier, the ASV Mark II L-band radar had a
nominal range of up to 10 miles, and the ASV Mark III had a range
of less than 15 miles. Morse and Kimball cite 10 miles as a "the-
oretical" range of the human eye as a detector of surfaced sub-
marines, and estimate a factor-of-two real-world degradation
attributable to "fatigue, etc." 93 A detailed table of Koopman's sup-
ports both numbers. 94 Koopman also points out that a spotter of a
submarine or other small craft usually detects the wake rather than
the vessel itself.95

The "realistic ranges" in tables 5 and 6 reflect the above esti-
mates, including an across-the-board degradation by a factor of
two, as cited for the human eye. Application of this factor to the
radars is justifiable not only as standard treatment of test data-
Waddington recommends a factor of two and a half -but also by
experience outside the Bay of Biscay, on the Moroccan Sea Fron-
tier. Sternhell and Thorndike state as a rule that early radars did
not outrange vision except at night or in bad weather, and that the
ASG-the American S-band radar-had an operational sweep rate
of 2,500 square miles per hour.9 7 Assuming the standard airplane
speed of 150 knots, the ASG then had a range of 8.3 miles: Wad-
dington states that the ASG was 60 percent better than the ASV Ill,
leading to a range estimate of 5.2 miles for the ASV Ill.

The ASV Mark III and the human eye also had to contend with
snorkels as targets; Sternhell and Thorndike's estimates of these
detection ranges are shown as well."' Because these estimates
come from wartime experience and already reflect considerable
degradation from test results given in the same source, no further
factor of two was applied. They do not, however, come from
sweep rates, so that we are in no danger of committing circular
reasoning.

Table 5.-Realistic Detection Ranges

Realistic Ranges (miles)
Detector vs. Submarine vs. Snorkel

ASV Mark II 5 Not Used
ASV Mark III 5 0.05
Vision 5 0.3
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Sweep Widths of German Warning Receivers

Just as a radar or visual lookout has a sweep width for a par-
ticular type of target, a warning receiver has a sweep width for a
particular type of search radar: it will detect as many passing
searchers beyond half the width as it will overlook within that
distance. Unfortunately, quantifications of performance are even
more difficult to find for radar warning receivers than for radars.

According to one source, the Metox "could detect an air-
borne [ASV Mark II] radar as much as ten to fifteen miles
away." 99 Sternhell and Thorndike say that Vixen, the counter-
countermeasure to Naxos, worked only if the contact initially
appeared at a range of 15 miles or more, implying that Naxos
had a range of at least 15 miles against the ASV Mark III.1°°* The
estimate of a 2-mile visual-detection range for submarines' sight-
ing of low-flying aircraft sweeps many human factors under the
rug, but is a reasonable point estimate. Again, these numbers
reflect operational, not test, experience, so no degradation factor
applies. Nor are they based upon sweep rates, so we are not
embarking upon a circular calculation.

Table 6.-Realistic Counter-Detection Ranges

Warning Device Range (miles)

Metox 15
Naxos 15
Vision (day) 2

Lateral Range Curves

If we replace our mental image of a real aircraft, its bored
crew scanning the gray ocean for U-boats, with one of a mathe-
matically idealized aircraft sweeping clean a swath of such a
width that it contains as many submarines as the actual airplane
sights, no harm results from supposing in the latter case that U-
boats are always sighted when they are directly abeam of the

*Naxos clearly evolved while in use. Morse and Kimball cite prisoner-of-war reports
indicating a range of 8 to 10 miles, then say that development continued, mostly improv-
ing reliability through ruggedization, and say that "it eventually proved its value in giv-
ing warning of Allied S-band radar, usually at ranges about equal to contact ranges."
They then provide the account of Vixen as given by Sternhell and Thorndike, indicating
that Naxos by that time outranged the radar it received. (Morse and Kimball. p. 96.)
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airplane. Now let us recover some element of reality by recog-
nizing that detection is a probabilistic, not a deterministic,
phenomenon.

Suppose that the sighting of a submarine does not cause the
aircraft to alter course, and that the crew's performance in their
sighting is scored according to distance to the submarine when it
comes abeam of the airplane instead of the distance at the
moment of the sighting. We can then define the lateral range
curve, which expresses the probability that the target will be
sighted in terms of the target's distance from the airplane's
ground track-that is, the separation between the target and the
airplane when the target passes abeam of the airplane. (See fig-
ure 20.) In general, the probability depicted by the curve will be
fairly high at the point of zero separation and then fall off to zero
at some range beyond which sighting is impossible.

A perfect searcher such as that invoked in the description of
operational sweep width would have a definite-range-law or
"cookie cutter" lateral range curve, expressing a 100 percent
probability of detection within half the lateral range and a zero
probability of detection elsewhere. One does not normalize lat-
eral range curves*: for any given searcher the area under the lat-
eral range curve is the sweep width.

* Knowing the detection capabilities of the Allied equipment
would tell us the probability that a U-boat would be detected by
a passing airplane-in a single glimpse or in a small slice of
time-as a function of the range separating the two. We could
then path-integrate the detection probabilities and arrive at prob-
abilities of detection for various distances of closest approach.
These probabilities, graphed, would form the lateral range curve
of the aircraft; this curve would take into account any lessening
of the airplane's effectiveness through counterdetection by the
U-boat. Conversely, knowing the detection capabilities of the
U-boat would tell us the probability that the U-boat sees the air-
plane first and submerges, forestalling detection by the aircraft.

4 In light of the differences of opinion as to the sweep widths
of equipment used in the Bay of Biscay, one can hardly expect
consensus regarding the exact probability of detection as a func-
tion of range.

*Because they express probabilities, not probability densities; some searchers are
just better thin others.
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A detection function that characterizes visual (and radar)
detection, the so-called inverse cube law, is mathematically tract-
able enough that its lateral range curve can be found easily. 101

According to the inverse cube law, the probability of detection in
any one glimpse directed at the target is inversely proportional
to the cube of the range to the target.

In the case of vision, one might expect a single-glimpse prob-
ability density function inversely proportional to the square of
the range, on the grounds that the solid angle subtended by the
target so decreases. The extra factor arises because of the air-
borne observer's oblique perspective and the essentially horizon-
tal nature of the target (the submarine's wake provides the
strongest target for the eye10 2); distant targets are foreshortened
mor.e than closer ones seen from the same altitude. (See figure
21.)

In the case of radar, in which the submarine and not its wake
is the dominant target, familiarity with the radar equation 0 3

could lead one to expect a fourth-power dependence of detection
probability on range. However, nothing says that detection
probability has to be prop, .onal to returned signal energy
(which does ole} in inverse fourth-power law). Detection proba-
bility depends on the ratio of returned signal energy to the
energy of the noise with which it is mixed, and on the ability of
the radar operator to discern that a target is present. The opera-
tor's decision may depend on integration (by the radar display
and by his own visual processes) over more than one radar scan;
a pileup of closely spaced blips on the display therefore raises
the detection probability. Pileups in azimuth will occur
preferentially-all other things being equal-at longer ranges; an
inverse-cube law may be derived by noting that this considera-
tion inserts a range factor into the numerator of the radar equa-
tion.0 4,1 5 Second World War experience commended using the
inverse-cube law for radar. 106,10 7 (See figure 22.)

Koopman shows that when two detectors operate together,
such as two observers looking out the same airplane window,
their sweep width is not doubled, but multiplied by the square
root of 2. In general, the simultaneous operation of n identical
inverse-cube-type detection devices operated together multiplies
the sweep width by the square root of n'c s, so that

Wttl =V W,2 + W-2 + ..
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MATHEMATICAL DETAILS

Following Koopman's notation, we may let (r) bejthe Instantaneous

Probability density of seeing a target at range r. For a target with

apparent motion past the searcher with speed v and distance of closes'
approach x, we may define the sighting potential F(aI as a Oath lntregal
over the (Straight) flight path

Fial if6 (r)

The probability that the target will be seen Is then

-F(x)

P(x) - 1 - e

as one may prove by considering the probability of NOT seeing the target
In any of a fInIte number of periods and then taking the limit aS the

number of Deriods. and their brevlty, Increases. The curve p(x) for all

values of x Is the lateral range curve. The sweep width W. then, is the
width of a rectangle of unit height (i.e. p . 1) whose area is that under
the lateral range curve.

w - J. p(9) dx

In the Case Of the Inverse cube slhting law.,

S kh
( ) l --

3
r

where h Is the altitude of the airplane and k Is a constant Containing
all information about sighting conditions hd the size of the target.
The lateral range curve, found by first Integrating to find FlX, Is

p(x) = 1 - e

leading to a sweep width

2akh

W -2 -

This result is, obviously, an approximation that breaks down
when the number of detectors gets too large: no number of extra
observers in an airplane would be able to spot U-boats over the
horizon or beyond the meteorological limit of visibility. (Koop-
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Mathematical Details (continued)

-Y

man characterizes this expression as the first answer to the ques-
tion "How can the advantage of having n observers on the same
searching aircraft instead of one be quantified?" as if to say that
later, better, approximations were made. '()

The effect of simultaneous visual and radar search can thus
be quantified in terms of the resulting sweep width. Radar and
visual sighting, each with a sweep width of 5 miles, combine to
make an overall sweep width of roughly 7 miles (because 7 is
approximately equal to 5 times the square root of 2).

These analyses of search operations apply equally well to a
U-boat trying to detect an airplane.* The airplane, like a U-boat

*in fact, they apply somewhat more intuitivelx because the U-boat really wouldnt
alter course to approach an airplane it had detected.
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wake, presents a flat visual target lying in a horizontal plane; the
search receiver, for reasons explained below, also operates
according to an inverse-cube detection function. Assuming a
typical search receiver with a sweep width of 15 miles and a typ-
ical lookout whose visual sweep width against aircraft is 4 miles,
the submarine will have an overall sweep width of 15.5 miles.

When detection and counterdetection efforts take place
simultaneously, the cookie-cutter detection model begins to
break down. If lateral range curves really were rectangular,
whichever party had the longer sweep width would enjoy an
unqualified upper hand. However, we know empirically (and
intuitively) that sometimes the airplane detected the submarine
and sometimes the submarine detected the airplane.

Koopman provides a solution to this problem.110 He shows-
for the inverse-cube detection law-that if W is the search width
of the airplane (when looking for submarines) and W' is the
search width of the submarine (when looking for airplanes),
then the fact that the submarine will dive and evade detection if
it sees the airplane first results in an effective airplane sweep
width of

W 2

/
W

2 
+ W'2

which will always be positive and less than or equal to W. This
forestalling theorem can be generalized so that if a number of
independent detection mechanisms contend with a number of
independent counterdetection mechanisms, all of the inverse-
cube type, the effective operational sweep width of the detecting
platform is given by

W 1 2 + W 22

'. Wl 2 + W 2 ' + ... + W]'2 + W'2 +

where the independent counterdetection mechanisms might be
vision and a radar detector, or perhaps the combined efforts of a
group of submarines transiting together.
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In order to create an overall formula for aircraft sweep width,
taking into account visual and radar search and forestalling, we
must establish that radar warning receivers, like visual search
and radar, obey the inverse-cube law. Familiarity with the radar
equation might lead one to believe that an inverse-square law
would be more appropriate but, as noted above in discussing the
radar case, there is no reason why the probability of detection
has to be proportional to the received energy. In fact, one may
more reasonably assume that the U-boat makes the detection
when the received energy exceeds some threshold value.
Because the aircraft is above water and shining its radar down
obliquely, the locus of points on the water's surface at which a
single radar scan will strongly illuminate the U-boat with energy
is an ellipse. (See figure 23.) As the aircraft rotates its radar, this
ellipse covers an annulus on the water's surface. Points near the
outside of the annulus, however, are covered more briefly than
points near the inside. Approximating the ellipse by a rectangle,
we see that the exposure time is inversely proportional to the
range, introducing an extra range factor in the denominator
(where two range factors already exist, illumination power being
inversely proportional to the square of the range) and leading to

inverse-cube dependence of illumination energy on range.
Table 7 shows the operational sweep widths resulting from

equipment parameters listed in tables 5 and 6 and the use of
Koopman's forestalling theorem where applicable: Metox vs.
ASV Mark II, Naxos vs. ASV Mark III, and vision vs. vision.

Submergence and the "Balanced Force" Concept

The most obvious submarine countermeasure of all is sub-
mergence. Submerged U-boats were virtually undetectable from
the air, so if they spent half their time underwater they would in
effect enforce a 50 percent reduction in sweep width. Sternhell
and Thorndike provide a table showing the tradeoff between
submergence and the time taken to transit the Bay. (See table 8.)
Note that the faster transit requires disproportionately more sur-
face time. The disproportion arises from time spent recharging
the batteries used underwater-higher speeds consume not only
more electricity per hour, but also more per mile.

Snorkeling would have permitted a passage of perhaps 75
hours with no time spent fully surfaced, but the snorkel did not
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appear until 1944.111 The choice between daytime and nighttime
search raised the question of how the Allies should apportion
their search effort, especially after Metox made nighttime radar
search so much less effective than daytime visual search. Ought
patrol aircraft to fly by day, when the seeing is easy, or at night,
when-because of the hostile daytime conditions-the U-boats
are more likely to surface?

Table 7.-Sweep Widths as Degraded by Various Countermeasures

(in nautical miles)

Metox Naxos Darkness Vision Snorkel

ASV Mark II 3.2 10 10 9.3 Not Used
ASV Mark III 10 3.2 10 9.3 0.1
Vision 10 10 1 9.3 0.6
II & Vision 6.0 14.1 10 13.6 Not Used
III & Vision 14.1 6.0 10 13.6 0.6

Vision and Metox Vision and Naxos
ASV Mark Il 3.1 9.3
ASV Mark 1II 9.3 3.1
II & Vision 6.0 13.6
III & Vision 13.6 6.0

Table 8.-Tradeoff of Submergence and Bay Transit Time" 2

Hours on the Surface Total Transit Hours

13 125
14 71
21 42
30 30

The situation recalls the story of the drunkard looking for his
keys under a streetlamp. Asked where he dropped them, he
points out into the surrounding gloom. Asked why he is looking
under the lamp, he replies, "Because the light here is so much
better."113

The U-boats, unlike keys, actively sought to evade detection.
Under the "balanced force" concept propounded by Allied oper-
ations researchers, 14 flying effort was distributed so that an hour
spent on the surface at night was as dangerous for the U-boat as
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an hour spent on the surface in the daytime. Any other partition of
search effort would afford the U-boats the opportunity to surface
only during the less dangerous period, thus reducing their overall
danger. Conversely, the U-boats should have surfaced (and did' 15)
at different times of the day and night, obliging the Allied aircraft
to maintain around-the-clock coverage or, more precisely, making
Allied concentration on any one part of the day fruitless. A policy
of nighttime surfacing only, for example, would be an exploitable
defect upon which the Allies could capitalize by abandoning
daytime flight and searching only at night. Thus the situation is
that of a saddle point in classic game theory, toward which the
opponents gravitate. (See figure 24.)

The balanced-search approach ignores the possibility of danger
to aircraft; if such danger existed and were different by day and
night, considering airplane attrition would lead planners to depart
somewhat from the saddle-point solution derived above. In fact,
enemy danger to aircraft was negligible by day and zero by
night.116 U-boats fought back with FLAK for only a brief period,
and the Luftwaffe seldom could spare enough aircraft to provide
significant aid to the Kriegsmarine in the Bay of Biscay; indeed,
German attempts to provide fighter cover for U-boats were for a
time counterproductive, because they cued the Allies as to the
days when U-boat traffic would be heavy. 117 In fact, out of 9,000
sorties flown, the Bay patrol lost only about 50 aircraft to enemy
action, and was never seriously hampered by the threat of enemy
air action. 118 Many more aircraft were lost to accidents;11 9 one may
safely assume that accidents were more common at night, compen-
sating for the air threat by day if aircraft attrition was a significant
consideration.

The search-width concept allows us to find the correct partition
of flying effort between day and night. 12 Let Wd and W n be the
daytime and nighttime sweep widths of an aircraft, Fd and Fn be
the daytime and nighttime amounts of flying (in hours), and D and
N be the number of hours of daylight and night in a given 24-hour
period. Neither Wd nor Wn is zero, or else there would be no
allocation problem. Fd and F, add up to F, the total amount of fly-
ing effort available; D and N, of course, add up to 24. If an hour
spent on the surface is to be as dangerous at night as by day, then
flying effort must be so arranged that

Fd • Wd Fl * W,

D N
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provided that the region under surveillance is so large as to pre-
clude any effect of diminishing returns. We can then solve for
the daytime fraction of flying effort:

Fd1
F 1 + Wd °(24 - D)

Wn o D

The rest should be spent at night.
Implementing the above solution requires accurate knowl-

edge of the true daytime and nighttime sweep widths: any error
would create an imbalance between danger at night and by day,
which the U-boats could then exploit-if they knew about it-by
surfacing only during the less hazardous period. This solution
also requires a fungible force whose daytime flying hours can
convert on a one-for-one basis to nighttime flying. In fact,
Sternhell and Thorndike cite nighttime surfacing as safer in the
summer of 1942 (before the enunciation of the balanced-force
concept) because only a few patrol aircraft carried equipment for
nighttime search. 121 For their part, the Germans alternated
between preferring daytime and nighttime surfacing, showing
that they felt the intended "damned if you do and damned if
you don't" effect of the balanced-force approach.

Modeling Bay Search Operations

By using what we know about both sides' equipment and
tactics (particularly U-boats' tactics-trading speed for sub-
mergence) we may use the foregoing tables and equations to
estimate the operational sweep rate aircraft "should have"
attained in the Bay. Figure 25 shows the actual Bay transit time
as compared with the model.

We already have the daytime and nighttime sweep widths
Wd and W n determined by each side's choice of equipment and
the partition of flying effort F into daytime and nighttime por-
tions Fd and F, determined in turn from the widths and the prin-
ciple of balanced search. These widths must be degraded to
reflect the tactics of the U-boats; submerged U-boats were prac-
tically impossible to sight from airplanes.
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Figure 25
Bay Transit Time: Actual vs. Model Input
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We will keep track of whether the U-boats prefer to surface by
day or by night; even though the balanced search neutralized this
choice, the Germans considered the preferred surfacing time a pol-
icy variable. In any case, the distinction facilitates computation of
sweep rates. Given the policy choice, the total transit time T, the
total time spent on the surface S (as in table 9), and the durations
of day and night D and N, we can write down the number of
hours spent on the surface.

With a policy of surfacing only at night if possible, the U-boat
spends either S hours or T • N/(N+ D) hours-whichever is less-
on the surface by night. The latter quantity is the number of night-
time hours during a transit of T hours started at a random time of
day. (The assumption of randomness is better for incoming than
for outgoing U-boats, which probably tried to coordinate their
departures with the sun as well as with the tides.) If

T° N
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the extra time S - T • Ni(N + D) will have to be spent on the sur-
face by day.

Table 9.-Data Regarding Daylight and Surfacing in the Bay (daylight,122

surfacing
123 )

Hours of Hours of Time on Month in Period on Transit
Month Daylight Night Surface Hours Surface Time

(Hours) (Hours)

Jan 42 8.50 15.50 21 744 night 42

Feb 10.12 13.88 21 672 night 42
Mar 11.80 12.20 21 744 night 42
Apr 13.73 10.27 21 720 night 42
May 15.37 8.63 21 744 night 42
Jun 16.35 7.65 21 720 night 42
Jl 15.63 8.37 13 744 day 125
Aug 14.55 9.45 14 744 night 71
Sep 12.70 11.30 14 720 night 71
Oct 10.78 13.22 14 744 night 71
Nov 9.10 14.90 14 720 night 71
Dec 8.08 15.92 14 744 night 71
Jan 43 8.50 15.50 14 744 night 71
Feb 10.12 13.88 14 672 night 71
Mar 11.80 12.20 14 744 night 71
Apr 13.73 10.27 14 720 day 71
May 15.37 8.63 14 744 day 71
Jun 16.35 7.65 14 720 day 71
Jul 15.63 8.37 13 744 dav 125
Aug 14.55 9.45 13 744 night 125
Sep 12.70 11.30 13 720 night 125
Oct 10.78 13.22 13 744 night 125
Nov 9.10 14.90 13 720 night 125
Dec 8.08 15.92 13 744 night 125
Jan 44 8.50 15.50 13 744 night 125

Similarly, with a policy of surfacing only by day if possible (as
under the fight-back-with-FLAK policy), the U-boat spends
either S hours or T • D/(N + D) hours, whichever is less, on the
surface by day, with any extra time

S - T, D/(N + D), if S - T° D/(N + D) > 0

spent on the surface at night.
With the surfacing time S thus partitioned into daytime and

nighttime portions Sd and S, (one of which may be zero-both if
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the snorkel is used), the daytime and nighttime sweep widths
Wd and W n are multiplied by SdIT and S,/T, respectively, because
submarines can be sighted only during the surfaced portions of
their transits. Table 10 shows a month-by-month day-night
breakdown of the exposure of U-boats to Allied detection, the
Allied detectors in use, and the devices used by the Germans to
forestall detection.

Table 10.-Exposure Times in Hours per lransit, Allied and German
Equipment

Roman Numerals Denote Marks of ASV Radar

Exposure Allied Device German Device
Month day night day night day night

Jan 42 0.0 21.0 vision I vision darkness
Feb 0.0 21.0 vision I vision darkness
Mar 0.0 21.0 vision I vision darkness
Apr 3.0 18.0 vision 1 vision darkness
May 5.9 15.1 vision I vision darkness
Jun 7.6 13.4 II & vision 11 vision darkness
Jul 13.0 0.0 II & vision 11 vision darkness
Aug 0.0 14.0 11 & vision I vision darkness
Sep 0.0 14.0 11 & vision 11 vision darkness
Oct 0.0 14.0 11 & vision 11 vision:Metox Metax
Nov 0.0 14.0 II & vision II vision/Metox Metox
Dec 0.0 14.0 11 & vision 11 visionMetox Metox
Jan43 0.0 14.0 II & vision II visionMetox Metox
Feb 0.0 14.0 I1 & vision II visioniMetox Metox
Mar 0.0 14.0 11 & visio 11 vision,/Metox Metox
Apr 14.0 0.0 III & vision III vision darkness
May 14.0 0.0 111 & vision III vision darkness
Jun 14.0 0.0 fit & vision III vision darkness
Jul 13.0 0.0 111 & vision III vision darkness
Aug 0.0 P.0 III & vision 111 vision darkness
Sep 0.) 13.0 II1 & vision III vision darkness
Oct 0.0 13.0 fit & vision [If vision.Naxos Naxos
Nov 0.0 13.0 111 & vision III vision'Naxos Naxos
Dec 0.0 13.0 1II & vision III vision Naxos Naxos
Jan44 0.0 13.0 111 & visioit III visionNaxos Naxos

Multiplying the sweep width (in miles) by the speed of the
airplane (in miles per hour) gives a figure for the sweep rate (in
square miles per hour) of the airplane:

sweep width (miles) • speed (mph) sweep rate (sq. miles/hour).
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Recalling that the total flying effort F is partitioned into daytime
and nighttime portions Fd and Fn, we can express the total opera-
tional sweep rate as

V { Fd Wd Sd + Fn  S,, })•• •+ eWe •

F T F T

where V is the airpLane's speed and the quantity in braces is the
sum of the daytime and nighttime search widths, weighted accord-
ing to the partition of flying effort. Again, the policy of balanced
search will force the two terms inside the braces to be equal. See
table 11.

Table 11.-Sweep Widths (mi.), Effort, and Resulting Raw Sweep Rate
(mi.2/hr.)

,etj Widths Sweep Effort Resulting
Month a"" night day night Rate

)an 42 9.3 2.0 11% 89% 134
Feb 9.3 2.0 14( 8697 130
Mar 9.3 2.0 177c 83%7 124
Apr 9.3 2.0 22% 78% 122
May 9.3 2.0 28% 721/' 132
Jun 13.6 10.0 61% 39% 412
Jul 13.6 10.0 58% 421 123
Aug 13.6 10.0 53% 47% 139
Sep 13.6 10.0 45% 55% 162
Oct 6.0 3.2 30% 70% 65
Nov 6.0 3.2 24%, 76% 71
Dec 6.0 3.2 21% 79% 74
Jan 43 6.0 3.2 22% 78% 73
Feb 6.0 3.2 28% 72% 68
Mar 6.0 3.2 34% 66% 62
Apr 13.6 10.0 50% 50% 200
May 13.6 10.0 57% 43% 228
Jun 13.6 10.0 61% 3917c 246
Jul 13.6 10.0 58% 42% 123
Aug 13.6 10.0 53% 47% 73
Sep 13.6 10.0 45% 557 85
Oct 6.0 3.2 30%k 7017 34
Nov 6.0 3.2 24% 76% 37
Dec 6.0 3.2 21 % 791; 39
Jan 44 6.0 3.2 22% 781, 38
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Saturation and the "Law of Random Search"

To go from the search effectiveness of an airplane to that of
the entire Bay patrol fleet requires an estimate of how efficiently
the airplanes' search efforts were coordinated. We can estimate
fleet effectiveness for two cases: total coordination and total
incoordination. Actual effectiveness should fall between these
bounds.

Multiplying the sweep rate by the number of patrol hours
flown by the whole force in a month leads to an upper bound on
the effectiveness of the whole force. Finding the area swept

sweep rate (mi2/hr) • flying effort (hrs) = area swept (sq. mi.)

leads to the number of submarines destroyed, given the proba-
bility P that a sighted U-boat will be sunk:

area swept ° sub density • P = sinkings.

Equivalently, we may consider the ratio of the swept area to
the area of the whole Bay to be the probability that the sub-
marine is sighted, leading to

subs • (area swept/Bay area) - P = sinkings.

This figure, as mentioned above, is an upper bound-that is,
an overestimate in some cases and an underestimate in none.
(The model is illustrated in the left half of figure 26.) The over-
estimate comes from having treated the sweep width as being in
fact a width swept clean of submarines, when that treatment is
really just an accounting convention introduced to cope with the
probabilistic nature of detection. (Recall that the sweep width is
the width of the swath an airplane would sweep clean if it
detected in a clean sweep the same number of submarines as it
actually detects.) Because the airplanes really perform an imper-
fect search over a larger region, their efforts overlap to some
degree, lessening the number of submarines sighted or killed.
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This difficulty becomes most apparent in the case in which the
area swept exceeds the total area of the Bay.

We may also construct a lower bound for the expected num-
ber of sinkings-an underestimate in some cases and an over-
estimate in none. As above, multiplying the swept area by P
leads to what might be considered the lethal area of the search-
the number of square miles' worth of submarines that it kills off.
The upper bound calculation tacitly assumed that this lethal area
could be neatly arranged in the Bay, with no overlaps wasting
lethality by sinking the same submarine twice. The opposite
extreme would resemble a haphazard crop-dusting operation
that randomly splatters lethality, as in the right half of figure 26.
Washburn describes such a search, called a "random search" by
Koopman,124 as a "confetti search":

In effect, the searcher cuts [the lethal area] into confetti and
drops it at random .... The complete lack of organization inher-
ent in attempting to search by confetti casting explains why
random search is often treated as a lower bound in computing
detection probability, even though a deliberate attempt to
create a low (!) detection probability (for example by not mov-
ing) could do even worse. 125

We may find the area actually rid of submarines (correspond-
ing to the area covered by the confetti) by viewing the lethal area
A (equal to P • area swept) as cut up into n equal pieces of con-
fetti. Given a Bay of area B onto which the confetti is dropped, a
particular point remains uncovered with probability (1 - A/iB)n.

For large values of n, this chance approaches eA B, with a com-
plementary 1 - e-A/B chance that the confetti covers the point.*
This approach leads to the following formula for submarines
sunk:

subs sunk = subs present • (1 - e " area sweptfBay area)

which contrasts with yet a third formulation for the upper
bound:

*This formula can be thought of as the chance of not getting zero hits in a Fois,,on

distribution of hits h where P(h) = (AIB)he 1AF11/1!.
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Figure 27
Orderly vs. Random Search
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subs sunk = subs present ° (P . area swept/Bay area).

One may usefully consider the lower bound as the expected
value under a Poisson distribution with density equal to

P • area swept/Bay area

and the upper bound as the expected value under a Bernoulli
distribution with the same density.

At low densities, the Bernoulli distribution approaches the
Poisson, 26 as one can see by considering the series expansion.
Thus the lower bound on submarines sunk tends toward the
upper bound for values of the area swept which are small com-
pared to that of the whole Bay. (See figure 27.) This convergence
agrees with intuition: little overlap results when a small quantity
of confetti is cast onto a large floor.
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Another convergence, which will be useful in the following
section, arises in comparing historical sweep rates with the rate
from the model. Because the historical sweep rate is calculated
on the bisis of results, using

sweep rate = (sightings/U-boat density)/flying hours

it already contains the effects of any saturation. 'I he rate does
not refer to P, the probability of kill. We may obtain a compar-
able sweep rate from the model by taking

sw- e- P ° area swept/Bay areasweep rate
P ° flying hours/Bay area

Table 12.-Effect of Lethal-Area Saturation on Bay Sweep Rates

Sweep Flying Actual Moving Av Rate with
Month Rate Hours P(IS) P(KIS) Saturation

Jan 42 134 350 0% 0% 134
Feb 130 500 0% 0% 130
Mar 124 400 0% 0% 124
Apr 122 800 0% 0% 122
May 132 1000 0% 2% 131
Jun 412 2600 0% 3% 372
Jul 123 3750 10% 3% 116
Aug 139 3200 3% 4% 129
Sep 162 4100 3% 4% 146
Oct 65 4100 6% 2%7c 64
Nov 71 4600 0% 2% 69
Dec 74 3400 0% 2% 73
Jan 43 73 3130 0% 1% 72
Feb 68 4400 3% 1% 66
Mar 62 4600 2% 3(7 60
Apr 200 4200 2% 4% 175
May 228 5350 7% 7% 168
Jun 246 5900 7% 21% 96
Jul 123 8700 16% 22% 57
Aug 73 7000 71% 21% 50
Sep 85 8000 10% 25% 47
Oct 34 6000 0% 237 29
Nov 37 7000 29% 12% 33
Dec 39 6000 7% 12% 35
Jan 44 38 5000 14% 16% 34
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The numerator is the fraction of the Bay covered at least once by
the lethal effects of search. Division by P yields an effective rate
of detecting (not destroying) per hour of flight. Division by the
number of hours flown yields the fraction of the Bay searched at
least once in an hour of effort, and then multiplication (that is,
division of the denominator) by the area of the Bay finally gives
a sweep rate in square miles per hour. Difficulty will arise,
however, because in some months the historical P is zero: no
U-boats were sunk in the Bay despite some sightings. If the
reader's intuition about the mathematics of search operations
has been sufficiently exercised up to this point, he or she may
suspect that the lower bound of the sweep rate converges
toward the upper bound for decreasing values of P even as it did
for decreasing values of the area swept. This intuition is correct,
though less easily proved than the former result because of the
presence of P in the denominator. Application of l'H6pital's Rule
clears that obstacle and shows that, indeed, the no-overlap for-
mula applies in cases of small or zero P.

Comparison of the Model With Reality

As figure 28 shows, the constructed sweep rates agree well
with the actual ones presented earlier. The model overstates the
early effect of Metox because it assumes that all the U-boats sud-
denly got Metox all at once, whereas in fact the deployment took
several months. The model's estimate of Metox effectiveness
agrees extremely well with the sweep rates of winter 1942-1943,
with Metox fully deployed and the S-Band ASV III not yet intro-
duced. Sternhell and Thorndike examine contemporaneous
Metox performance against ASV Mark II in the Trinidad area
and find no such improvement. 127 They conclude that either sea-
sonal or psychological factors were at work in the Bay. However,
they were working with wartime data that understated the num-
ber of submarines in the Bay. Paradoxically, such an underesti-
mate of the submarines' density total leads-regardless of the
number of transits-to an overestimate of the density of surfaced
submarines: a lesser density total implies that each submarine
spends less time in transit, presumably because it spends more
time surfaced, and thus moves faster.

The model's agreement with reality would improve if we
knew a general relation between the amount of time spent on
the surface during a transit of the Bay and the amount -,f time
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U-Boats in the Bay of Biscay

required for the whole transit. Lacking such a relation, we must
use the handful of values given by Sternhell and Thorndike,
determining time spent on the surface as closely as possible from
the transit times computed from the D6nitz War Diary. (The
average transit time for a given month comes from dividing the
number of U-boat days spent in the Bay by the number of
transits.)

The only seasonal factor the calculation embraces is that of
variation in the daily amount of daylight. Because nighttime
sweep widths are smaller than daytime ones, winter's longer
nights make surfacing safer-at all hours,if the balanced-force
concept is in play-allowing for a faster transit. Other seasonal
factors not accounted for in the model, such as changing
daytime ranges for visual detection of submarines, may also be
at work. We lack the data needed for an accurate assessment of
the effect on sweep width of seasonal factors other than the
changing length of the day.

Sternhell and Thorndike mention, as a possible psychological
benefit of Metox, the renewed (and correct, because of the lack
of night-flying aircraft-evidently the balanced-force idea was
not yet fully implemented) feeling that it was safe to surface at
night. Thev suppose that the initial introduction of ASV Mark II
caused a switch to the more dangerous practice of daytime sui-
facing justified, wrongly, on the grounds that in daylight the
submarine could at least counterdetect the aircraft and dive. This
practice, ordered by D6nitz on June 17, 1942,128 resulted in the
large positive spike (both calculated and observed) in operational
sweep rate when the ASV Mark II was first introduced. The later
reversion to nighttime surfacing lowers the calculated effective-
ness, but not by enough to get it down to historical levels, possi-
bly because the historical operations did not fully comply with
the yet-to-be-enunciated balanced-search principle. The July
1942 dip comes from another overreaction, the policy of max-
imum submergence D6nitz mandated on June 23.129

Part of the sweep-width model can be validated in a second
way. The reduction due to Naxos of the ASV Mark III sweep
width from 10 miles to 3.2 miles corresponds extremely well
with Sternhell and Thorndike's observation-based on dis-
appearing contacts and previous ASV Mark III performance in
the Bay-that with Naxos in use patrols sighted just 31 percent
(46 out of 149 sightings expected, on the basis of previous
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experience, during the period of Naxos use) of the U-boats that
would have been sighted had Naxos not been used. '1 The
otherwise-derived figures for the sweep widths of the ASV Mark
III and the Naxos lead to the same result when Koopman's fore-
stalling theorem is applied. Before Naxos, the ASV Mark III had
a sweep width of 10 miles; Koopman's forestalling theorem and
the 15-mile range imputed to Naxos result, as we have seen, in a
3.2-mile width for the ASV Mark III when operated against
Naxos. Thus the aircraft would spot 32 percent of the U-boats
that would have been sighted had Naxos not been used, a result
in remarkable accord with the 31 percent estimated by Sternhell
and Thorndike. The agreement provides empirical verification of
the use of the inverse-cube law for search receivers.

Sternhell and Thorndike partition the remaining 69 percent
into 65 cases (44 percent) in which the ASV Mark III acquired a
target but lost it before visual contact could be made, and 38
cases (25 percent) in which Naxos detected the ASV Mark III and
enabled the U-boat to dive before being detected at all.' 31 The
first category, "disappearing contacts," is a matter of record, but
the frequency of the second type of event could only be inferred
from the aggregate decrease in contacts after the introduction of
Naxos.

Alternatively, we may consider Naxos to be an airplane
detector whose performance is sometimes forestalled by the air-
plane's radar. The degraded sweep width of Naxos is then

by Koopman's forestalling theorem. This is the Naxos's sweep
width for airplanes that have not detected the Naxos-carrying
U-boat. Contacts that the airplane reports as "disappearing"
result from cases in which Naxos detects an airplane that has
seen the U-boat. The unit's disappearing-contact sweep width is
thus

W 
2

WWN N
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As we shall see in the following section, this formulation squares
well with experience.

The False-Alarm Sweep Width

Consideration of the lateral-range curves P.\V(r) and
IW....)* shows that for any range r there is a probability

(1 - P.\SV(r)) P ....* r

that a U-boat will detect an airplane passing at range r without
the airpiane detecting the U-boat. In such a case, the U-boat can-
not be said to have forestalled a sighting by the aircraft:
sighting-a probabilistic event-just happens not to occur even
if the U-boat stays on the surface. From the Naxos operator's
point of view, the event is a "false alarm." Like all false alarms,
its true nature can be known only in retrospect, if then; a U-boat
skipper who elects to stay on the surface and goes unattacked
would know that a false alarm had occurred, but one who sub-
merges would never know whether the alarm had been false.

False alarms posed a problem for the U-boats because a sud-
den dive not only interrupted the recharging process but used
up a significant amount of battery energy: to replace the energy
used in the dive alone required 30 minutes of running on the
surface bv diesel. 12 (After the dive, boats were ordered to stay
underwater for about half an hour,""' using up additional battery
energy.) During the period in which Metox search receivers
countered ASV Mark 1I radars, Allied operations researchers
urged the deliberate creation of false alarms through "flooding,"
in which specially equipped aircraft spread radar-like signals
over a wide region, causing U-boats to spend extra time on the
surface recovering from crash dives. The very brief trial of this
technique showed that it had some merit.'14

Given our not-unfounded assumption that the ASV Mark 1II
and the Naxos obeved the inverse-cube detection law, we can
derive a false-alarm sweep width for the Naxos, and then an
expected value for the number of false alarms per Bay transit.

*As the reader will recall, the lateral range c-urve characterie., a detector (a radar or
.1 earch reeeiver) in terms (t its probability o detecting a target that is a distance P away
as of its point of cLO-est approach.
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False Alarm analysis of ASV III vs. Naxos in the Bay

H - 1831 total nighttime hours in the period of interest
(Nights in October, November, December, and January)

F - 18160 total flying hours in the period of interest
B = 130000 area of the Day
T : 13 surfaced hours/transit of a U-boat
S - 150 aircraft speed
Wa - 10 undegraded sweep width of ASV III
Wn =30 sweep width of Naxos

ITEM FORM4ULA AND THEORETICAL VAUE HISTORICAL VALUE

2
T F S Wa 46

Sightings with Naxos 0.47 - = 0.164
HB 2 281

Wa+ wn

Wa 46
Degradation due to Naxos 0.316 - = 0.309

149
2 2

Wa + Wn

TFS
Naxos alarms .Wn = 4.463 not available

HB

2
TFS Wn

Naxos first-detections = 4.234 not available
i.e. forestallings & H B F 

2  
2

false alarms2 2
Wa + Wn

*T F S 11 W2 2

Naxos false alarms [J Wa + Wn - W = 3.217 not available
HB

sappeari ng T S Wn 6
Contacts, i.e - Wn - 0.229 - = 0.231
alarms minus H B a 281
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This interaction of radar and search receiver is easier to attack
mathematically than was forestalling because the lateral-range-
curve idea can be applied (see box), and the resulting formula is
simple:

w,,," = V I ...... + WW2,

where WtV,, WN,,-,, , and WASv are the false-alarm, Naxos, and
(unforestalled) ASV Mark III sweep widths, respectively. Given
the values used earlier for the ASV Mark III and Naxos sweep
widths (10 and 30 miles, respectively), the false-alarm sweep
width of the Naxos receiver turns out to be 22 miles.

With these sweep widths in hand, we can readily calculate
the expected number of ASV contacts and false alarms experi-
enced by a U-boat making the Bay passage. During the period of
Naxos use, U-boats surfaced only at night, so the definitions in
table 13 provide the correct basis for the calculations.

Table 13.-Basis for Calculating Occurrence of Naxos False Alarms

Basic Variable Definition Value, 10143 - 1/44

H Hours of Darkness 1,830
F Nighttime Flying Hours 18,160
B Area of the Bay of Biscay (mi2) 130,000
T Surfaced Hours per Transit 13
S Aircraft Speed (knots) 150
WA \ ASV Mark Ill Sweep Width (- .ies) 10
W%,..,,.. Naxos Sweep Width (miles) 30

Naxos False-Alarm Sweep Width
W, (miles) 22

The number of unforestalled ASV contacts a U-boat could
expect to experience during a passage through the Bay would
thus be

T - F " S" W*xs,

H*B* -0.47.
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Because 281 Bay transits were made during the period of Naxos
use, 35 the fact that only 46 out of an expected 149 sightings were
made leads to the conclusion that in 103 cases, or 37 percent, the
U-boat detected the airplane through the use of Naxos. The dis-
crepancy between 47 percent and 37 percent is not very unset-
tling given the large amount of estimation involved in
calculating the latter figure.

The number of times per transit that a U-boat could expect to
be counted as a disappearing contact is

/2
•( N W"-, )H.-B Nw + W2

or 0.23, agreeing with the actual value of 65/281. This agreement
further confirms the theory.

The number of false alarms a U-boat could expect to experi-
ence during a Bay transit is found using the false-alarm sweep
width Wf,,:

T F, S. W,, = 3.2.

HB

Considering that a maximum-submergence order was in effect at
the time, a U-boat skipper could not view with equanimity the
prospect of spending an extra hour and a half surfaced, as a
result of recharging after three needless crash dives. Nor would
the seven-to-one (that is, 3.2:0.47) odds that a given alarm was
in fact false inspire his confidence in the Naxos unit. Yet the con-
sequences of ignoring a true attack could be severe: the skipper
is on the horns of a classic threshold-setting dilemma. A receiver
operating characteristic curve depicts such situations, showing the
"probability of hit" (in this case, the probability of forestalling a
radar contact or managing to disappear before the attack came)
as a function of the "false-alarm rate" (in this case, false alarms
per Bay transit). We will work with the somewhat more straight-
forward comparison of true warnings per transit to false alarms
per transit. (See figure 29.) The usual procedure in such a case is
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to impute costs to false alarms and misses, then operate at such
a point on the curve as to incur equal total costs from each
source. Such a computation in the present case would lead to
minimal surfacing, as D6nitz had commanded. However, such a
policy raises a larger question: what amount ot surfacing in the
Bay is optimal from the point of view of merchant-vessel sinking,
not U-boat survival. To answer such a question, we need to
model not just the U-boats' transit of the Bay, but their whole
circulation through the Bay, repair ports in France, and operat-
ing areas at sea.

Figure 29
Trade of ASV Hits and Naxos False Alarms

Effect of Varying Naxos Sweep Width
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U-Boat Circulation Model

U-Boat Command regards the solution of this [U-boat repair
yard] labor problem as the Navy's most important task, if we
are to succeed in rapidly creating a large U-boat fleet with which
to achieve great and decisive success. Its solution is also
regarded as most urgent at the present juncture, when it is
essential to sink the maximum possible amount of shipping this
year, before the strengthening of the enemy's defenses and the
expansion of his shipbuilding program begin materially to preju-
dice the effectiveness of U-boat warfare.

-Grand Admiral Karl D6nitz, 1942136

Morse and Kimball relate an anecdote about measures of
effectiveness: the small number of aircraft shot down by mer-
chant ships' antiaircraft guns did not justify their continued use,
and an argument arose that the guns should be redeployed
elsewhere. Recalculation using a more appropriate measure of
effectiveness-merchant ships saved, not aircraft destroyed-
showed that attacks against the ships with guns were far less
successful than those against unarmed ships. Accordingly, the
guns were retained. 137

Similarly, the tally of U-boats sunk in the Bay does not ade-
quately measure the effectiveness of Allied offensive search
operations, though some have cited the seemingly unimpressive
number of sinkings in the Bay as evidence of the inefficacy of
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offensive search.131 The true measure of effectiveness is mer-
chant ships saved, not operational sweep rate or submarines
sunk. In addition to having a closer relationship to victory, the
merchant-ships-saved measure of effectiveness provides a
means of relating success in the Bay to success in other
endeavors, such as bombing U-boat repair facilities, that call
upon the same resources.

To estimate the number of merchant ships saved by the Bay
offensive, we need a single model of U-boat operations that
includes both Bay transit and action against merchant shipping.
Although new construction added boats to the fleet and antisub-
marine warfare removed them, they were intended to circulate
through repair, passage through the Bay, operation against mer-
chant shipping at sea, return through the Bay, and entry into
port to be prepared for the next sortie. For this reason, wartime
operations researchers called their overall model of U-boat war-
fare a U-boat circulation model even though it provided for the
one-way steps of construction and destruction.

In this chapter we shall examine how Morse and Kimball
assembled such a model; in the next we shall assemble a more
elaborate one.

Morse and Kimball's Model

Morse and Kimball present a model created expressly to
compare the effectiveness of attacks on the U-boat repair bases
in France with that of attacks on the submarine-building indus-
try in Germany. The model uses the following variables: 13 9

A = average number of U-boats in the Atlantic (including
the Bay of Biscay)

B = average number of U-boats in their bases

P = production of U-boats per month

S = sinkings of U-boats per month

I = net monthly increase in U-boats

t = time, in months

L = U-boats leaving the bases, number per month

M - maximum rate of repairing U-boats, in U-boats per
month
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1/C - mean time, in months, to repair a U-boat in a very
lightly filled base

1/K = mean time spent by a U-boat in the Atlantic, in
months

Two coupled differential equations connect the variables in
the model:

dA-- = P- S-AK+ Ldt

and
dBI =AK- L.dt-b 

a si thThe first equation says that the rate of increase in U-boats in the
Atlantic is the net increase of the force (new production minus
sinkings), minus the rate at which U-boats leave the Atlantic,
plus the rate at which they leave the repair areas. The second
equation says that the rate of increase in boats in the repair areas
is the rate at which they return from the Atlantic minus the rate
at which they are sent back out. New U-boats do not initially
burden the repair capacity.

The model's basic constraint, stated by Morse and Kimball
without derivation,

L = M(1 - e - cBM)

governs the rate at which the repair areas ready returning
U-boats for another tour of duty. (Note that the numerator and
the denominator of the exponent have the same units, sub-
mariaes per month.) Substituting this constraint and the identity

I= P- S
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into the equations above gives

dA - I - AK + M(1 - e CBM)dt

and
dBd - AK - M(1 - e-CBM).*
dt

While the original pair of rate equations and the identity
relating sinkings and production to the inventory's rate of
change are quite straightforward, the repair constraint i hardly
intuitive. Although this equation and the situation bring
queuing theory to mind, no standard queuing model addresses
the outstanding feature of this constraint: for small values of B,
throughput equals CB U-boats per month, whereas "pressure"
exerted by larger values of B increases throughput asymp-
totically to M U-boats per month.

Morse and Kimball do not describe the genesis of this con-
straint. They say that the equation

indicates that if there are a small number of submarines in the
bases then the repair work can proceed efficiently enough so
that the submarines can be sent out again about a month after
they have come in from the previous cruise.... When there are
a large number of submarines present in the bases, however,
the state of repair of the bases and the average damage to the
submarines begins to make itself felt. 4 "

The variable M embodies the "state of repair of the bases," while
C embodies the average damage to the submarines. Morse and
Kimball used M = 50 and C = 1.

Recent attention to systems of coupled differential equations that display infinite sen-
sitivity to initial conditions as well as many other odd traits may cause the reader to won-
der if the U-boat circulation model will suffer from such "chaotic" (the mathematical
term) behavior. It will not, because such systems must consist of at least three coupled
differential equations. Though some "systems" of even a single time-step equation can
suffer from chaos, we will hope-with considerable justification-that the next chapter's
time step version of the present chapter's differential equations model will not do so.
(Gleick, p. 264; Glass & Mackey, p, 195.)
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A more intuitive equation might be

L = min(M,CB),

which says-for C = 1-that the repair areas repair either the
maximum number of submarines they can fix in a month or the
number they have on hand, whichever is fewer. This value of L
would exceed Morse and Kimball's for all positive values of CB,
but approximates it, especially for values of CB/M that differ
greatly from unity. One could argue that Morse and Kimball
really thought U-boat repair was governed by the more iiiiuitive
formula, but used theirs because it is differentiable, a require-
ment for their solution of the system on the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology's electromechanical Differential Ana-
lyzer. One could also argue that they used their formula purely
because it fits the facts well, as shown by the graph of depar-
tures per month from France as a function of U-boats in the
French repair ports. (Morse and Kimball do not present such a
graph and could not have presented the one below, as it shows
data from the D6nitz War Diariy.) However, either reason would
represent such a departure from the authors' usual method of
operation that one would expect them to call special attention to
it. Tailoring an equation to suit the requirements of computers
would have required considerable explanation, and the now-
common practice of choosing functional forms impres-
sionistically would have been new in 1946.

In fact, one may surmise a derivation of the constraint equa-
tion given by Morse and Kimball that is entirely consistent with
their approach to many other problems.14 Suppose that there
exist MIC repair stations, each of which can repair a submarine
in a month. The particular repair station to which a U-boat is
assigned depends upon the nature of the damage (including
normal wear and tear) it received on patrol. To minimize wasted
revair capacity, the repair stations' responsibilities should be
delineated so that, in the long run, they receive equal numbers
of U-boats. Because damage occurs randomly, the B submarines
receive, in effect, random assignments to these stations. Both
MIC and B being much larger than unity, the assumptions of the
Poisson distribution apply, and so the fraction of stations left
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without boats to repair will be about e-B;M, with the remainder
busy and thus producing M(1 - e-CBIM) repaired boats at the
end of the month. The Poisson nature of the assignment process
can be grasped by visualizing the submarines dropping ran-
domly into the repair stations like buttons dropped into a
notions box: stations without any submarines in them obviously
can effect no repairs, while stations assigned one or more boats
repair just one. (See figure 30.)

This approach uses the same notion of a coverage factor and
the Poisson probability of not getting zero "hits" that we used to
find the portion of the Bay covered by lethal search; Morse and
Kimball used it for several gunfire problems 142 as well as for
search problems.

Mr-e and Kimball worked with the model by recombining
the variables listed above into five dimensionless numbers,
which they present without the characterizations given here:

x = CAlM Submarines at sea as a multiple of the
repair bases' monthly repair capability.

y = CB/M Case load of the bases: submarines in
repair bases as a multiple of the bases'
monthly repair capability.

p = I/M Rate of change of force size as a multiple
of the repair bases' monthly repair
capability.

k = K/C Ratio of average stay in port to average
stay at sea.

u = Ct Elapsed time in units of mean U-boat
repair time.

With these definitions, the U-boat circulation equations become

dx
d p -kx + (1 - e-y)

and

d kx -(1 - e-Y).
du
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These equations express the same related-rates relationships that
the previous pair did, only in dimensionless form. The first
equation, like its counterpart, says that the increase in the num-
ber of boats at sea is the net production rate (production minus
sinkings), minus the rate at which boats enter repair yards, plus
the repair rate. The second equation, again like its counterpart,
says that the increase in the number of boats in the yards is the
rate at which boats arrive minus the rate at which they are
repaired and depart. These increases, of course, could take on
negative values. The equations, like the first pair, are immediate
corollaries of the definitions and the repair constraint.

In an early application of automatic computing, the wartime
operations researchers used the Rockefeller Differential Analyzer
at MIT to solve these equations for a time span of u - 0 to u =
10, with a variety of values for the other parameters: x and y
could be 0, 1, or 2, while p could be 0, 1/4, 1/2, or 1, and k could
be 0, 1/2, or 1.

Regardless of the reason for switching to dimensionless
numbers-be it the researchers' personal style or the demands of
the Differential Analyzer-the above values of x, y, p, and k con-
tain clues about the range of values Morse and Kimball consid-
ered plausible for the original capital-letter variables. Morse and
Kimball state that 1/K = 2 and that M ranged from 50 to 100,
revealing that they considered values of up to 100 boats at sea or
in port, and that the highest net rate of force increase they con-
sidered reasonable was 100 U-boats per month. Most inter-
estingly, Morse and Kimball do not appear to have regarded a
U-boat sinking rate above the U-boat production rate as a rea-
sonable case to entertain. Perhaps this premise led to the idea of
trying to use bombing to create or tighten a bottleneck in the
repair yards.

Morse and Kimball show solutions that, for a wide range of
the input parameters, "seem to indicate that the damaging of the
repair bases had greater effect than the damaging of the facto-
ries"' 43 in terms of the average number of U-boats at sea in the
first few months after the attack.

The information in Donitz's War Diary shows that the num-
ber of repaired boats leaving the French harbors per month
exceeded 50 on only one occasion. These data also confirm the
"random" repair equation advanced by Morse and Kimball; the
curve-based on a maximum repair capacity of 50 boats per
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Figure 31
Repairs as a Function of Boats in Port
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month-passes through the cloud of points representing actual
monthly numbers of boats in port and boats repaired in 1942 and
1943. (See figure 31.) In contrast, the straight line-based on ser-
vicing all boats in port, not to exceed 50-generally lies above
the cloud.

Morse and Kimball highlight repairs because their model was
to be used in making decisions about whether to bomb the
repair areas. The rest of their U-boat circulation model is

sketchy: for example, sinkings do not depend on the number of
boats at sea. Such considerations call for creating a new U-boat
circulation model such as will be developed in the next chapter.

Morse and Kimball's Measure of Effectiveness

Morse and Kimball used the average number of U-boats in
the Atlantic as their measure of effectiveness; they modeled
damage to either the repair bases or the construction yards by
lessening either M or P, then examined the result in terms of the
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value of A after the passage of some time. One could argue that
they really should have examined the integral of A-total U-boat
months spent at sea-over that interval of time, because the
damage done by the U-boats would be roughly proportional to
the number of U-boat months spent at sea. Perhaps the Differen-
tial Analyzer could not perform the necessary double
integration

Measuring Offensive Search Effectiveness With Morse and
Kimball's U-Boat Circulation Model

Morse and Kimball do not separate U-boat losses by cause; in
particular, they do not distinguish losses inflicted by convoy
escorts from those inflicted by offensive search. Yet we know
that U-boat tankers counteracted Allied offensive search in the
Bay by making passage though the Bay unnecessary; one would
wish for a way to investigate this effect quantitatively, especially
if faced by a three-way choice among the use of airplanes for the
two bombing tasks (against repair areas and production areas)
and the offensive search mission. As we have seen, Morse and
Kimball addressed this issue using estimates of the number of
merchant ships saved per 1,000 hours of flying for the three mis-
sions.144 Explicit representation of offensive search in the U-boat
circulation model rapidly leads to a different sort of circulation
model altogether, addressed in the next chapter.
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A More Modem U-Boat

Circulation Model

There remained, however, two points at which individual
[U-boats] were brought together within a limited area, and so
presented a concentration of targets which invited attack. The
first was the area of transit to and from port, particularly the
Bay of Biscay. The second was the refueling [rendezvousesl on
which most cruises to distant areas were dependent. These vul-
nerable points offered the opening through which the Allies
drove home their successful [antisubmarine] offensive in the
summer and fall of 1943.
-Anonymous author of National Security Agency

document SRH-008, 194514:;

We will now set up a U-boat circulation model according to a
paradigm more familiar to modern readers than that of Morse
and Kimball, namely that of multiple barriers.14

,

The Model

Figure 32 shows the full structure of the model. U-boats orig-
inate in German shipyards and proceed to patrol areas in the
North Atlantic where, with older boats operating out of
occupied France, they seek to destroy merchant shipping. Boats
running low on fuel and other supplies may either go into the
French ports or take on fuel at sea from a tanker submarine.
Boats in the Atlantic run a risk of being sunk during their attacks
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Figure 32
U-Boat Circulation Model
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on convoys; boats returning to France run an aeitional risk
when passing t thr e Bay of Biscay. Boats arriving in
France undergo repair and become available for another unsafe
trip through the Bay and back to the hunting grounds in the
North Atlantic.

The model contains simplifications, but they are not-

considering its purposes-oversimplifications. For example, the
model rules out the return of any boats to German , though in
fact operational boats returned to Germany on a handful of occa-
sions throughout 1942 and 1943.147 It disregards the operation of
ports in Norway, on the grounds that passage to and from Nor-
way involved so few boats. Similarly, the model makes no
explicit allowance for the passage of boats to the Southern Hemi-

sphere and the Indian Ocean. For generality's sake the model
allows a refueled boat to be refueled at sea repeatedly: the Ger-
mans did refuel a certain boat twice in one voyage, 4 and the
exclusion of such refueling on the grounds that it rarely hap-
pened might introduce an artificial constraint into "what-if"
analyses.
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This U-boat circulation model steps through time in discrete
one-month increments. Each month some of the submarines in
French ports leave, some of the ones at sea return, and some
new submarines set out from German ports. Submarines at sea
find and sink merchant ships. Patrols in the Bay of Biscay and
the defenses of convoys act as filters (other authors use the term
"barriers" in connection with this type of model) to U-boat pas-
sage, sinking some passing U-boats and allowing the rest to go
through.

Sinkings in the Bay depend on the amount of Allied search
effort there, the effort's effectiveness, expressed as a sweep rate,
and the policy pursued by the U-boats. For now, to aid in under-
standing this attrition model, we will assume a 10 percent chance
that a U-boat is sighted during each Bay transit and a 33 percent
chance of being sunk if sighted. Thus the U-boat has a 3 percent
chance of not surviving a trip through the Bay, for a complemen-
tary 97 percent chance of surviving a one-way transit.

Sinkings in the Atlantic obviously depended on the amount
of time spent on patrol, the frequency of contacts with convoys,
and the hazard of such contacts to the U-boats. The model
requires estimates of these parameters.

Transiting the Bay of Biscay would take at least one day, and
as many as five under a policy of maximum submergence. 141 The
U-boat would spend up to 12 days in continued transit beyond
the Bay to the patrol area. 15 0 Time at sea thus greatly exceeded
time on station as counted in Donitz's War Diarij, though the
Diary notes that U-boats often found targets while in transit from
or to the desired station.

During the period in question there were likely to be
between seven and eight Allied convoys present at any time in
the 3-million-square-mile region where the U-boats lay in wait.'~'
Thus-as a round figure-one may assume 0.0000025 convoys
per square mile. A U-boat could maintain an operational sweep
rate (as defined previously in the case of aircraft searching for
submarines) of at least 2,500 square miles per day against these
convoys. With five submarines in a wolfpack searching at this
rate with no significant overlap (a reasonable assumption given
the way the submarines operated), the pack could expect to
encounter about 0.03 convoys per day.

Given a 5 percent chance per engagement that a U-boat is
sunk by a convoy and a 0.03 percent chance per day that it
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meets a convoy, the product becomes the daily probability of an
encounter fatal to the U-boat, and the complementary proba-
bility becomes that of surviving a day of patrol. Because the days
may be considered statistically independent, the probability of
surviving 10 days on station is the 10th power of the probability
of surviving a single day: with the values assumed here,
between 98 and 99 percent:

(1 - 0.03 ° 0.05)10 = 0.985.

Because the voyage's patrol period and its two transit peri-
ods are all mathematically independent, the probability that the
submarine survives the whole cruise is the product of the proba-
bilities of surviving the individual parts: two transits and 20 days
in the patrol area. In our illustrative case, the submarine has a 93
percent chance of surviving the mission, because

0.97 • 0.985 ° 0.97 = 0.93.

The complementary probability of 7 percent is the chance of not
surviving. Dividing that into 1 (taking the reciprocal) gives the
life expectancy of the U-boat-14 voyages-if none of the above
probabilities changes.* The probabilities did, as we know,
change often; variation in the dangers presented by the different
barriers resulted in different steady-state life expectancies for the
U-boats. The "steady-state life expectancy" wraps up the bar-
riers' effects at any moment into a convenient measure of effec-
tiveness. Figure 33 shows steady-state U-boat life expectancy
measured in months at sea during the 1942-43 period.

The foregoing illustrates the attrition portion of a U-boat cir-
culation model: we also seek a sense of the boats' "productivity"
during their careers. Some sense of that productivity comes from

*The life expectancy is the expected number of voyages given the probability p of
sinking during any one voyage. The underlying distribution is the geometric distribu-
tion, so the expected value is 1/p.
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Figure 33
Steady-State U-Boat Life Expectancy
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considering only the time spent at sea, not in refit or in waiting
for refit.

Given that convoys lost about one merchant vessel per
attacking submarine in wolfpack attacks, 15 2 and given the convoy
encounter rate computed above, in the particular case at hand
the U-boat could expect to find seven-and-a-half convoys in its
career, sinking roughly one ship in each.

Finally, having addressed U-boat attrition and productivity,
we need an estimate of the repair capacity of the U-boat ports.
For M, the maximum number of boats that could be repaired in a
month, Morse and Kimball used 50, a value that fits the repair
data gleaned from D6nitz's War Diary. However, the Diary also
indicates that some boats operating out of the French ports were
not assigned to attack merchant shipping in the North Atlantic.
Some patrolled the South Atlantic, some the Indian Ocean, some
were assigned "special missions" such as dropping off spies in
America, and some were U-boat tankers. 53 Thus the repair rate
for the submarines whose circulation we seek to model must be
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reduced-we will use a value of 40 as the maximum number of
boats repaired per month.

The next several sections will provide the mathematical
details of the circulation model outlined above. The reader who
finds these details onerous or obvious may skip to the section
titled "Measuring Effectiveness in the U-Boat Circulation
Model."

Details Regarding New U-Boats Coming From Germany

New boats come from Germany; in each month i a number
of new boats NEW i set out. The historical production figures'54

used here may appear low to the reader conversant with Ger-
man submarine production, but the figures are for combat-ready
U-boats entering service in the North Atlantic, not for the
launching of all types of boats intended for all theaters.

Details Regarding U-Boats in the Atlantic

The model portrays the Atlantic as populated by two groups
of U-boats: those carried over from the previous month and
those not. The carryover can occur, as explained above, through
refueling or simply through frugality. For want of a better term,
the boats not carried over from the previous month will be called
"nonrefueled." Thus, for month i,

ATSEA i = NONREFUELED i + CARRYOVER i

New boats, represented by the variable NEW,, arrive auto-
matically in the Atlantic without attrition on the way because
they are coming from Germany, not passing through the Bay of
Biscay. (See table 14.) Experienced boats surviving the Bay pas-
sage join the new boats to form the nonrefueled contingent.
These experienced boats are considered to have made the Bay
passage in the previous month, so we have

NONREFUELEDi = NEW + OUT,- 1.

The defining formula for OUTi will be presented below.
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Table 14.-Calculated Numbers of U-Boats at Sea and Total Sinkings

New from Boats Out
i Month Germany Nonrefueled Carryover Total Tankers Sunk

1 Jan 42 19 21 21 42 0 1.43
2 Feb 13 43 10 53 0 2.09
3 Mar 14 39 13 52 0 2.54
4 Apr 9 44 12 56 1 3.57
5 May 4 40 23 63 1 5.15
6 Jun 13 35 25 59 2 5.09
7 Jul 24 44 34 77 3 7.65
8 Aug 32 52 47 100 2 9.71
9 Sep 32 58 42 100 2 9.73

10 Oct 27 64 43 106 3 11.60
11 Nov 11 61 54 115 3 13.79
12 Dec 14 46 55 101 2 11.90
13 Jan 43 14 50 42 93 3 13.79
14 Feb 25 51 50 101 3 11.80
15 Mar 13 61 52 113 4 21.35

16 Apr 22 49 63 112 3 19.17
17 May 16 56 53 109 4 23.41
18 Jun 7 46 61 107 1 14.76

19 Jul 3 31 33 65 0 6.59
20 Aug 2 38 15 52 0 4.38
21 Sep 18 34 12 46 2 3.13
22 Oct 12 52 31 83 0 8.43
23 Nov 17 43 19 62 0 2.58
24 Dec 9 51 15 66 0 5.83
25 Jan 44 7 43 15 58 0 5.25

Boats could stay at sea for somewhat more than a month. To
stay at sea much longer, boats required refueling by U-boat
tankers, which could provide about 10 "tankees" with another
full load of fuel and supplies.155 As a first-order approximation
we may treat the carryover of nonrefueled boats by saying that
some proportion p of boats at sea will remain at sea for another
month even without refueling. (The historical data suggest that p
is about 25 percent. 156) Thus if TANKERS, tankers at sea in
month i can refuel some number TANKEES of U-boats, then

CARRYOVER,, 1 = TANKEES, TANKERS i + p. ATSEAj
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except when there are not enough submarines at sea to take on
all the fuel available. Strictly speaking, therefore,

CARRYOVERi+ I =

min(TANKEES°TANKERSi + p-ATSEA- 1, ATSEA, - SUNK,)

where SUNK, the defining formula for which appears below, is
the number of boats sunk in the Atlantic (as opposed to in the
Bay) in month i.

U-boats neither sunk in the Atlantic in month i nor destined
for the refueled contingent in the following month, i + 1, must
head for the French ports, so

INBOUND i = ATSEA i - CARRYOVERi+I - SUNK,

which is not to say that all the inbound U-boats will actually sur-
vive passage through the Bay. Note that the definition of NON-
REFUELED, means that a boat that was outbound in month i-i
will, if it does not get refueled, be inbound in month i: in other
words, a boat spending a month at sea does not count as leaving
and returning in the same month.

So far the equations presented have really expressed only
definitions, matters of bookkeeping, and immediate results of
the assumption that a U-boat could spend somewhat more than
a month at sea without resupply and another month if refueled.
Now we must begin to invoke some facts, and some of the kinds
of reasoning we have seen in earlier chapters.

Once in the Atlantic, U-boats ran little risk when attacking
independent merchant shipping, but ran considerable risk in
attacking convoys. As we have seen, the number of U-boats lost
to convoy escorts per merchant vessel sunk climbed steadily
from 0.2 to 0.8 during the period of interest. Additionally,
U-boats at sea faced about a 2 percent chance each month of
sinking as a result of accident or striking a mine.157 Thus we may
form the relation

SUNKi = (0.2 + 0.6 ° i/24) - MVSUNK + .02 ° ATSEA,,
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with i = 1 in January 1942, and MVSUNK being the number of
convoyed merchant vessels sunk in month i.

Details Regarding Sinking of Convoyed Merchant Vessels

We must now determine MVSUNK. Here again the concept
of sweep rate arises, but with U-boats sweeping for convoys
rather than airplanes sweeping for U-boats as in the Bay of
Biscay. Intelligence available to the U-boats, the lethality of
U-boat attacks, and the respective densities of U-boats and con-
voys must also figure in the calculation.

Sternhell and Thorndike cite a 9.4-mile U-boat operational
sweep width for individual merchant ships in darkness; 58 this
width comes from U.S. submarine experience against Japanese
ships. Sternhell and Thorndike state that because the convoy's
dimensions-unlike that of a single ship-are non-negligible, the
nighttime operational sweep width for convoys will be about
half again as large: we will use 15 miles. They also cite a 14.5-
mile width for daytime search but point out that, although ships'
power plants emitted smoke unly intermittently, a sizable con-
voy would have at least one ship emitting smoke at almost any
given time, so the true sweep width of a U-boat for convoys by
daylight would be about 25 miles, the distance at which the
smoke could be seen. These widths, multiplied by the sub-
marine's surfaced speed (10 knots) and by a "dynamic enhance-
ment"* figure equal in this case to 120 percent, 15 9 yield daytime
and nighttime sweep rates of about 300 and 170 square miles per
hour for each U-boat. These rates, prorated according to the
hours of daylight and darkness in each month, result in an over-
all sweep rate for the month.

U-boats did not search the Atlantic in total ignorance. The
Allies' ciphers for transmitting information regarding convoys
were often broken by the Germans. Immediately after the war,
operations analysts 60 quantified the German ability to exploit
such information in Operations Evaluation Group (OEG) Study
533.

*The convoys' motion makes them easier to find: with moving convoys even a sta-
tionary U-boat would have a nonzero sweep rate. This effect, quantified at length by
Koopman, was not significant in the Bay of Biscay calculations because even surfaced
submarines can be considered stationary with respect to 150-knot airplanes.
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Starting with the basic identity

convoys sighted = U-boat sweep rate
(convoys/square mile) - U-boat days

the authors of OEG Study 533 calculated the sweep rate in
square miles per day (see table 15), based on known values for
the quantities on the left-hand side. Overall, the sweep rate dur-
ing periods of cipher compromise was about double that during
periods of no compromise. The reader may well object that the
no-compromise rate is far less than the average rate calculated
above. The rates calculated in OEG Study 533 are lower because
the report limits the meaning of "contact" to "first contact," not
repeat contacts against the same convoy later in its voyage, say-
ing "contact" thus "must not be confused with 'sighting' or
'detection."' Given the purposes of the report, such a definition
of contact and the resulting rate makes sense: we will use the
report's conclusion about the utility of radio intercept while
retaining our own definition of sweep rate, which properly
includes repeat detections because these are at least as likely to
produce sunken merchant vessels as are first contacts.

Table 15.-Summary of OEG Study 533 Findings

Convoy Density U-Boat Sweep Rate
Convoy Status Sighted (convoys per mi.2) Days (mi.21/day)

Compromised 23 0.9/3,000,000 18,666 3,950
Uncompromised 227 5.7/3,000,000 18,666 1,900

This treatment, characteristic of the across-the-board use of
sweep rates prevalent at the time, may strike the modem reader as
a bizarre and formalistic use of the search-rate methodology. A
modem analyst, concluding that decryption doubled the U-boats'
ability to find convoys, would be likely to invoke the "force-
multiplier" concept and say that the German subs enjoyed an
effective doubling of their number, not of their range of vision.

Mathematically, of course, either interpretation balances the
equation. Heuristically, however, one might more easily accept a
third interpretation: that the convoy density was effectively
increased because the U-boats could rule out, based on their radio
intercepts, some fraction of the area. In this interpretation, the
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cipher compromise doubled U-boat effectiveness by providing the
U-boat force with a priori information as to which half of the search
region the convoy occupied.

This interpretation leads directly to an information-theoretic
way to think about the U-boats' gains from decryption of radio
messages about convoys. A "bit" is the amount of information
needed to express one dichotomous distinction.1 6' Though often
thought of as a 0 or a 1, a bit can be transmitted in any way: one
lamp or two, for example, served to inform Paul Revere whether
the British were to leave Boston by land or by sea. Thus, where the
authors of OEG Study 533 saw a doubling of the sweep rate, an
information theorist would see the acquisition by the U-boat force
of one bit of information, reducing the search area to a certain
1,500,000 of the original 3,000,000 square miles when the object of
the search was a compromised convoy.

Although the above interpretation best expresses the OEG
findings in terms of today's concept of information, the easiest way
to compute sightings, given a varying mix of compromised and
uncompromised convoys, is to regard the doubled effectiveness
against compromised convoys as a doubling of their number,
rather than as a doubling of the submarines' range :f vision, a
doubling of the submarine force, or a halving of the search area.
Thus

SIGHTINGSi =

(PATROL - SWEEP, 1 (CONVOYS) (1 + COMP)/AREA)

where PATROL is the number of U-boats searching for convoys,
SWEEP is the sweep rate of the U-boats in month i, CONVOYS, is
the average number of convoys at sea in month i, COMP. is the
proportion of convoys compromised by radio intercepts, and
AREA is the 3-million-square-mile area searched.

Mathematically,

SWEEP, = 10 ° 1.2 • (25 . DAYLIGHT i + 15 . NIGHTTIME)

reflecting the 10-knot speed, the 20-percent dynamic enhancement,
daytime and nighttime search rates as explained above, and the
hours of daylight and nighttime in month i.
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The average number of U-boats actively engaged in attacking
convoys during month i, PATROL, is less than ATSEAi because
many boats--often a majority, according to D6nitz's War Dial-
will, at any given time, be making passage to or from the patrol
area. Our U-boat circulation model has to distinguish the time
spent crossing the Bay, BAYTIME, from the time spent passing
between the Bay and the patrol area, TRANSIT, because it will
later be combined with the Bay search model in which time in the
Bay depends upon degree of submergence. These times are both
expressed in hours: BAYTIMEi is subscripted while TRANSIT is
not because the former can change but the latter will be left
constant.

How many boats are actually on patrol? We find out by sub-
tracting BAYTIMEi + TRANSIT hours from the time U-boats could
be searching for convoyed merchant ships. Newly built boats,
boats newly at sea from the Biscay ports, and those boats that will
stay out for the coming month (either because they refuel or
because they belong in the fraction p that stay out without refuel-
ing) don't incur this penalty. Many boats will belong in two of
those categories, having gone to sea and returned as soon as possi-
ble: they incur the penalty twice. Thus

PATROL, ATSEA, -

(TRANSIT+ BAYTIME (NEW, + OUT, + ATSEA, - TANKERS,*TANKEES - pATSEA,)

MONTH,

We want to estimate the number of merchant vessels sunk,
not the number of convoys contacted, so we need an additional
constant L (for "lethality") by which to multiply the number of
sightings to get the number of sinkings:

L • PATROL,- SWEEP, • CONVOYS, • (1 + COMP,.

SINKNG AREA

This equation models the U-boats' search for convoys as a
clean sweep, a point to which we shall later return. The sample
calculation earlier in the chapter used a value of unity for L
based on wartime records of merchant vessels sunk per
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attacking U-boat.* This value is probably too high for L in the
present equation: it should be degraded to reflect the fact that
not all U-boat sightings of convoys resulted in attacks, 162 and
because the value is based on "wolfpack attacks"' 63 to the appar-
ent exclusion of any attacks by single U-boats. The data clearly
show that larger wolfpacks sank disproportionately more mer-
chant vessels, so we may conclude that attacks by unaccom-
panied boats would lower the average value of merchant vessels
sunk per attacking boat. Other data not specifically cited as
based on wolfpack attacks point to fewer than one merchant ves-
sel sunk per attacking U-boat.l°4 Taking all these considerations
into account, we may assign a value of 0.8 to L, the number of
merchant vessels sunk per attacking U-boat.

Table 16.-Calculated Sinkings of Merchant Vessels and U-Boats at Sea
(Sinkings of Independent Merchant Vessels Explained Below)

Convoy % Corn- Convoyed Indep Sunk by Other
i Month Density promised MIV Sunk M/V Sunk Escorts Sinkings

1 Jan 42 8 0 3.0 52 0.60 0.83
2 Feb 8 0 4.4 72 1.03 1.06
3 Mar 8 0 5.7 76 1.50 1.04
4 Apr 8 0 8.3 88 2.45 1.12
5 May 8 0 11.8 102 3.88 1.27
6 Jun 8 0 10.9 93 3.91 1.19
7 Jul 7.6 3 15.6 99 6.10 1.55
8 Aug 7.6 3 18.2 711 77? 1.99
9 Sep 7.6 3 16.9 91 7.72 2.01

10 Oct 7.6 3 19.4 75 9.47 2.13
11 Nov 7.6 3 22.1 63 11.49 2.30
12 Dec 7.6 3 17.9 44 9.87 2.03
13 Jan 43 7.1 27 20.4 39 11.94 1.85
14 Feb 7.1 27 15.9 46 9.79 2.01
15 Mar 7.1 27 29.5 57 19.08 2.27
16 Apr 7.1 27 24.9 58 16.93 2.24
17 May 7.1 27 29.8 59 21.23 2.18
18 Jun 5.6 17 16.9 55 12.61 2.15
19 Jul 5.6 17 6.8 25 5.30 1.29
20 Aug 5.6 17 4.1 17 3.34 1.04
21 Sep 5.6 17 2.6 12 2.21 0.92
22 Oct 5.6 17 7.8 17 6.77 1.65
23 Nov 5.6 17 1.5 10 1.35 1.24
24 Dec 5.6 17 4.8 8 4.52 1.32
25 Jan 44 5.6 17 4.2 7 4.09 1.16

*Any single value of L is an oversimplification, because L depended on the number of
attacking U-boats. Lanchester theorists might investigate Morse & Kimball, pp. 46-47,
and Sternhell & Thorndike, pp. 106-109.
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Details Regarding Passage Through the Bay of Biscay

Working from the definition of the kill sweep rate, we may
find the ratio of U-boats sunk in the Bay to their average density

( iens\ -- =P(KIS), - SWEEP, ° HOURS,

where SWEEPi is the operational sweep rate of aircraft patrolling
the Bay. (See table 17.) We will want to exercise the model with
sweep rate values derived from our sweep rate model as well as

Table 17.-Calculoted U-Boat Sinkings in the Bay of Biscay

Five-Month
Moving AV Sinking_ Inbound Boats Outbound Boats

i month P(K S) Density Transits Sinkings Transits Sinkings

I Jan 42 0% 0.00 30 0.00 21 0.00
2 Feb 0% 0.00 38 0.00 24 0.00
3 Mar 017( 0.00 37 0.00 26 0.00
4 Apr 0% 0.00 29 0.00 30 0.00
5 May 2/( 0.07 34 0.13 31 0.12
6 Jun 3,7< 0.13 21 0.15 31 0.23
7 Jul 3% 0.15 22 0.57 32 0.80
8 Aug 4%r 0.29 47 1.30 29 0.79
9 Sep 4% 0.28 48 1.33 27 0.74

10 Oct 2% 0.04 41 0.16 32 0.13
11 Nov 2% 0.03 46 0.16 34 0.12
12 Dec 21/ 0.03 47 0.12 35 0.09
13 Jan 43 1% 0.02 29 0.05 36 0.06
14 Feb 1% 0.05 37 0.18 37 0.19
15 Mar 3(7 0.11 29 0.30 37 0.37
16 Apr 4%7, 0.21 39 0.83 37 0.77
17 May 77 0.59 24 1.36 36 2.01
18 Jun 21'7 1.70 60 9.96 36 6.04
19 Jul 227 1.74 44 12.75 35 10.13
20 Aug 21% 0.26 36 1.58 36 1.60
21 Sep 25% 0.58 12 1.23 36 3.59
22 Oct 23% 0.27 56 2.52 36 1.61
23 Nov 12% 0.10 44 0.76 32 0.54
24 Dec 12% 0.21 45 1.55 35 1.21
25 Jan 44 16% 0.32 40 2.11 36 1.92
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with the historical values. This basic Bay equation relates to the
other equations via variables denoting the numbers of sub-
marines attempting passage of the Bay in each direction, OUT-
BOUND, and INBOUNDI:

INSUNK, = sity,° INBOUND, • (BAYTIME,/MONTH)

OUTSUNK, - (Sity) ,° OUTBOUND, ° (BAYTIME,/MONTH).

Surviving boats exit the Bay:

ARRIVED i = INBOUND, - INSUNK,

OUTi = OUTBOUND i - OUTSUNK.

Details Regarding Repair of U-Boats in Biscay Ports

We have already seen, at the end of Chapter 5, the "notions
box" model of repair activities. In terms of the variables we have
been using,

OUTBOUND I = REFITTED/ I

NOTRFADY, = NOTREADY1 I + ARRIVED, - REFITTED,

and

REFITTED, =

MAXREPAIR (1 - e - NOTREADYj /MAXREPAIR)

See table 18, which shows monthly calculations of REFITTED i
based on arrivals and the resulting total number of boats in port,
as well as newly produced boats and the resulting number of
"nonrefueled" boats at sea.
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Table 18.-Calculated Repair Activity in French Ports
(New Boats Entering Atlantic From Germany and Nonrefueled Total Shown
for Reference Purposes)

Boats New from
i Month Arrivals Total in Port Refitted Germany Nonrefueled

1 Jan 42 30 37 24 19 21
2Feb 38 43 26 13 43
3 Mar 37 55 30 14 39
4 Apr 29 62 31 9 44
5 Mav 34 60 31 4 40
6 Jun 21 62 32 13 35
7 Jul 22 51 29 24 44
8 Aug 46 44 27 32 52
9 Sep 47 63 32 32 58
10 Oct 41 78 34 27 64
11 Nov 46 85 35 11 61
12 Dec 47 95 36 14 46
13 Jan 43 29 106 37 14 50
14 Feb 36 98 37 25 51
15 Mar 29 98 37 13 61
16 Apr 39 90 36 22 49
17 Mav 23 93 36 16 56
18 Jun 50 80 35 7 46
19 Jul 31 95 36 3 31
20 Aug 34 89 36 2 38
2lSep 11 88 36 18 34
22 Oct 53 63 32 12 52
23 Nov 44 85 35 17 43
24 Dec 43 93 36 9 51
25 Jan 44 38 100 37 7 43

Measuring Effectiveness in the U-Boat Circulation Model

Although operational sweep rate made a good measure of
effectiveness for judging the effort of Allied patrol aircraft in the
Bay, measuring the effectiveness of the U-boat force is more dif-
ficult. One possible measure of merit, used by Sternhell and
Thorndike, is merchant vessels sunk per submarine built. This
measure matters because Germany could ill afford industrial
competition with the United States, and thus needed to inflict
the most damage per submarine.

As we do not intend to investigate alternative uses to which
the Germans might 1-ave put the effort and resources consumed
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in U-boat production, we may take that production rate as given
and use merchant ships sunk as a measure of the U-boat force's
effectiveness.

Data for the U-Boat Circulation Model

The U-boat circulation model uses monthly figures for
1) the part of U-boat production that was destined for the

North Atlantic,
2) the density of convoyed shipping in the North Atlantic,
3) the amount of information about convoy routing avail-

able to the Germans,
4) the activities of U-boat tankers,

as well as the previously reviewed monthly data on flying hours,
sweep rates, and probability-of-kill-given-sighting. Some
constants appear as well, most of which have already been
mentioned: the areas of the regions treated as "the North
Atlantic" and "the Bay of Biscay," the transit time-exclusive of
time spent in the Bay-between the Bay of Biscay and the
U-boats' operational area, the U-boats' daytime and nighttime
sweep rates when searching for convoys, the maximum rate at
which the ports could ready returned U-boats for their next
cruises, the number of U-boats replenished by a single tanker,
and the number of U-boats available at the beginning of 1942
(see table 19).

OEG Study 533 treats three periods of U-boat warfare: July
1942-December 1942, January 1943-May 1943, and September
1943-March 1944. In those periods decryption of Allied ciphers
compromised, respectively, 3 percent, 27 percent, and 17
percent of the convoys. Sternhell and Thorndike state that a
U-boat making contact could expect to sink an average of eight-
tenths of a merchant vessel.165

R6ssler provides a detailed accounting of U-boat tanker
activities, reporting each instance of refueling and noting which
U-boats received the fuel. For our purposes, since we are assum-
ing that each tanker refuels exactly 10 boats, we may extract
from R6ssler's account the occasions of refueling and then count
each as servicing 10 U-boats. D6nitz's War Diary provides a
month-by-month count of the U-boats entering North Atlantic
service.
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Table 19.-mportant Constants of the Bay Search Model

3,000,000 Atlantic Shipping Area (sq. mile)
130,000 Bay of Biscay Area (sq. mile)

12 Transit Time (days) Exclusive of Bay Transit
312 Daytime U-Boat Sweep Rate for Convoys (sq. mile/hour)
176 Nighttime U-Boat Sweep Rate for Convoys (sq. mile/hour)
40 Maximum Economic Repair Rate (boats/month)
10 Number of Boats Refueled per Tanker
78 Initial Total Number of U-Boats
42 Initial Number of U-Boats at Sea, Evenly Divided Between

Unrefueled and Carried Over
0.25 Proportion of Unrefueled U-Boats Carrying Over Anyway
0.8 Merchant Vessels Sunk per U-Boat per Convoy Sighting

To compare the model's performance with reality, we need
monthly figures for U-boats at sea and convoyed merchant ves-
sels sunk. These can be readily obtained1 6 and are best viewed
graphically along with the results of running the model.

Comparison of the Model to Reality

To make sure that nothing is terribly wrong with the model,
we will first use it to "predict" the damage done to convoyed
merchant shipping, given the historical data. (See figure 34.) The
U-boat circulation model satisfactorily tracks the historical num-
bers of U-boats at sea and convoyed merchant ships sunk. (Mor-
ison does not list sinkings of convoyed merchant ships in
months when fewer than four were sunk, hence the gaps in the
series.)

Interestingly, the August 1943 "retrenchment," often seen as
a command decision, follows purely as a consequence of our
assumptions about refueling and U-boat endurance, and does
not require any additional variable "policy" embodying Donitz's
decisionmaking.

The model also tracks historical losses, though not as well:
some fluctuation around the values returned by the model is to
be expected-not only because of random departures from what
amount to expected-value calculations, but also because the con-
voy densities and percentages of compromise are averages over
periods of several months, and will thus result in smoother-
than-historical outcomes. Satisfied that the model works, we will
return and add one last equation by which to estimate the losses
of non-convoyed merchant vessels.
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Figure 34
U-Boats at Sea and Convoy Sinkings
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Losses of Independent Merchant Shipping

So far our efforts have focused on the U-boats' ability to sink
convoyed shipping, and although the model's agreement with
reality in this regard validates the modeling process, the model
will not be useful unless it also estimates losses of independent
merchant shipping, which in fact predominated in 1942 and
1943.

Unlike the convoys, which deliberately zig-zagged and used
other means to make the expected value of their density as uni-
form as possible in the U-boats' region of operation, independ-
ent shipping tended to frequent certain areas. Hence
intelligence-if only that communicated from U-boat skipper to
U-boat skipper-probably played an even greater role here than
it did in the attack on convoyed shipping. A model of independ-
ent merchant-vessel attrition could easily become more compli-
cated than the entire U-boat circulation model developed so far,
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and would require far more data. Therefore we will take a totally
different approach: multiple regression to fit an impres-
sionistically derived functional form. This approach offers an
instructive contrast to the method favored thus far, in which the
functional forms are the fruits of the wartime operations
researchers' work and the parameter values are a matter of rec-
ord, leaving no undetermined coefficients free to be chosen
purely for the sake of good fit.

We will assume that the sinking of independent ships
occurred in daylight and in direct proportion to their number
and that of the U-boats at sea, and that the number of independ-
ent ships at sea declined exponentially during the course of the
war as convoying became more and more prevalent. These
assumptions make sense because encounters with independent
shipping occurred randomly- and thus in proportion to their
density-and because of the decisiveness with which the convoy
system was introduced.

The first assumption restates the equation used earlier for
sinkings of convoyed merchant ships:

S(t) = k D(t) U(t) - M(t)

where D(t) is the daylit fraction of the day, S(t), U(t), and M(t)
are the numbers of sinkings, U-boats at sea, and merchant ships
at sea-all functions of time-with the constant of propor-
tionality k embodying everything else about speed, sweep
width, proportion of time spent on station, information, and so
on, all treated as unchanging.

The second assumption gives an equation for M(t):

M(t) = M(O)e Kt

where M(O) is the number of independent merchant ships at sea
at the outset (December 1941) and K is a factor expressing the
rate at which independent shipping declined.

The equations combine, forming

S(t) k D(t) * U(t)" M(O)e- K,
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which can be made linear by taking logarithms

ln(S(t)) = ln(k) + ln(D(t)) + ln(U(t)) + ln(M(0)) - Kt

and rearranged to form

ln(S(t)) - ln(U(t)) - ln(D(t)) = {ln(k) + ln(M(O))} - Kt,

an equation whose left side consists of known quantities and
whose right side consists of the constant in curly brackets minus
a term proportional to the passage of time. We will fit a straight
line to the transformed data and then transform the line back to
the exponential expression we seek.

Least-squares regression gives values of 1.433 and 0.09086
for {ln(k) + ln(M(O))} and K, respectively. The antilogarithm of
1.433 is 4.192, so we have

S(t) = 4.19 D(t) U(t) * e-

As figure 35 shows, this equation passes a curve through the
data in a convincing way.*

Not only is the above derivation unlike any other so far, it
leads to a totally different type of result.** The number 1.433
equals {In(k) + ln(M(0))}, but nothing indicates how much of
1.433 is the logarithm of the catch-all constant k or how much is
the logarithm of the original number of independent merchant

*More technically, 78 percent of the variance in sinkings is "explained," with 23 out
of 25 degrees of freedom remaining.

"Certain parameter values estimated heretofore are notable for not being regression
results. The number of "tankees" per tanker and the probability p that an unrefueled
U-boat stays at sea an extra month could have been determined by reglession methods,
regressing returns per month on U-boats and tankers at sea, but they were not. Instead
they were separately estimated from the exact history of refuelings, which Rossler
provides, and the endurance of submarines. The 25 percent chance that a U-boat stays
out for a second month is really an expression of a 1.33-month endurance, laid on the
Procrustean bed of a model that operates in one-month steps.
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Figure 35
U-Boats at Sea and Independent Sinkings
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ships. Despite statisticians' appropriation of the verb "to
explain" as a technical term, the regression analysis provides no
explanation at all.

Indeed, the entire line of reasoning is after-the-fact. Our pre-
vious modeling efforts used hardware characteristics (such as
speed and sighting distance) and tactics (such as submergence)
to arrive at calculated values irrespective of their historical coun-
terparts, and caused us to think through the processes we
sought to model. In contrast, curve-fitting methods work back-
ward from the values they purport to predict, arriving at coeffi-
cients (and, in some cases, even a whole model1' 7) justified
solely on the grounds of a good fit.

This good fit can result from compensating errors. The
U-boat circulation model has a substantially better fit (in terms of
reducing the sum of the squared departures from the actual
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values of U-boats at sea, convoyed merchant vessels sunk, adkd
independent merchant vessels sunk) if one uses the curve-fitter's
values presented in table 20 instead of the fact-based values
shown in table 19.

Table 20.-Contrast Between Curve-Fitting and Use of Facts

Parameter Curve-Fitter's Value Fact-Based Value

Daytime U-Boat Sweep Rate 245 sq mi/hr 312
Night U-Boat Sweep Rate 305 sq mi/hr 176
Maximum U-Boat Repair Rate 58 boats/month 40
"Tankees"/Tanker 5 boats/tanker 10
Percent Carryover Without Refueling 27 (pure number) 25
Convoyed Vessels Sunk/Sighting 0.9 (pure number) 0.8

The departures in the last two variables are not disturbing, but
serious distortions appear in the other four. The repair rate is far
higher than the Germans could attain (and reflects no use of
Biscay port capacity for repairing boats not used in the North
Atlantic) and the number of "tankees" is-in compensation-far
too low. Even worse, the boats appear more capable of finding
convoys at night than in the daytime, which we can tell is
absurd by reading accounts of convoy battles, such as those in
SRH-008. Yet the fit is good.

I highlight this point brightly because the use of regression
analysis has become so prevalent that some experienced
analysts-when first exposed to the idea of working from radar
and receiver sweep widths, the forestalling equation, airplane
speed, and so on toward a sweep rate-assumed that the entire
exercise consisted of regressing, or even guessing, a coefficient
for each piece of equipment so as to get as close a fit as possible
to the historical data. Interestingly, graduate students taking a
course in which some of the present material was developed had
far less trouble than experienced analysts.

Exercising the Circulation Model

Now that we have seen that the model reproduces historical
data tolerably well, we are in a position to run it under different
assumptions about Bay search, with the results made manifest in
the number of merchant vessels sunk. Somewhat surprisingly,
the best way to do so is by comparing the results of different
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runs of the model with each other, rather than with historical
outcomes.*

The most obvious question to ask is "How much good did
Bay search operations do?" By running the model with and
without Bay search operations, we find that a seemingly small
number of ships were saved by the search: 26, or fewer than 2
percent. This finding is surprising-we said above that a U-boat
could expect to sink about seven-and-a-half merchant vessels in
its career; why does the model (in which more than 80 U-boats
are sunk in the Bay) credit the Bay flying effort with so few mer-
chant vessels saved?

The answer lies in the maintenance backlog. A U-boat would
have to be very lucky to receive repeatedly the rapid turnaround
time implicitly supposed above.

But each ship carried enough supplies to support an infantry
division in Europe for over a week! A fighting man consumes
about 100 pounds of supplies per day, and a division contains
about 10,000 men. 6" The lost ships' capacities average over 5,000
gross registered tons (GRT). 169 Equating 5,000 GRT to 10 million
pounds,** we find that a shipload of supplies could last a 10,000-
man division 10 days.

The calculation that Bay search saved only 26 merchant ships
is naive in that it assumes that the Germans would operate in
the same way regardless of whether Allied search aircraft
patroled the Bay. If we assume that, in the absence of any Bay
threat, U-boats would have crossed the Bay on the surface, we
find that the extra time the U-boats could have devoted to

*Alan S. Blinder, in his macroeconomic analysis of the U.S. economy in the 1970's,
asks many questions about the effects of President Nixon's price controls. Such inquiry
about effects contains, as Blinder explicitly notes, the counterfactual inquiry "What if
there had been no constraints?" Blinder answers these questions by creating a time-step
model of the U.S. economy, running it with and without controls, and attributing the
difference to the controls. He suggests that the model-model comparison, unlike the
more straightforward model-reality comparison, will net out any systematic error in the
model and will also avoid artifactual attribution of month-to-month random fluctuation
to Nixon's price controls. We shall take up the whole issue of counterfactual questions
shortly.

**An approximation implicit in the definition, but an underestimate for most car-
goes: a gross registered ton is defined as 100 cubic feet of carrying capacity. Most ships
can in fact carry more tons-weight than gross registered tons. In any case, any cargo
denser than balsa wood weighs more than 20 pounds per cubic foot. (See also Alden, pp.
xxv-xxvi.)
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hunting merchant shipping would have made a greater dif-
ference than did the mere lack of U-boat sinkings in the Bay: 145
more merchant ships would be sunk than in the base case. For
this reason, we may characterize Bay search as quite effective: a
few thousand flying hours saved more than enough cargo to
supply a division of Allied soldiers on the Continent from D-Day
until V-E Day-almost a year. Very roughly, a man-day of flying
effort (even including ground-crew efforts) saved 4 man-years of
supplies.

"What if...?"

Historians normally abhor the "What if...?" questions, such
as those implicit in the previous section. David Hackett Fischer
points out the logical difficulty such "counterfactual condi-
tionals" entail: "All of the historical 'evidence' for what might
have happened if Booth had missed his mark is necessarily
taken from the world in which he hit it."170 Historians often do
address "Why?" questions, answering that one or more events
caused another, but-as Fischer also points out-such state-
ments beg the question of what would have happened if one or
more causes had not been present.171

Economists and political scientists show less reluctance in
this regard, perhaps because they recognize that policymakers
who ask "Why?" will not accept a philosophical refutation of
causality as an answer. Bernard Brodie, for example, feels free to
state that "while it would have proved very difficult to defeat
the U-boat without the aircraft, it would have been impossible to
do so without the escort vessel."' 72 Herbert York, writing on the
American decision to build the H-bomb, explicitly posited a
counterfactual world in which President Truman decided, in Jan-
uary 1950, to cancel the weapon. 173 York's methodology fails to
disentangle him from the trap enunciated by Fischer.

Some Alternative Courses of Action and Their Consequences

The U-boat circulation model provides grounds for asking
and answering what-if questions which turn into empirical ques-
tions about the model's behavior. The model can measure the
effectiveness of the tactics and countermeasures used as well as
some that were not used. The basis for comparison will be the
difference (in merchant vessels sunk) between the case at hand
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Figure 36
Campaign Without Convoy Escorts
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and the model's "base case," the number of merchant vessels it

tallies as sunk when presented with the conditions that actually
prevailed in the Second World War.

We may logically begin with Brodie's implicit counterfactual
questions: "What if there had been no antisubmarine aircraft?"
and "What if there had been no antisubmarine surface escorts?"
Let us assume that surface escorts accounted for all the sinkings
of U-boats by convoy escorts. (This assumption doubtless over-
states the contribution of the surface craft; airplanes escorted
convoys as well. Yet merely adjusting the U-boat/merchant-ship
exchange rate to reflect the rate of U-boat sinkings by aircraft
would understate the ships' contribution, as the two types of
escort cooperated.) Then we can assess the relative contributions
of surface vessels and airplanes by comparing a hypothetical
campaign without convoy escorts to the one in which aircraft did
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Figure 37
No Bay Patrol: U-Boats Submerge Anyway
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not patrol the Bay. Running the model under these two assump-
tions (see figures 36, 37, and 38), we find that the U-boats are
more successful in the no-aircraft case than in the no-escort case.
The reason is an effect noted earlier, but that Brodie had proba-
bly not taken into account: in the no-airplanes case, the U-boats'

4time at sea increases because they are free to transit the Bay on
the surface. Without the Allied use of aircraft, the U-boats could
sink 145 more merchant ships than in the base case; if the Allies
had used aircraft but no surface escorts, the U-boats would have
sunk only 80 extra ships.

The Germans recognized the value of extended time at sea.
Refueling a U-boat already at sea would permit it to remain in
operation another month without the time-consuming and
increasingly dangerous trips to port and back again. Yet conven-
tional submarine tenders would never be able to sneak out to sea
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Figure 38
No Bay Patrol: U-Boats Transit Surfaced
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or survive there. Special tanker submarines appeared as early as
March 1942;174 later, replenishment U-boats appeared that could
resupply combat U-boats with torpedoes and even fresh-baked
bread.

The U-boat circulation model illustrates the value of the
U-boat tankers. Although 1,650 merchant ships were actually
sunk, the model calculates 1,703: it is to this value that we must
compare the model's calculated result for a war fought without
tanker U-boats (see figure 39): only 1,219 merchant ships in the
period considered. With the number of U-boat tankers doubled
from 11 to 22, the Germans would have, according to the model,
sunk 2,050 merchant ships. (See figure 40.)

Such wide swings in effect require, of course, a ceteris paribus
caveat: we have assumed that "all other things remain equal."
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Figure 39
Effect of Zero U-Boat Tankers
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But there is no particular reason to think that they would not
have remained equal without tankers: the model provides a
believable assessment that the tanker U-boats caused the loss of
over 500 merchant ships. Eleven extra tanker boats could easily
have been built (in fact, ten were started and then scrapped175 ),
and the means of their defeat-Enigma decryption-already
received top priority from the Allies and so could not have been
spurred to greater achievements by a greater possible payoff.

Characterizing the U-boats' search for convoys as a clean
sweep is justified because of the U-boats' close cooperation and
D6nitz's up-to-the-hour coordination. We could alter the equa-
tion to reflect a random search as opposed to a clean sweep,
modeling a hypothetical campaign in which the U-boats did not
use wolfpack tactics. In that case, reasoning analogous to that
used in characterizing Bay search as random gives
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Figure 40
Effect of Doubled U-Boat Tankers
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SINKINGS i =

CONVOYSi(1 - e- L(PATROLi " SWEEP, - (1 + COMP)/AREA))

This equation can be used to show that the U-boats would
have sunk far fewer convoyed ships had they searched inde-
pendently. (Fee figure 41.) The U-boats probably also benefited
from the coordinated attacks made possible by wolfpacks:
U-boats would move along with a convoy until several were
present, then attack it all at once. Thus the random-search equa-
tion deprives the U-boats of only part of the benefit of wolf-
packs, and any comparison based on it will understate the true
advantage conferred by the wolfpack concept of operations. One
may note also that by finding fewer convoys, the U-boats lessen
their own losses and thus slightly increase the losses of inde-
pendent shipping.
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Figure 41
U-Boats Don't Use Wolfpack Search
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We may also run the model with data depicting the use of
much better submarines, which the Germans had but never
actually used. (See figure 42.) These advanced U-boats, such as
the Type XXI, featured a snorkel and a hull form optimized for
underwater performance rather than surface performance: their
dirigible-shaped hull differed from previous U-boats' boat-
shaped hull, which had a distinct bow, deck, and guardrails. In
fact, even though 119 Type XXIs were delivered, only a few
went to sea, too late in the war to have much effect. 1-'

The Type XXI was ahead of its time even late in the war (the
United States did not build such a submarine until a decade
later), but we may well wonder how the U-boat campaign would
have gone if Germany had used these true submarines, rather
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Figure 42
Hypothetical Type XXI Campaign
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than mere "undersea boats," throughout the war.* The Type
XXI's high submerged speed would make it much harder to
destroy during attacks on convoys; it would also have a much
shorter, and thus safer, Bay transit time. Taking those advan-
tages into account, by eliminating all attrition except for acci-
dents, we can see that the Type XXI adds about 250 merchant
sinkings to the total-a sizable increase. Arguably, the true
increase would be greater, because the Type XXI's other techni-
cal advances might well make it more deadly in attacks on

* indeed, Soviet Admiral S. G. Gorshkov speculates counterfactually on the possible
results of German use of "new types of submarine," doubtless including the Type XXI
and the various Walter boats. (The Sea Power of the State, p. 265.)
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Figure 43
Doubled Repair Capacity
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convoys, raising the number of merchant vessels sunk per
convoy sighted.

U-boats awaiting repair accumulated in France. Because they
were in an occupied country, repair facilities could not be
expanded easily, and extra manpower was not forthcoming from
Germany. (The facilities could, however, be made very damage
resistant-Allied bombing had littie effect on the famous con-
crete submarine pens.) We may use the U-boat circulation model
to explore the effects of improved U-boat maintenance by doub-
ling the French ports' repair capability. (See figure 43.)

Some authors imply that U-boats retrenched in August
1943, in reaction to the ASV Mark III radar. Denitz certainy
called back some boats that had already sailed. n However, the
model displays the visible signs of retrenchment without any
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Figure 44
Early Retrenchment Campaign
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special programming to do so: a major decline in U-boats at sea
results purely from the policy of maximum submergence and the
paucity of at-sea refueling capability by that time. We can use
the model to assess the effect of an earlier retrenchment, starting
in May 1943: the ASV Mark III went into service in April and
D6nitz certainly could have implemented his retrenchment in
May instead of August. (See figure 44.) Allied shipping could
have operated unmolested, but if German submarine production
continued unabated, D6nitz could count on unleashing an enor-
mous fleet of U-boats once their survivability could again be
ensured. Although a modeled retrenchment in May saves some
U-boats, it actually lessens the number of merchant vessels sunk
because of the ever-declining opportunity to sink independent
merchant ships.
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Conclusions From the U-Boat Circulation Model

Table 21 summarizes this chapter's findings. It shows the
merchant vessels sunk for the cases considered here, the actual
history, and the model's base case-the result it calculates based
on historical data. The absence from the base case of any
retrenchment causes a few extra sinkings, but some of the dis-
crepancy between the base case and the actual history doubtless
arises from mistaken parameter estimates. However, we will not
revise these parameters in a curve-fitting attempt to make the
base case match the actual history. The sensitivity of the model
to changes in inputs (our whole reason for using it) would also
be altered in such an adjustment, and we have no reason to
think that this sensitivity would be altered foi the better. There-
fore we will retain the best-estimate parameter values we have
been using and use the model's base case, not the actual history,
as our point of departure.

Table 21.-Results of Excursions Using the U-Boat Circulation Model

Case Merchant Vessels Sunk
total vice base

Actual History 1650 - 53
No U-Boat Tankers 1219 -484

No Wolfpack Search 1547 -156
Early Retrenchment 1682 - 21
Model Base Case 1703 0
No Convoy Escorts 1783 + 80
No Bay Patrol (U-boats don't submerge) 1848 + 145
Doubled Repair Capacity 1859 + 156
Hypothetical Type XXI Campaign 1957 + 254
Doubled U-Boat Tankers 2050 + 347

The model shows that additional U-boat tankers would have
caused the most dramatic change, that the convoy escorts saved
80 merchant ships, that the Bay patrol saved 145 ships, and that
doubled repair capacity (probably an impossibility) would have
sunk more than 150 extra merchant ships.

These conclusions raise other questions about the specifics of
Bay operations: what if the Germans had used maximum sub-
mergence the whole time, or minimum submergence, or had
been quicker to realize which electronic countermeasures to
employ? To answer these questions, we must couple the U-boat
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circulation model developed in this chapter with the model of
Bay search operations, developed in Chapter 4, to form an
omnibus model.
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The Omnibus Model

While it is convenient to examine the many aspects of search in
themselves and in some degree of isolation, it would be fatally
misleading if, in so doing, one were to fall into the trap of those
specialists who, in developing one part of a whole, ignore the
rest and its relation thereto. Splendid work has been done in
medical research by detailed examination of one disease or one
physical function, but such results must be integrated into the
whole human system if they are to serve effectively.

-Bernard Osgood Koopman, 1980179

The "omnibus model" combines the Bay search model with
the U-boat circulation model, allowing investigation of the
effects of changing Bay search conditions on the U-boat cam-
paign as a whole. Using such a model, we can assess the effec-
tiveness of alternative Bay policies by their results on merchant-
shipping losses as measured in the model.

Creating the Omnibus Model

The basis for comparing policies is the same as in the pre-
vious chapter: the difference (in merchant vessels sunk) between
the case at hand and the model's "base case." (See figure 45.)
The slight difference between historical sweep rates and those
computed by the sweep-rate model results in a difference of four
merchant ships: in the previous chapter's model the historical
sweep rates resulted in a base case of 1,703 ships sunk, whereas
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Figure 45
Omnibus Model: Base Case
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the omnibus model-using computed sweep rates derived by
the methods of Chapter 4-computes a base of 1,707 merchant
ships sunk.

Exercising the Omnibus Model

As mentioned earlier, D6nitz withdrew his boats from the
Atlantic in the summer of 1943 because he had lost all his U-boat
tankers. Any such "retrenchment" when the S-band threat was
recognized, to wait until a search receiver was ready, would
have been counterproductive because of the declining density of
independent shipping. To assess the full effect of retrenchment,
we must run the model-with and without early retrenchment
(see figures 46 and 47)-through May 1944 to give the Germans
the full benefit of their huge U-boat fleet in the Atlantic until
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Figure 46

Campaign Through D-Day
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they turn it against cross-channel shipping after the Normandy
invasion. Using calculated sweep rates in the omnibus U-boat
circulation model (rather than the historical ones, which are
available only through January 1944) lets us simulate the snorkel
portion of the U-boat campaign in order to assess the full impact
of the retrenchment option.

Again, the retrenchment option has hardly any effect on the
total number of merchant ships sunk. Given that continued
U-boat activity tied up Allied forces, as Donitz was keenly
aware,18t ° drastic retrenchment would not .,e been a good idea.

Morse and Kimball suspect that only a "criminal lack of liai-
son between the German air and naval technical staffs"'1'
explains the 6-month delay between the Luftwaffe's acquisition
of an intact S-band radar and the U-boat command's realization
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Figure 47
1944 Effects of Retrenchment
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that this radar accounted for the heavy U-boat losses aircraft
inflicted. The S-band "Rotterdam Gerat," discovered in March
1943, remained unknown to the Kriegsmarine until September,
so the first Naxos receivers did not go into use until October.
What if communications had been perfect? Naxos could have
gone into use in April 1943, but as the U-boat circulation model
shows, only seven more merchant vessels would have been
sunk as a result. (See figure 48.)

The Germans might have simply adopted the maximum sub-
mergence policy permanently: this policy worked well against
the ASV Mark II-better, in fact, than the Metox countermeasure
for which it was a stopgap-and it worked well again against the
ASV Mark III. What if D6nitz had introduced it earlier, or had
kept it from "wearing off" after he first ordered it in 1942?
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Figure 48
Early Naxos Deployment
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The disincentive for maximum submergence is greatly
increased transit time, with a concomitant decrease in time on
station. The omnibus model shows that the increased sur-
vivability does not make up for the loss of time on station:
almost 40 fewer merchant vessels would have been sunk by such
a maximum-submergence campaign than were actually sunk.
(See figure 49 and table 22.)

Going to the other extreme, D6nitz, reacting to the increas-
ing backlog of U-boats awaiting repair, might have decided he
could afford to lose a few boats if that was the price for getting
them to sea promptly. He could have continued the medium-
submergence tactics in use when Leigh Light flying began, sink-
ing 85 extra merchant vessels. Note that this, the simplest of
policy decisions-staying with the status quo-would have sunk
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Figure 49
Maximum-Submergence Campaign
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Table 22.-Results of Excursions Using the Omnibus Circulation Model

Case Merchant Vessels Sunk
total vice base

Actual History 1650 - 57

Maximum-Submergence Campaign 1568 - 39
Model Fasc Case 1707 0
Early Naxos Introduction 1714 + 7
Medium-Submergence Campaign 1792 + 85
Surfaced-Passage Campaign 1822 + 115

Retrenchment Results through May 1944 1682 - 74
Base Case Extension to May 1944 1756 0
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Figure 50
Medium-Submergence Campaign
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a number of merchant vessels comparable to the bonus resulting
from fighting the whole campaign in the absence of convoy
escorts, had that been possible. (See figure 50.)

D6nitz could even have instituted a radical policy of surfaced
Bay transit. Doing so would have sunk 115 extra merchant ves-
sels, all other things remaining equal. One might well ask if
D6nitz would have been about to run out of submarines at the
end of this scenario. He would not; in fact, he still would have
had an increasing maintenance backlog piling up in France until
D-Day. (See figure 51.)
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Figure 51
Surfaced- Passage Campaign
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8
Historical Conclusions

There are many who will be inclined to cavil at any inathenati-
cal or semi-matheinatical treatment of the present subject, on the
ground that with so many unknown factors, such as the morale
or leadership of the men, the unaccounted merits or demerits of
the weapons, and the still more unknown "chances of war," ii
is ridiculous to pretend to calculate anything. The answer to
this is simple: the direct numerical comparison of the forces
engaging in conflict or available in the event of war is almost
universal. It is a factor always carefully reckoned with by the
various military authorities; it is discussed ad nauseam in the
Press. Yet such direct counting of forces is in itself a tacit
acceptance of the applicability of mathematical principles, but
confined to a special case. To accept without reserve the mere
"'counting of the pieces" as of value, and to deny the mo,-e
extended application of mathematical theory, is as illogical and
unintelligent as to accept broadly and indiscriminately the bal-
ance and the wveighing-machine as instruments of precision, but
to decline to permit in the latter case any allowance for the
known inequality of leverage.

-F.W. Lanchester, 1916,2

This chapter presents conclusions about the U-boat cam-
paign itself, based on the statistical analyses of the sweep rate
and on the Bay search model and the U-boat circulation model.
Methodological points appear in the next chapter, and broader
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conclusions about countermeasures and measures of effective-
ness in the last.

Two Unlikely Implements of Bay Search

Regardless of the search method used, the Allies struck at
the basic weakness of the U-boat: it could not remain submerged
indefinitely. As more than one source points out, it was this fun-
damental fact that enabled airplanes to prey upon U-boats at
all.' 3 To the extent that the submarines could increase the per
centage of the Bay transit made underwater, they could make
themselves immune to air search.

U-boats could not, however, cross the Bay with impunity
because they could not cross it completely submerged. The Bay
transit model enables us to find how safely U-boats could cross
the Bay during various phases of the war, given the equipment
prevailing on both sides at those times.

Nor could the U-boats maximize submergence without
diminishing their operational effectiveness. The U-boat circula-
tion model illustrates how boats obeying maximum-
submergence orders in crossing the Bay spend so much time in
doing so that they require at-sea refueling to be effective in their
mission against meichant shipping. A compensating factor, not
taken into account, is that the slower passage may have con-
sumed less fuel,* so that boats that crossed under maximum
submergence may have been able to stay at sea longer.
However, this effect, if present, must have been slight: later in
the war boats operated from Norwegian ports, passing to the
Atlantic on voyages similar to those of maximum submergence
in the Bay, and they had about the same endurance as we have
imputed to the Biscay boats. 8 4

At-sea refueling confers several advantages. As mentioned
above, it saves time that boats would otherwise have to spend
"commuting" to and from the patrol area. Refueling is the ulti-
mate countermeasure to offensive search in the Bay, because

*The slower passage consumes electric power more economically. On the other
hand, the effect is lessened because the submerged use of electric power is inherently far
less economical than the surfaced use of diesel: not only were the boats' hulls optimized
for surface operation, but also the extra steps of converting diesel fuel into propulsixe
power via electricity (turning a generator and later, after battery storage, turning a
motor) entail a great loss of efficiency compared with direct diesel propulsion.
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each at-sea refueling eliminates two Bay transits per U-boat
refueled: 20 transits per U-boat tanker cruise. Moreover, keeping
the boats at sea keeps them out of the repair process: as the
U-boat circulation model shows, boats that return to France can
spend many months waiting for repairs before venturing out
into the Atlantic again.

The defeat of the tanker U-boats in fact left Donitz with little
choice but to withdraw his submarine force from the North
Atlantic in the late summer of 1943. Indeed, the U-boat circula-
tion model shows that a considerable apparent retrenchment fol-
lows automatically from the loss of the tanker U-boats.

The Allies used Enigma decryption to sink tanker U-boats.
Without the tankers, combat U-boats had to run the risk of
increased surfacing in the Bay if they were to cross quickly
enough to have time left to pursue their mission in the North
Atlantic. Therefore we may say that while the most important
German aid to Bay transit was the tanker U-boat, because it
obviated some transits altogether, the most important Allied aid
to Bay search was the Enigma decrypt, because it enabled
destruction of the tankers and forced the U-boats to make more
of their Bay transit on the surface.

The U-boat circulation model permits encounters with inde-
pendent shipping anywhere except in the Bay itself, whereas
convoys can be hunted only in the mid-Atlantic, requiring addi-
tional transit time. Encounters with independent shipping,
however, declined over the course of the war, so that by the
time the U-boats lost their tankers there were almost no inde-
pendent merchant ships to sink during the scant time available
at sea. The U-boat circulation model portrays these effects well.
However, the post facto nature of the model's treatment of inde-
pendent shipping-estimating coefficients by regression only-
prevents investigation of the degree to which convoying comple-
mented Enigma decryption by forcing the U-boats to concentrate
on the mid-Atlantic region of safe convoy-hunting even while
their at-sea time was cut so drastically by the loss of their tanker
submarines.

The Dominance of the Mundane

As we have seen, the degree of submergence and the time at
sea affect the outcome of the campaign much more than do the
electronic countermeasures. Allied flying in the Bay was
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effective primarily because it kept the U-boats submerged and
cost them time at sea. Tankers extended that time, and elimi-
nated some Bay transits altogether.

Many of our observations in this study hinge on the fact that
the huge maintenance backlog-of which D6nitz was painfully
aware, -5 repeatedly petitioning Hitler to make more workers
available-mooted any benefits of surviving the return trip.
Recall that Morse and Kimball's original U-boat circulation
model treated everything but repairs in a perfunctory way, and
treated repairs with the surprising-yet accurate--"notions box"
model. In their treatment of port congestion, the wartime opera-
tions researchers seem to have grasped an issue neglected by
postwar writers, who have mathematically addressed almost
every other aspect of queuing-a major area of operations
research. 86
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Certainly the analysis of the confusing complexities of actual

operations into such components is essential; but this dissection
must not just hack through organs: it must separate them, and
having become clear concerning the individual parts, must
understand their synthetic recombinationi as an organism-an
entity having a structure of its own, going far beyond the sum
of its parts.

-Bernard Osgood Koopman, 19801-7

Many of the results of the preceding analyses of Bay search
and U-boat circulation are really statements about procedures in
military modeling and analysis, rather than about Second World
War antisubmarine warfare. Because the war is over, these
lessons-seemingly dismissable as "mere methodological
points"-may be more important than anything revealed about
how to fight U-boats.

Simple Models Can Work!

Perhaps most significant in today's environment of massive
computer models is the fact that the simple models used in this
study replicate historical events quite well, and do so without
relying on large numbers of post hoc curve-fitting parameters.
(Recall that the regression-determined independent merchant-
shipping losses are an optional extra in the U-boat circulation
model.) The degree of independence from after-the-fact
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knowledge suggests that the many similar models* in today's lit-
erature could aspire to some accuracy in predicting the results of
similar future conflicts. The most obvious example of such a con-
flict is another resupply of Europe during a conventional war:

NATO forces convoy merchant shipping across the North Atlan-
tic while Soviet submarines operating from bases on the Kola
Peninsula try to sink them. Passage of the submarines through
the Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom (GIUK) gap parallels
U-boat passage through the Bay of Biscay, and the battle is one
of attrition, carried out against the submarines by "barriers" at
several stages in their circulation. Another example is the opera-
tion of Soviet submarines from Vladivostok, whose choices for
escape from the Sea of Japan would be limited.

The desire for simple quantitative models of military opera-
tions is not restricted to those who study the submarine threat to
sea lanes of communication. ICBM exchange models',", work
from hardware characteristics to operational outcomes, as do the
models presented here. The demonstrated ability to chart the
course of a U-boat campaign suggests that modeling a strategic
nuclear exchange is not an impossible task. Although one can
argue that existing models have oversimplified certain issues
(many, for example, ignore command and control considerations
and damage mechanisms other than blast'8 9 ), these issues seem
amenable to quantitative treatment.

Simple models of conventional war on land present a dif-
ferent sort of problem altogether. Many more types of hardware
and far more people interact, and terrain-in all its variety-
plays a leading role in determining the outcome.

In the past 20 years, the formulation of simple models has
come to include modeling one or more aspects of our entire
planet. Such models--addressing, for example, global economic
or ecological processes-bear mathematical similarity to the
U-boat circulation model in that they compute state histories
from discrete analogues of systems of coupled differential equa-
tions. Critics have harped upon the nonverifiability (among

*Such submarine circulation models appear, albeit with somewhat notional param-
eter values, in Nitze and Sullivan's Securimg the Seas, Enthoven and Smith's Htow, Much is
Enough?, Bart and Cohan's Model of Allti-Convoy Effectiveniess, and Mihori's U.S.-Japan
Security Policy. The notional values could be replaced by values coming from ancillary
models, analogous to the submodels of Bay search and convoy combat used to provide
values or the U-boat circulation model presented here.
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other defects) of these global models, and some have attempted
to tar all "systems-analysis" efforts with the same brush. 19

Demonstrating verifiability-and in fact verity-in a formally
similar model will, perhaps, act in at least some small measure
to cleanse the systems-analysis escutcheon.

A philosopher of science would point out that the conformity
of the models' results presented here to historical reality does
not "prove them true." 191 The test against history could,
however, have cast doubt upon them, and is thus a wicket
through which such a philosopher would require that they pass.
Some analysts shy away from such verification tests on the
grounds that chance might make a historical outcome differ from
a modeled one even though the model is not wrong,9 2 or that
the historical outcome might have resulted from a factor the
model did not include. 193 These lines of reasoning do not per-
suade me that the historical test ought not to be made, only that
the model ought to have the right to appeal an unfavorable
outcome.

For models featuring regression-derived coefficients, verifica-
tion is inextricably woven into the process of determining the
values of the coefficients, as in the case of J.H. Engel's analysis
of the battle of Iwo Jima in terms of the Lanchester "Square
Law." 194 The modeled results fit history, but history provides
time-series data only for the number of Americans in the fight-
the daily numbers of Japanese and the two sides' troop qualities
are all results of curve-fitting. Having survived such a test, a
regression model-or any model entailing "tuning"-runs the
risk of being perceived as an ad hoc theory-defined as one such
that "the facts supporting it are only those it was introduced to
explain" 195 -a situation summarized by the apocryphal quote,
"We have calibrated our model to the results of the 1973 Arab-
Israeli War and we can reproduce its results."'9 6

Finally, the models used here to analyze the U-boat conflict
contain no nonoperational variables, or operational variables
with values based on "judgment." These sorts of variables, such
as "attacker's equilibrium attrition rate"'91 7 and aggregate

A u- , . Jistinction divides "operations research" or "operations analysis" from
"systems analysis," reserving the first two terms for the quantitative study of ongoing or
past operations, and the last for the study of future or hypothetical systems. In such
usage the systems analyst, by definition, works with fewer facts and thus has a harder
job than his or her operational counterpart.
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firepower,""' arise in models of land warfare and raise many of
the doubts surrounding these models.*

Formulation of Measures of Effectiveness Today

As Morse and Kimball point out, almost any kind of
operations-research analysis requires a measure of effectiveness.
They provide examples, including but not limited to those used
in this study. The modern reader, ho 2,ver, will note many dif-
ferences between the measures of effectv¢eness Morse and Kim-
ball advanced and those appearing ini today's literature.

The Second World War bombing, antisubmarine, and anti-
aircraft campaigns analyzed by the original operations
researchers presented a limited range of possible measures of
effectiveness. In the antisubmarine campaign, for example, the
Allied side could choose among such measures of effectiveness
as the number of U-boats sunk, the number of siuccessful Atlan-
tic merchant-ship transits, the number of merchant ships saved,
the number of tons of cargo saved, or the number of tons of
cargo delivered to Britain. Each of these measures would have
led to a different approach to antisubmarine warfare. In fact, the
First World War argument over whether to use surface vessels to
escort convoys or to hunt U-boats can be seen as a dispute over
measures of effectiveness: to save the maximum number of mer-
chant vessels, the surface vessels should escort convoys,
whereas to sink the maximum number of U-boats, the surface
vessels should hunt U-boats.199

Today, in peacetime, we have difficulty creating satisfactory
measures of effectiveness because we lack the specifics of the
war in which the weapon will be used. For example, today's
ASW weapons could be used in an Atlantic context much like
that of the Second World War, but they might also be used to
attack ballistic-missile-launching submarines.

Another difficulty is that many, perhaps in some sense all, of
our weapon systems have deterrence as a primary mission. 2 4l
Because "wars averted" is not a knowable quantity, the search
for surrogates leads to a wide variety of measures of effective-
ness. In today's peacetime military operations analysis, meas-
ures of effectiveness retain their recognized importance, but

*Stockfisch treats doubts about firepower scores comprehensively.
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their development is seldom carried to completion. Many articles
whose titles give the impression that they will tell how to meas-
ure something's effectiveness do not actually present any such
measure. Instead, they propose criteria for selection of measures
of effectiveness, or even develop frameworks selecting criteria
for determining for measures of effectiveness.

The strategy of detcrrence requires not only that one have
the ability to inflict unacceptable damage upon an adversary in
war, but also that the potential adversary recognize that
capability and therefore decide not to start a war. Therefore,
weapons and plans must be effective not only according to one's
own measure of effectiveness, but also according to that of the
potential adversary. Some writers stipulate that the adversary
may act according to some unknown form of alien logic. 2 11

Though they thus avoid the trap of considering him to be a mir-
ror image of themselves, they cannot ever satisfy themselves
that any proposed measure of effectiveness would make sense to
the adversary. Investigations of the other side's operations-
research literature 2°2 can obviate that concern, except among
another group of skeptics: those who see such literature as
intentionally deceptive.

Reasonable people do not differ as much as some propo-
nents of the "alien logic" theory would have one believe, and
any differences they have are more likely to be of values than of
logic.* D6nitz and the Allied operations researchers did not dif-
fer in logic or values, eventually concluding that success in the
North Atlantic campaign was measurable in cargo ships sunk,
regardless of their location or cargo, if any. One could argue fur-
ther that if the two sides did not have similar measures of effec-
tiveness, they would have nothing to fight about. In the period
of the Second World War known as the "phony war," for exam-
ple, France measured success in the war against Germany in
terms of French land not conquered-as the construction and

*An unreasonable person might follow an "alien logic," but with little profit. Adolf
Hitler, not widely cited as a rational actor, arguably acted according to alien logic during
the latter part of the war. The evidence for such an argument, however, would include
no successes: his East Front no-retreat policy (Guderian, p. 256) and his insistence that
the Messerschmitt-262 fighter be developed as a bomber and never even be referred to as
a fighter (Galland, pp. 258-262) followed a logic of quixotic suboptimization alien even to
his own field commanders, and doomed to fail in the real world. (Galland comments,
"One might as well have given orders to call a horse a cow!")
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use of the Maginot line indicate-yet Germany did not measure
success in terms of French land taken. 2113 Thus the belligerents
fought lackadaisically from September 1939 until May 1940,
when Hitler turned to the conquest of France. Then Germany
and France began to operate according to the same measure of
effectiveness, French territory, and fighting began in earnest.

Second World War Measures of Effectiveness Did Not Beg the
Question

The measures of effectiveness used by Second World War
operations researchers, and carried through in the present work,
did not beg any questions. Although one might quarrel with the
use of merchant vessels sunk as a criterion, one could hardly
argue that it is a vague, abstract, or subjective measure.

In today's practice, alleged measures of effectiveness spring
up full-grown as inputs to models. For example, many strategic-
exchange models that include active defenses assume that the
defensive systems can be characterized by how many "kills"
they produce. The trouble with this measure of effectiveness is
that it sweeps a difficult part of the problem under the rug: 1,000
interceptors with a kill probability of 0.5 pose an allocation prob-
lem not presented by 500 perfect interceptors. Against 1,000 tar-
gets, to be sure, the 1,000 50-percent effective shots would
produce, on average, the 500 kills guaranteed by the 500 perfect
shots. Against 500 targets, however, the latter force would still
produce 500 kills, while the former could hope to average only
375.

Even worse is the situation in which model designers start
with an idea such as "target value," 2114 build the model around it,
and then-in effect-sit back and say, "Now just give us the
data." The key distinction between this sort of question-begging
measure of effectiveness and a useful one is that the useful one
can be measured.

Intellectual Get-Rich-Quick Schemes

Closely related to the mistaken view that one can simplify
one's work by calling some chosen input a measure of effective-
ness is the view that any of several methodologies, such as clus-
ter analysis, the Delphi method, 21" or Saaty's analytic hierarchy
process, 2  can create information out of thin air. These
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approaches are valid means of collecting information scattered
amid large amounts of clutter, but they do not evade the "gar-
bage in, garbage out" principle any more than a set of wind
chimes evades the Second Law of Thermodynamics.

Composite Measures of Effectiveness

One often sees attempts to measure effectiveness as the sum
or product of several desirable quantities, perhaps with undesir-
able quantities subtracted away or placed in the denominator.
These formulations have the merit that an increase in a good
quality, or a decrease in a bad one, will increase the measured
effectiveness. (Not all formulations have even that trait. One
occasionally sees cost comparisons of aircraft done in dollars per
pound, 207 even though both cost and weight are undesirable.)

The formulator faces a choice between addition and multi-
plication. Multiplication allows combining unlike terms, such as
firepower and mobility (assuming these can be defined). Multi-
plication also allows low-scoring qualities to drag down high-
scoring ones: in particular, a zero score in any one factor leads to
a zero overall. Addition lacks this property, a fact not always
noticed. For example, an introductory book208 on sonar presents
the equation

Tactical Sonar Performance = Sonar Equipment Performance +
Ocean Transmission Performance

which fails to take into account that if the equipment is of zero
quality, performance will be zero no matter how favorable the
ocean transmission.

In some cases, however, addition is appropriate because the
ingredients are all of like units. The question of assigning
weights to the addends then arises. Operations-research texts
properly devote little attention to this problem, except perhaps
to point it out as a difficult but nonmathematical precursor to
such methods as linear programming. 2 11 The practical worker,
on the other hand, soon finds that any method requiring a
weighting scheme raises the question of what weights are to be
used, and that all sorts of imponderables can be dispatched
neatly if one is allowed to assign a priori weights to various
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quantities and then take their sum. Even more difficulties evapo-
rate if the weights are used to combine incommensurables.*

These points apply to the case in hand because this study
does not use any arbitrary a priori weights. Also, only three a
posteriori curve-fits appear, all sub-models.** Yet many discus-
sions in today's defense consulting community seem predicated
on the assumption that the guessing and finding of a priori and a
posteriori weights or functional forms is the whole art of opera-
tions research. Salient examples occur in the literature of wound
ballistics, in which one source gives the probability that an inci-
dent bullet or fragment of velocity , and mass !?! will be fatal as

P(KillIHit) = I - e - a( mv o - b ) n

where m is mass, v is velocity, and the rest of the variables on
the right-hand side (and indeed, the functional form of the right-
hand side) are chosen so as to fit data from experiments and/or
battlefield experience. 210

Habituation to such expressions can lead to loss of apprecia-
tion of analytical content where it is present. For example, the
"countermilitary potential" of a strategic nuclear warhead is
defined as yield 2'3/CEP 2, where yield is the energy of the weapon
and CEP (circular error probable) is the median miss distance of
the guidance system. So defined, the countermilitary potential
fits into an equation, derivable from the physics of the situa-
tion, 211 expressing the probability that the warhead will destroy a

*Two articles (one by Pankin, the other by Cover and Keilers) on the measurement
of baseball players' offensive effectiveness show the application of this method and a
clever alternative. Pankin uses a variety of statistical and logical arguments to modify the
traditional slugging average into a more complicated weighted combination of singles,
doubles, triples, homers, at-bats, hit-by-pitches, and so on that correlates better with
average runs per game than do the traditional batting and slugging averages. Cover and
Keilers simply construe the events of a player's record (in order) as the record of a whole
team, and accordingly construct a series of synthetic games played by this team, thereby
finding "the number of earned runs per game [the player) would score if he batted in all
nine positions in the line-up" by sheer score-keeping. The reader may decide which
approach is more appealing: the latter correlated even better with average runs per game
than did the former.

"The relationship of independent merchant ships sunk to U-boats at sea, the
U-boat/merchant vessel exchange rate for convoyed merchant vessels, and the contribu-
tion of signals intelligence to German search for Allied convoys, as analyzed in OEG
Study 533.
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small target of great sturdiness, such as a missile silo. Yet one
sees allusions to the countermilitary potential that present it as a
(perhaps well-chosen) measure, 2 2 index, 213 or "indicator" '214

without any particular empirical underpinning.

"Laws" vs. "Models"

As has presumably been noted by many of their latter-day
readers, 2 5 early operations researchers presented their discov-
eries as "laws" and "theories," not "models." Today's opera-
tions researchers refer to almost everything as a "model" and
would never dare declare any finding a "law," except in jest.*
While such a change in nomenclature can be justified on the
basis of today's philosophy of science, 216 it can make presenting
results to nonspecialists more difficult.

For example, while the nonspecialist reader of a study might
suspect a "Poisson law" of being an ivory-tower abstraction or a
"Poisson distribution" of being unduly technical, reference to a
"Poisson model"2 1 7 invites immediate skepticism. The term, the
methodological upheavals in physical science that created it, and
the diffidence with which particular models are advanced 218

combine to give the impression that no model is any better than
any other. 219

The belief that all models are created equal has an adverse
effect on the producers as well as the consumers of studies. One
may all too easily create an impressive-looking study based upon
impressionistically chosen weighting factors and functional
forms. The consumer, in turn, detects the absence of any mean-
ingful derivation and concludes-perhaps correctly-that the
study is not useful because it only embodies the author's precon-
ceptions. For example, a study recommending larger convoys on
the basis of an objective function that was the weighted sum of
such judgment-derived quantities as "defensibility" and "capac-
ity" would not be likely to displace a decisionmaker's pre-
disposition against "putting all one's eggs in one basket." By
contrast, a study-based on 10th-grade geometry-showing that
the escort requirement depends on the square root of the num-
ber of merchant ships defended is compelling and not unduly
abstruse.

*As in Norman Augustine's delightful book, Augustine's Laws.
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Strangely, today's "models" more strongly resemble "laws"
than do many of the "laws" of the wartime operations
researchers-their various coefficients cannot be interpreted
other than as constants of nature. For example, in the Poisson
coverage formula, or "law of random search,"

- search effort/area
Probability of Sighting = I - e

"area" is the area of the region searched and "search effort" is
the product of sweep width, speed, and hours flown. On the
other hand, in the "model 221 for the probability that a small-
arms or fragment hit will be fatal,

P(KilllHit) = 1 - e

m is mass and v is velocity, but whereas 03 admits of some physi-
cal it.zerpretation, a, b, and i do not, and all are :hosen purely
empirically. Moreover, their dimensions are chosen empirically: if
13 is determined to equal 2, for example, then /-and the ath rot,'
of 1/a-must also stand for energy for the equation to balance
dimensionally. Wartime operations researchers did not usually
work in such a fashion; though thev did on occasion derive a
numerical constant from experience or experiment, they did not
create functional forms or dimension-laden conversion factors on
an ad hoc basis.*

If one did not mind redubbing so many existing "laws" as
"models" and vice versa, one could establish a useful distinction
between the two terms: a "law" contains one or more co-
efficients of empirically based dimension and no physical

*A seeming exception slh .cases the rule ':iternhell and Ihiorndike. in discusL ing

attai ks on submerged U-boats 1-v -,urfsace ships
, 

u-i1g , onar. addres' ,0o1rcet t unc r-
taintv as to the locatitin of the submarine during the "lind time"' t belwt i en the attacking

ship's last sonar fix and the attack. rhetv ari-, from errors in the tix, error, i the ,ti-
mitt's ot the' 'su[marine's speed ;' and cour , and the 'ublmarinu. ablit\ to alter cotur,,
and pe, d The resulting espression (a poliknomial in ,! tontainst i.ilstaint. of arito '
dimens io (w iose values the authi r a, can hi de \ cit, "ie phIsroa oia ra tcrir l

of the gear''), but is based on kinematiL r'a-oning, nlt knpri'ssii it hoi i e t tun,-
tional torm (Sternhell and 1horndlke, p tI.
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interpretation beyond the law's statement; a "model" contains
only variables with well-defited pre-images in the real world.
Thus the "law of gravity," expressing the attractive force F
between masses M and m at range r as

GMm
r
2

qualifies as a law because the value, dimensions, and very exist-
ence of G arise only in this expression, whereas the inverse-cube
visual-sighting "law"

probability of sighting _ kh
glimpse r

relating probability of sighting to airplane height h and ground
range r ought really to be called a model, because k admits of an
obvious interpretation, target cross-section.

Operational Sweep Rate and the Poisson Coverage Formula

The concept of operational sweep rate pervades early
operations-research literature, but has strangely faded fron;,
prominence in today's literature and curricula. The author has
often had occasion to invoke it when discussing more modern
problems-such as attacks on mobile ICBM launchers-with
professional audiences, only to find that they have never heard
of it. This condition appears all the more peculiar when one real-
izes that a section of Morse and Kimball is reprinted in New-
man's The World of Mathematics immediatelv adjacent to
Lanchester's seminal paper introducing his "square law. "

:

Since Newman is by far the most accessible source for the Lan-
chester article, it is the most commonly referenced, and vet few
people appear to have read the adjacent article on searching for
submarines.

The Poisson coverage formula, or "law of random search,"

Probability of sighting = I search effortarea

has fared only slightly better, occasionally surfacing in article,,

I b
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about antisubmarine warfare 222 and being mentioned as an
important fruit of the wartime labors, as well as occasionally
being used ad hoc without any indication that it can be derived
from anything.223,224

"Search as a General Operation in Practical Life"

Koopman uses the above phrase in pointing out the preva-
lence of search operations in human endeavor, giving examples
such as searching for mineral deposits, missing persons, or crim-
inals. 22 " Without casting such a broad net, one may note the crit-
icality of the search paradigm to an understanding of the U-boat
war: today, with more accurate and deadly weapons, the opera-
tions of war are operations of search.

Moreover, some operations that would not normally be
construed as searches can be treated with the same mathematics.
The most obvious example is screening, as of a convoy by a
curtain of destroyers or a city by anti-aircraft radars and guns.
(Indeed, Koopman titled his book Search and Screening.)
Minesweepers form a moving screen; the "penetrators," the
mines, stay still. Barrages undertaken in ignorance of the targets'
true positions can be viewed as singlc-tryq searches, in which the
search plan is drawn up in advance and executed all at once.

Nor is submarine warfare the only venue in which search
operations figure in more than one way. For example, much
interest currently centers on piloted strategic penetrating
bombers. These bombers* might well have to take off amid a
barrage of submarine-launched ballistic missiles, fly through one
or more air defense screens, and then search for their targets.

Analysis vs. Synthesis in C11 Measures of Effectiveness

The disappointment that follows from reading much of the
work done in the defense-analysis industry in and around
Washington, D.C., comes from the fact that these studies consist
onlv of analysis, with no synthesis. The resulting "structure,"
perhaps presented as "not just an answer, but a way to think

And thlwi Lmnkcr.. n h'.-' mportmnce a Itnduint 't th -L +oat campaign would 11C

168lkch t(, t drc. t imt t
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Figure 52
Typical Electron ic-Warfare Diagram

Adapted from Fitts, p. 2
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about the problem," answers nothing and probably only codifies
the obvious.*

Today's typical electronic-warfare article is accompanied by a
flow chart in which almost all possible pairs of elements are con-
nected. (See figure 52.) Without quantification to help the ana-
lyst decide what to consider, what to emphasize, and what to
ignore, present-day models often suggest that nearly everything
is important and affects everything else.

The older sources cited in this study' read differently: rather
than sedulously dissecting the problem under Study and then

*For examle, tine sudi 'approaih though said at tiv, out~.ct to intt'grattv 'the
oprtional use r' anrd anahI' tik toin mI1 t i' Ot t r to topc and icaI at c C: probilecni ,

with standard lnd v,, tl1vmng opcvrationll rr'.iarch toolsk '~~ en sbv ,,I\ing. ' hlIa tkrl\. Itis

aIpproachi can [it t'\pet'Ctd to idcrititv mcva~urvs vnsiti~c to the'ariituiral iariables
within ( svstvm . wh id) retlIrc t nII ISO I CtI C, t1%Civinm .'
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just leaving it "like a patient etherized upon a table," 226 the
authors of these older studies develop their structure, plant its
lower extremities in a firm basis of fact, and work their way back
up to an answer to the original question.

The Product of Quantitative Models

Many people see quantitative models as methods of calculat-
ing answers. In themselves, these answers rarely do much good.
However, thoughtful consideration of a model's results can lead
to what have been called "insights,- 227 "explainable sur-
prises," 228 or "novel facts. ' 229 For example, many have
addressed the August 1943 retrenchment. The U-boat circulation
model clarifies the point that a U-boat at sea in November can-
not sink any more ships than it could have in August, so
D6nitz's retrenchment did not gain him any merchant-vessel
sinkings.

Lagrangian and Eulerian models (represented by Morse and
Kimball's U-boat circulation model and the one developed here,
respectively) portray events unfolding over time: the "state his-
tories 230 they produce are particularly likely to furnish insight.
Other models, such as those of strategic exchange, capture the
interaction of equipment parameters only in presenting a result.
Such models, while a step above the notorious bean-counting
methods, cannot give a sense of what is "happening" because
they lack a time variable.

The Human Element

A final reason for the high quality of wartime operations
research must be noted: the employment of geniuses. (The Brit-
ish Operational Research Section included two Nobel Prize win-
ners and five Fellows of the Royal Society. 231) The war effort
plucked these individuals from their natural habitats and set
them to work "seven days a week, 52 weeks a year." 232 Today's
peacetime efforts-many of which are in fact window dressing 233

or rococo computer makework 2 4-cannot hope to engage such
talent with such intensity.
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[Our] volume on antisubmarine warfare [ASW] represents a
compromise between two major aims, to produce a unified sum-
mary of the events and problems of the antisubmarine war on
the one hand, and to illustrate the scientific evaluation of naval
operations on the other. The approach is fundamentally histor-
ical on both accounts, however, since the illustrations of scien-
tific evaluation are taken from various analyses and studies
made in connection with antisubmarine warfare during World
War 1I. Great care should therefore be exercised in making pre-
dictions concerning the future of ASW from it. There is no
guarantee that the antisubmarine measures successful in the
past will continue to be adequate in the future. A clear under-
standing of the events of World War II, their reasons and con-
sequences, is necessary, however, as background for any
decisions which are to be made in the postwar period. It is hoped
that this volunie may serve to sonie extent as a convenient refer-
ence and source of factual material. One overall conclusion is
clearly evident from it: the introduction of new weapons, gear,
and tactics has led to a continual interplay of measures and
countermeasures in which no other conclusion retains its valid-
ity for very long. If this lesson alone is learned froni it, the vol-
litte will have served a useful purpose.

-Sternhell and Thorndlike, 194623-"

One may generalize from the Second World War. For
example, a future war in the North Atlantic, such as that Nitze
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and Sullivan envisioned, might include Anglo-American efforts
to resupply NATO forces in Europe and Soviet efforts to inter-
dict those forces. The Soviet submarine force based in the Kola
peninsula would have to cross the Greenland-Iceland-United
Kingdom (GIUK) gap in order to attack merchant shipping; one
can surely draw parallels between such a campaign and the Sec-
ond World War campaign studied here, with the GIUK gap in
place of the Bay of Biscay. However, generalizations of an even
broader nature can be made.

The Fallacy of the Second-to-Last Move

Discussing the postwar competition in strategic nuclear
weapons, Herbert York identified "the fallacy of the last
move,"' 23 in which a proposed innovation is touted as capable of
providing a permanent advantage. The fallacy, of course, lies in
the fact that a strategic arms race is not a game with a last move:
the opposition will not accept permanent disadvantage but will
strive for, and eventually create, some improvement that will
bring a return to the status quo or even a position of reversed
advantage. Supporters of various ballistic missile defense pro-
posals of the 1960's, 1970's, and 1980's have been accused of
subscribing to this fallacy, as they have promised defense only
against current ballistic missiles, not future ones designed to
penetrate defenses.

Identifying the "fallacy of the last move" has had the unfor-
tunate result of fostering a fallacy of the second-to-last-move,
which sees only one move deeper into the game and holds that
no innovation is worth making because it will eventually be
countered. The Bay of Biscay offensive clearly illustrates that a
sequence of temporary advantages can be as useful as a perma-
nent advantage.

Tho Solitaire Fallacy

One also sees instances of what might be called the solitaire
fallacy, in which the opposition is treated as a natural phe-
nomenon. In a search-related instance of this fallacy, authorities
disparaged the effectiveness of balloon-mounted radars for use
against drug smugglers after a single balloon, the first of a pro-
posed chain of six across the U.S.-Mexican border, failed to catch
any drug-carrying airplanes. The drug runners had switched to
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ground vehicles and shipments by freight container. "There's a
wonderful madness to all of this," said a Capitol Hill critic of the
program. "Just as Customs is getting its air balloons, all the bad
guys are moving into containers." An operator of the balloon
thought that the smugglers might be routing their remaining
flights around the balloon, which could be seen for miles. 2-3 7

The critic ignored the possibility that the smugglers' switch
away from aircraft had been forced on them by the balloon-or
by anticipation of the rest of the balloons-and that they paid
some kind of price (in time, money, or other coin) for departing
from what had been their preferred means of transporting
drugs. The operator seemingly lent insufficient credence to the
possibility that smugglers might avoid the balloon, which cov-
ered only a portion of the border and was not always in the air.
Neither mal viewed the situation as a contest with a rational
and determined adversary upon whom costs could be imposed,
and neither saw the problem in terms of a drugs-not-arrivingmeasure of effectiveness.

Troubles With the Top-Down Design Approach in a
Countermeasures Environment

Todav's defense analysts often emphasize a "top-down"
approach, which is almost a codification of the solitaire fallacy.
In its own way, this approach can also foster the same paralysis
as that induced by the fallacy of the second-to-last move. Top-
down design, originally a computer software concept, starts
with the desired result-found by a "requirements analysis"-
and works backward to the means of attaining that result. Such
an approach was once seen as the only way to write large com-
puter programs from scratch: beginners who mistakenly work
from the bottom up generate unmanageable "spaghetti code,"
which others cannot read and even the writers often cannot
debug.*

Lately, the top-down design philosophy has spread to other

areas of endeavor. The initial stage of work on a new aerospace
system, for example, is to ask, "What do we want it to do?" An
answer might be "Find submarines." Having determined the
system's primary function, one asks, "What does it have to do in

* Mhrc r.c.n i,, an alternative approach bawt~d on cre ating and rt 1in1g protot, pe

prograims ha,. c t'r,w Cd
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order to do that?" This recursive process-aided by flow dia-
grams and even computers to help keep track of the diagrams-
eventually results in a complete description of all the functions
the svsterfi entails. Then, and only then, can design work begin:
earlier mentions of design ideas are decried as premature.

The tbp-dowii methodology precludes consideration of the
state of the art: it asks what is wanted, not what is possible.
While it is arguably a reasonable approach to designing soft-
ware, the realities of hardware design may negate such idealism.
The top-down method also cannot answer questions of suffi-
ciencv, which properly belong to the realm of requirements. For
example, the method provides no answer to "How reliably must
the system find the submarines: with what probability of miss-
ing a submarine (at a given range) and with what probability of
false alarm when no submarine is present?" Emerging questions
of sufficiency-those that arise several steps down from the
top-are even harder to answer: given a three-man crew, how
many windows does the aircraft need for visual spotting of sur-
faced submarines? The design team sees the question as one of
requirements, while the requirements group sees the question as
an implementation detail relating to crew size, about which they
have no stated requirement.

The disadvantages of top-down hardware design are rarely
pointed out; 2> s the sanctity of top-downism in the software
world has resulted in the idolatrous worship of its image in the
hardware world. Yet the top-down technique works very poorly
on weapon systems. Questions of sufficiency abound, as do
other questions that designers think relate to requirements and
requirers consider implementation details. Given a requirement
for a 1,000-missile ICBM force, for example, who is to say how
many launch control centers there should be or, in the case of
mobile ICBMs, whether the launch control centers should also
be mobile? The weapon designers will probably view such ques-
tions as policy matters, just like the proliferation and mobilit, of
the ICBMs themselves. Policvmakers will view launch control
centers as in important technicality best left to the experts.

Unaided, the designers-who lack the software engineers'
ability to create and test cheap prototypes, but who have to
arrive at an answer if they are to continue with the design
process-will try to find an answer through pure reasoning. In a
perhaps ill-informed debate the like of which the author has
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witnessed on more than one project, the designers will start at
the top and work up, asking what the weapon's mission is, what
the mission's purpose is, and so on until they get to a lofty goal
such as undisturbed continuation of the American way of life,
from which they will try to work back down to an answer to the
question about launch control centers. 2 9 Some even explicitly
reject the input of strategic thinkers at this stage.*

This top-up design process does not work very well. Com-
puter models and simulations of the sort developed in this study
(though perhaps not as simple) can help facilitate the upward
movement from engineering data to performance, but not from
performance to worth. Additionally, the application of top-down
design to weapons raises issues not found in nonweapon
applications. Weapons that must contend with countermeasures
face-along with all their other requirements-the protean
requirement to defeat enemy countermeasures. One's impres-
sion of these can change rapidly and is in any case shaped by
one's worst fears. Interminable redesign or defeat at the hands
of a "threat-of-the-month club," which deluges the design proc-
ess with numerous notional enemy countermeasures, can result.

A weapon system whose only mission is to defeat enemy
weapons-such as a search radar or a radar warning receiver-
faces nothing but protean requirements, and therefore top-down
design methods can lead only to frustration.

The top-down approach applied in its pure form to ,a sensor
system would start with the question, "How can I unfailingly
detect enemy platforms without ever suffering from a false
alarm?" While a pragmatist might immediately propose a signa-
ture for which to watch and a sensor capable of doing the watch-
ing, a true practitioner of top-down design would reject such a
response as technologically opportunistic (or worse, "solution-
oriented"), and would hold out for a decomposition of the
enemy platforms' phenomenologies, followed by a selection of
which phenomenology to use and only then consideration of
how a given signature might be detected.

In the foregoing scenario the pragmatic designer and the top-
down designer would probably get to the same answer in

-IEdward LuttwAk ',hOUM lCave the arena ot v,. Ihnolog, d[ di ,t',[111,n ,'\Itern
requirements to the engineer, and I LSm de el ptr,."-- Blmir '' trf, . ' iit,;
Space" Tcc/lnohoy, letter, September 19, 114W
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different amounts of time. But countermeasures pose an even
more severe problem for sensor systems than for weapon sys-
tems. One can always specify levels of signature reduction or
jamming that a given sensor cannot counteract without an un-
acceptable increase in the false-alarm rate or decreasing the
sweep rate. One response would be to improve the sensor tech-
nology. Another would be to proliferate sensor types, monitor-
ing several phenomenologies and fusing the observations into a
single assessment of target presence or absence. Neither
method, however, lends itself to the pure top-down approach,
which has such difficulty in addressing questions of sufficiency.

Some model of combat operations whose Output is a reas-
tire of effectiveness-such as the U-boat circulation model
developed here-can cut the Gordian knot of sufficicncv. That
model can also reveal the contest's two-sided, reactive nature.
avoiding the fallacy of the last move and the solitaire faliacy.

There remains the matter of choosing an appropriate meas-
ure of effectiveness. Although we have analyzed the U-boat war
in terms of merchant vessels sunk or saved, one could argtte that
the merchant vessels were an input to the Allied war effort and
that an output, such as the date on which German\- would
finally surrender, should be used instead. Such a measure of
effectiveness would, of course, entail a far greater modeling
effort: land and air combat models such as those Of Ioshua
Epstein - " would have to be used to simulate the Allied invasion
of Europe.

Strategy and Tactics

According to an early distinction between strategy and tac-
tics, strategy comprised the set of decisions made and acted on
out of sight of the enemy; tactics comprised the rest."' The
advent of modern weapons, such as carrier-based a\iation, has
permitted outright battles to occur at greater-than-visual ranges,
and the modern version of the distinction holds that a strategic
actor is one who does not have "contact" with the eneny. :4
"Strategic warfare" has come to refer to war made against popu-
lation or industry, and-latterly-to such war waged with
nuclear weapons. -2h The term operational art"--introduced b\
Soviet thinkers but well on its way to adoption by the West' - -
identifies a more recently highlighted laver, between strategv
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and tactics. A further useful distinction divides strategy and
"grand strategy," the latter being the total s~cerne ot national
military endeavor, including economic elements.

A submarine antishipping campaign such as that prosecuted
by the Germans in the Second World War occupies an ambig-
uous position amid these distinctions. Because it involves a
strike against industry-merchant-marine shipping-it is strate-
gic in the sense defined above. Yet, even as one can object that a
"strategic nuclear first strike" is not truly strategic-on the
grounds that it is merely a tactical allocation of weapons to
targets 245-one could surely argue that applying submarines to
merchant-shipping interdiction is merely a tactical exercise as
well.

I believe that the solution to this problem of categorizationIlies in the role of Grand Admiral Karl D6nitz and in the small
number of links in the U-boat chain of command. Donitz's style
of operation pvt him outside the strict categories of tactician,
strategist, or grand strategist. He was all these things simul-
taneously: he advocated the grand strategy of strangling Great
Britain's economy, he chose the areas in which his wolfpacks of
U-boats would operate, mandated immediate changes in the
methods they would use to evade detection in the Bay of Biscav,
and often he directed their offensive movements on a real-time

4basis. Perhaps the term "battle management," currently in use
with respect to the set of decisions made while a space-based
ballistic missile defense system engages enemy missiles, best
describes D6nitz's role.

Nor was D6nitz the only admiral to operate in such a man-
ner: Yamamoto, Nimitz, and Halsey similarly exerted significant
control from ashore. 246 Twentieth-century weapons (be they
U-boats or ICBMs) and communications technology permit the
personal implementation of a strategy by its formulator, so that a
U-boat commander (or ICBM targeteer) is at once a strategic and
a tactical actor-strategic in the sense of bringing the war to civil-
ians, tactical in the sense of guiding individual weapon
platforms.

"Wiser Air"

When working his or her way up from data to "insight,"
"explainable surprise," or "novel fact," the analyst (or, more
accurately, the synthesist) must take care not to overshoot the
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original question. Doing so results in the "top-up" analysis men-
tioned above, in which the study participants repeatedly outdo
one another in discerning that the study approach just proposed
"doesn't tell us what we really want to know." At each stage,
the previous apex is downgraded to being one of several impor-
tant steppingstones one level lower than the ultimate goal.
Because the study's resources do not increase, effort that could
be spent answering the original question is frittered away. One
manager contended with this problem by deriding questions of
needlessly high level as asking, "Why is there air?" 247 In fact, he
did so often enough that he came to contract the phrase to
"wiser air."

Yet the process he so frequently bemoaned followed inevita-
bly from an attempt to use top-down methods in the absence of
a previously defined top. Such a true top, be it the intention to
land a man on the moon and return him safely (as in the heyday
of NASA) or the unconditional surrender of Germany and Japan
(as in the Second World War) must-by its very nature-come
from outside.

The Parallel Hierarchies

The hierarchy of military thinking (tactics, operational art,
strategy, grand strategy) is a hierarchy of efforts to be effective,
and thus is paralleled by a hierarchy of measures of effective-
ness. (See table 23.) One must be careful to select a measure of effec-
tiveness appropriate to the level of operation. For example, a
simplified version of the U-boat circulation model presented
here was used in a final examination. After being led to con-
struct the model, the students were to select a measure of U-boat
effectiveness, then use the model to evaluate various possible
German countermeasures to offensive search in the Bay of
Biscay. They had to justify their choice, but were advised that
any reasonable measure would do if they could justify it well.
Most, as expected, chose "merchant ships sunk per U-boat
sunk" or "merchant ships sunk per month." One student,
however, scoured the readings for the course until he found a
statement in OEG Study 5 3324s selecting operational sweep rate
(of submarines for merchant ships) as a measure of effective-
ness. Needless to say, his attempts to choose among Bay coun-
termeasures on the basis of U-boat search effectiveness met with
failure: he was trying to answer a high-level question with a low-
level measure of effectiveness.
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Table 23.-The Parallel Hierarchies

Context World War II Example Measure of Effectiveness

Grand Strategy Unconditional Surrender Time Until VE Day
Strategy Establish Second Front Time Until D-Day
Operation Ship Goods to Britain Tons Landed
Tactic Defend Convoys Exchange Rate
Tactic Patrol Bay of Biscay Sweep Rate • P(KIS)

We have seen how a critic of a certain course of action, such
as offensive search in the Bay of Biscay or the use of balloon-
borne radars against drug smugglers, can be blinded to the
action's overall benefits by its apparent ineffectiveness at a low
level. Similarly, an advocate of a certain course of action may
make the claim that his improvement, being quite effective in
terms of a lower-level measure of effectiveness, must be at least
somewhat effective in the larger sense on the ground that "every
little bit helps."

Both lines of argument suffer from the fallacy of composi-
tion, in which an attribute is imputed to the whole on the basis
of its presence in the parts. Consider the example of maximum
submergence: although it was a highly effective means of lessen-
ing the danger to U-boats in the Bay, it was counterproductive in
terms of the ability of the U-boat force to sink shipping.

The effectiveness of efforts at deterrence is particularly diffi-
cult to measure because the obvious measure, wars averted, is
unknowable. Belief in an escalation ladder has led to the belief
that most major systems play a deterrent role, which may
explain latter-day difficulties in arriving at reasonable measures
of effectiveness for military systems.
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